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Reunion Committee
Dave Anderson

Debera Rothschild

Gianni Bardini

Jay Gruber

Michael Yette

Susan Liller (Kaiser)
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Superlatives Label Senior Classmates
Superlative

Male Recipient

Female Recipient

Class Clown

David Ford

Amy Hoffner

Best Couple

John Stockstill

Rachel Damiano

Best Dressed

Norman Hoston
Luis Ruck

Dee Bagley

Dizziest

Danny Miller

Kathy Murphy

Biggest Gossip

David Meister
Ken Plumley

Phyllis Glickman

Biggest Smile

Chuck Pappas

Trina Pettenati

Prettiest Eyes

Kevin Malpass

Barbara Caruso
Angela Drake

Weirdest Laugh

Bob McKenzie

Kathy Murphy

Nicest Hair Style

Kevin Malpass

Kathy Cronkrite

Best Friends

Norman Dudley
Kathy Murphy
Judy Starobin

Ted Hennessey
Kathy Mannion
Leigh Ann Kerns

Best Student

Todd Treado

Dorothy Trinh

Most All around

Todd Treado

Carolan Bombara

Biggest Troublemaker

Edger Rivera

Anita Goldstein

Most Talkative

Jeff Filderman
David Anderson

Tracey Mullins

Friendliest

Jeff Filderman

Trish Oliverio

Cutest

Kevin Malpass

Karen Altenberg

Most Likely to Succeed Todd Treado

Carolan Bombara

Best Actor/ Actress

Bob Fischer

Amy Hoffner

Most Personality

Danny Miller

Yvonne Fraser

Where are our Alumni Living?
Alaska
Alabama
Arizona
Arkansas
California
China
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of
Columbia
England
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Italy

1
3
1
1
12
1
3
2
5
5
1
21
7
0
0
4
2
0
1

Kansas
2
Kentucky
1
Louisiana
0
Maine
1
Maryland
240
Massachusetts
3
Mexico
1
Michigan
1
Minnesota
1
Mississippi
0
Missouri
0
Montana
3
Nebraska
0
Nevada
2
New
Hampshire
0
New Jersey
3
New Mexico
1
New York
7
North Carolina
10

North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming

0
3
0
1
11
0
2
0
1
5
1
1
25
0
3
1
0

Unknown
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Those We Will Miss…
Alan Evans

Janice Goodman

Mitchell Fink

Annette Antony (Cutler)

John (J.B.) Sterling

Pam Fones (Hemingway)

Brigitte Burdine

John Smollett

Roger Shrader

Daniel Miller

Joy Tenley

Susan Crenshaw

Jackie Cooper

Merle Clarke
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History
In order to relieve overcrowding in local schools adjacent to major federal installations or defense projects
President Eisenhower signed Title 45 Public Law 81-874 "ASSISTANCE FOR SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION" with
$1,500,000 contributed to Montgomery County. It was decided to build a new high school along 30 Acres on Old
Bladensburg Road (later known as University Blvd) in Silver Spring with planned opening in fall 1956. The 2
story brick, tile and glass rambler cost of $1,955,143 with a student population of 1425. At its dedication by
Arthur S. Adams, president of the American Council on Education, he described the school as "Magnificent
Building" to a crowd of 1000 visitors. Northwood area grew prior to construction. The new school became a
combination junior senior high school named Northwood Junior Senior High School with new principal Edward
(Ted) A. Bartlett. Principal Bartlett was Harvard educated, a World War II veteran, and the former basketball
coach from Winchester High School in Winchester MA. At the start of school September 1956, there was no
working bell system, no mirrors in the wash rooms, no lockers, no cafeteria. They used whistles to mark startstop of class periods. In February 1, 1960 Harold R. Packard replaced Bartlett. Eugene R. Smoley became
Principal in 1972. In 1977 Principal Bobby J. Mullis replaced Smoley, and retired at the 1985 closing.
Closing
The closing of Northwood High School was discussed and voted on 3 times by the Montgomery County School
Board starting in 1981 and finally ordered closed in a contested decision that aimed to alleviate the
concentration of minorities enrolling at Montgomery Blair High School. A non-profit group NORTHWOOD
COMMUNITY SOLIDARITY INC was established to fight the closure. After the closing, school trophies were
given to students, and alumni. The varsity uniforms were sold to students for $1. The Northwood Indian
headdress was donated to Wheaton Library for display. From 1987 to 2004, Northwood was used to hold
students from other high schools during renovations. The school was re-opened in 2004 due to increasing
population. During its original run, the school’s mascot was the Indians. A September 2001 vote by the Board of
Education banned ethnic and race-based team mascots at county schools. Students in the first class and
Alumni from 1958 first graduating class chose the Gladiators as the new mascot.
Reopening
Dr. Henry R. Johnson became the first principal of the reopened Northwood. Johnson stayed until it was
announced in January 22, 2013 that he would be appointed the Assistant State Superintendent for Curriculum
and Assessment for the State of Maryland. Prior to the reopening the funds saved by the Northwood Community
Solidarity for 20 years $8,500 was donated to Northwood in memory of the late Bobby Mullis. 2008 was the first
year since the school reopened in which there were all four classes. The school has approximately 1,400
students. This size has moved it from a division 2A school in Maryland High School athletics, to a division 3A
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school for the 2009-10 school year.
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Seniors

7

Karen Ablard (Mickenberg), Maryland
I, Karen Ablard being of neither sound mind or body leave; to Kayle Adcock a
kicken’ Bessy and leather jacket; to Donna Carchedi memories of good times
in Driver’s ed., to Gina Carr a nice Greed guy, a muzzle, a toothless comb,
and snow woman; to Pat Carter Mrs. K’s curves; to Linda Doggett, Kawasaki
and cosmic waves, tickets and snakes, an un-built tree house, a wet t-shirt, a
summer at Brighton, and amputated finger and a wubba whopper; to Norman
Dudley the number 3 and mono; to Lucille Elko flirting lessons and memories
of great times; to Sandy Frain speech lessons and a kit from Mark Eded that
we can share to Suzie Frain Winnie upon my death, a map of the world with the Abfrainian
islands, a bad boy telescope for star-gazing while driving, and memories of wild trips and all
the things we buck up; to Eric Goldberg a kiss etc…, and whatever he desires; to Alice
Harron all my Optimism, deep Karma, high vibes, head rushed, a hunk in a 3 piece suit, and
all the ice in the Arctic until July; to Dino Harris deniability, a Pooh bear, and the Amazon
jungle; to Ina Koperwas a toot-fruity can of prunes, goose eggs, paduky birds, and x-ray guywatcher glasses; to Cindy Leonard deniability and a strutting baby duck; to Mr. Nebro best
wishes and memories of one crazy little girl; to Russell Newell best wishes in the Marines; to
Eric Nicholson big thoughts, a lifetime subscription to “Hustler”, best wishes, and my phone
number; to Dawn (Dofloppy) Roberts trees to hug; a back brace, and sanity; to Marie Sayre a
be-be girl with ponytails; a game of tether-ball. I would also like to have thanked to all those
people who helped me keep my sanity for the past three Years.

Tamara Acklen, Texas
John Adams, Maryland
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Kyle Adcock (Cline), Maryland
I, Kyle being of sound mind and body do herby leave all my money to
Marsha Koehn to buy a decent car; to Gina Carr I leave my leather jacket
and mirror glasses. To Linda Doggett I leave my skill of skiing (who needs it
badly). To Karen Ablard I leave my sound mind and body and to Ina
Koperwas was I leave Bertha!!!

Pam Adcock, Alabama
To Rita Harne, I leave a gallon of screwdrivers, the best of luck with Rants
and a million more happy memories. For Rosemary Brock, I leave a bigger
moose so that she can catch all the flies now that I am gone. A dozen
sunflowers I leave for Mike Clements. For Mark S I give a 10 to Midnight
session at wheel a while. To Dona Leskin a bottle of shampoo to wash the
grease from her hear and to the entire senior class I leave the ambition to
succeed in life and fulfill their dreams.

Susan M. Adelman, Maryland
I leave all the “kinky” times that she can have to K.A. To J.H., To K.A. I
leave a dream car, a couple of goppers, and some “disco fever”. To Amy K.
I leave a year of "doubles” and triples and classes with F.N. To A.H. I
leave a lot of apples, fun filled nights with Minnie, a date with W.C., what a
stud. To D.Z., leave the car, the kids and a trip to Fenton Street. To A.K. I
leave a touch of class, a lot of smiles and some good ole fiddling nights.
To S.B. I leave memories of Miss Minni, Jim, term papers, subs, and
shopping sprees. To R.N. I leave empty shells, an apple shaker, a
Saturday afternoon lunch, and a cup of coke with ice. To K.N. I leave time with D.C., a bunch
of notes, nights of sleep and memories of it, welds Fred and L.P. to R.G. I leave people filled
auditoriums and leading roles to P.H. I leave Saturday bowling morning walks to school and a
whole bunch of fun filled days. To J.N. I leave a razor, running shoes and wrestling tips, to
F.N. I leave fruit flies, chicken eggs, after school talks, and some great stories.

Jeanne Aiken (Black), Maryland
Stanley Alexander, Ohio
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Robert Allison, Washington, D.C
I Robert Allison leave the following things to the following people. Matt; little
t., O.C., shrimp boat, “What do you wanna, go to the boardwalk?” pie,
Madam’s Organ, obscurities, Seven Springs go carts, insects, garb, "Jonny
be Good”, Brockman, chippy, duet tape. Maria; Stolichnaya, classic
clothing, rides home from the card, green manikin, leopard dress, orange
shoes, yellow popcorn, “Dance this Mess Around”, a house in Germany.
Valerie; no 1st pd., lunch, bouffant hat, fits, a Monte Carlo, yogurt', raw
potatoes, shy tuna, grove outs, half a sub. Tracey; a lifetime supply of
Budweiser, plant ord, rides home, Dryden velour, quarts dreaming, canon canola mp 1000.
Chris R. poodle, total Poe, Great North go offs. Chris D. Art A., Ski trips, “Are you a seventh
grader?” U.S. history, procrastination, Kids Great times, great memories.

Shazaad Ally, Maryland
Karen Altenberg (Libman), Illinois
I, Karen Altenberg, leave a tearful good-bye to Northwood High, and the
following to: Michele S. the best soph. year; double-dating w/K.P. and R.C.,
J.V. cheerleading; changes; the new you; always listening; S.M. talks skiing,
talks on the ski lift; Deb a friendship in our own right; long talks; catching up;
new friends, ex-mass wrestling tourneys; special thanks for introducing me
to S.W.; life was glum; math classes; “What’s up? NOTHING” …. ; B.B.F.P.
forever, Karen C.-J.V. cheerleading the girl w/the chip on her shoulder;
midnight talks at,c-vi11e; about true friends (79) “true love” (80),
understanding; and un-ruined weekend; the best captain; fake, notes from mom; patience
w/my temper; Eagles concert, in funny places. Mary-pleasant English teachers; “no-papersback” Kimble, Ruddle’s, writing class; my big mouth to say what you want; dirty look and
nasty whispers; long talks about life; courage for college; “Love Stinks:, “Call Me”: Suzy S.yearbook B.S., apple polisher; gossip that isn’t worth it; psych; good and bad moods;
meaningful song; L.R.’s “HT Hurts so bad”. Linda M., - a personal chauffeur; Van Halen at
Warner; O.C., your place; throwing up after Phillip’s; courage to tell him how you feel; M.S.you and me; car talks; Paul B.- Babe on the side; Rick C. – a call to L.C., Dave C. – I
promised L.D. leave you something …good-bye. Phyllis –Diller - permanent math tutor;
quieter tones; finally friends, O.C. Memory Weekend (79) - not the real mem. Last minute
luck; Van Halen at Warner: a full day of school; a full day of school; math test on the actual
day; Mike Mc. – Longtime friends ; appreciation for a great mom; “it’s alright!” Mike, Kenny,
Kenny, Ricky – Meeting the original “Woodmore Gang” soph., little rascals. K.P. 10th grade; a
great friend (n more) thanks; Kevin M. – home coming 78-great!! Flirting friends; a dead
battery at Jack-in-the-box 3:00am. *. CUDMAN psych commercials; cowboy hats;
Catonsville- P.B w/ P.B., hearing aid for psych notes. RO – Rock lobster, dedicated
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cheerleading squad next year, wrestling; DAZ – c-vill; 100 P.B. boyfriends, wrestling squad –
the best!! Ann K. – real true love: someone to treat you nice; friendship despite the bedtimes,
Penny – good luck Varsity cheerleading; faithful wrestling fans. Paula B. – typing 10th grade
parties; B.B.G. – madam press! Ann S. - c-leading; psych commercials; true love that lasts
forever "I don’t knows", Dirk - a date since grad 79 prom; Phil B.- New Year’s Eve 79 the old
you; some great times. Mike B. – courage to drive w/me. Mike G. - YOU Gorgeous Hunk
You!, state wrestling almost; a great friend, NHS Wrestling Team 79-80-the best 1,000 pins;
good luck; Willy – thanks David M – always friends and (enemies) baloney English “What’s
going on?” Fearsome foursome, me, D.B., K.C., M.S., - Varsity cheerleading; c-ville, slow-gin
fizzes; a drunken driver, Rowan’s wresting picnic; the black squad. K,C. - Jan Michael
Vincent – M.S. – Springbrook’s p.o.; sticking together; c-leading camp. . .RAH!!!, b-day
sinners at F.F.H.; wrestling, & football, Karen & Mary - meeting the gang, 10th grade; Long
way home; little rascals. T.P. GANG were gonna roll...; the old days.

Martha J. Amaya
To the people I know and will remember always I leave the following. To Pat I leave her
going out nights. To Mike I leave him my pen. To Carmen I leave her my neighbor’s cat to
Stacy I leave her my alarm clock so she can get up early. To Mrs. Ward I leave her
Salvadoran dance to Layleh I leave her a pack of smoke. To Diana I leave her my friend
Ricardo and to Nixy I leave my curly hair. Good luck to all.

Dave Anderson, Florida
Dave Anderson - Hugh Hefner's Photography School (advanced Placement)
Being somewhat of sound mind and body after three years at Northwood I
leave: Murry to Mr. Ostrinsky; how to create sideshows to Celeste; Ten
dollars to John; Dan to Mr. Tom; how to care for your puppy to Dawn; a life
supply of Brrrrrrrr's to the Gymnastics team; faculty copy to Kevin; a fifth
period English class to Mr. Goodloe; a blue light to Debbie; and alarm clock to
Celeste; a used car dealership to Martin; a girls softball team to Eddie, a tshirt and blue jeans to Mr. Mullis; and the class of '81 to Dusty.

Susan Anderson, (Noble) Maryland
Suzy Anderson being of sound mind and body leave – all my worldly
possessions to my family and friends …, Yvonne L.Y.L.A.S. 7th gym dinner for
3. dating game, crying, someone to turn to, best friends, term papers, Library,
Doc’s class, wrong box, WILD @ grandchildren, S.G,C., secrets, trust,
wonderful memories, matching dresses, long talks, prom, homecoming,
haircut, all my love and friendship forever! Mindy: trust, secrets, friends, D.B.,
skyland cat farm, umbrella job. Jeanette: Jogging, long trails, the swings,
11

T.B.P.H. lunches prom plum wine, food dinner for 3 dating game, I’m so bored, dog’s arthritis
pills, skipping, secrets, special friends, Nancy W, - late night T.P. to a senior dog leash, an A
in typing, New Years, Nancy A: - S,G.C.- Green go, summer 79 late night T.P. Bill Pam G. Mercedes, J.K., legs, Paula G. – camera’s summer of 78, vol. fire station Alan E. –
homecoming, haircuts, chipped tooth, long talks at my window, late night T.P., a car saran
wrapping your car CHUCK Coulby – Stetson, farm, toothbrush Kenny F. - good friends,
skyland, balancing the buss, 2 week sister, clean shoes, date w/L.H. Todd B. - s.w.a.t, the
meaning of serious, parent these legs, T.V. till 3. Lisa - station wagon, pick-up motorcycle,
give me them time, a date w/K.F. Tommy – a million dollars, special friends, special talks,
Ginger - furnished Victorian house wedding, secrets,-good friends, Mike - a new car another
prom, Karen – plum wine, banquet Anne K. - plum wine, plane tickets, Jean Marie –
eyelashes, sagari, cars jungle, Danee Van party; T.P. special friends CHUCK Corcoran:
Amy’s party, psych 11th Bussin, bowling, pick-up, motorcycle, a date, telephone call,
manners, friends, Glen – S.J. survey, albatross, faker allies. G.S. - Eng. Penny - family life, I
feel, baseball games, stay straight, Bill D. - No drugs, can you relate, I fell, lunch Gina C. Dirty Jokes in Eng, typewriter, Amy H. – Joe armature, quote unquote, spirit show Paul D. –
special friends bussing psych 11th, trash cans, engulfing, sex-man, crude talks, dips in the
hall, yr book class, Eng. Tim C. – contention, Eng. David Feldman - muzzle great Eng,
inflatable girl date w/C.C, FLO - Thank you for the prom stuff, special talks a big house, maid
DAD 9-5 job, vacation, on time for dinner, little bear, love Mom Rolling houses, shaving,
cream, trust, secrets, late night dates love – this week driving lesions shopping, diets, maid,
million dollars" To my best friend. David C- duck pond, clean room, ping bull, maid, Driver’s
license, the fet, prom, baseball, dog clothes, volleyball, marathon, donuts, glass of water,
goofy talks, friends for a long time, walks home, you’re crazy, how ya doing.

Annette Anthony (Cutler), (Deceased)

Frank Arenas, Maryland
To Jeff Filderman I leave my yellow pirate hat with stars. To Mike Yette I
leave my Pittsburgh jacket. To George Budock I leave him my sports
collection of Pitts teams. To Walter Stokes I leave all my fishing equipment.
To Steve Thompson I leave him the memory of my basketball and football
skills. To Gary Ellis I leave my Michael Jackson record, Working Day and
Night. To John Naddell I leave him all my tight fitting clothes. To Pete
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Disante I leave him all my football equipment including Steelers jerseys.

Valerie Auerbach (Downes), Maryland

Nancy Ayoub, Virginia
I would like to leave Pam G. our famous books, basketball, softball, bowling,
G-town, curfew, breakfast, good times, especially friendship, senior year, and
O.C. ’79 and ’80. Paula G. - my steering wheel, gas pedal, and my seat belts,
Basketball, good times, bowling, breakfast friendship, O.C., ’79 and ’80.
Yvonne F. – Glen Haven to NHS, friendship memories, red hot and onwards,
slumber parties, basketball, and all the jellies in the world, Suzy A. orange
Camaro, toilet paper, rowdy times, kinky summer of ’79 & O.C ’79, squirt guns
and dog bark. Jean Mari basketball 11th grade good times to come Nancy W –
year of 80-81 the G’s good times, Maria C. problems, Playtex gloves, good times at work and
after work!! And especially A.T.’s Kevin – red face and good time at work. George B. explosions bombs, jokes A.T.’s and everyone else good luck and take care.

Deirdre Bagley, Maryland
Kendra-Don Younger, a quiet, night in the Tally Ho apts. With Jack Daniels;
Allen - for all occasions, a rehabilitation center, and a homecoming dress
from 10th grade (paid in cash); Yvette- driver’s license, a car, somewhere to
go, a rich boyfriend and gas money for Tracy; Norman- “Imitation G. Q. of
the Year" award, speedometer, my love for the fun times; David - Dumbo
changeable ears in various colors, battery for his caddy, good study habits
in Morehouse, love for being my brother; Tracey – future years of
happiness, raid for Tuskegee, Revlon for the kitchen and B.C.; Steve-class of 1980 diploma
with football scholarship, dimple award; Shelby – Stevie for life.; Jackie – High school
diploma, a lifetime of happiness with Jay; Katrina- a happy and prosperous life ahead.
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Jim Bailer, Alaska

Michael J. Baird, Maryland
Mary Baird (Seering), Maryland

Harold S Baldwin, Virginia
Frank D. Banda, Maryland
I Frank Banda being of unsound mind and lustful body leave, to all my friends
the following: to David Meister – a Holiday Spa, to dance with, Michelle
Steinberg and something, David Chaimson-muscles, ambulance and hospital,
Karen Chamberlain – a straight jacket and "Don’t Mess." Bridget Moyle-long
walks, jogging, dancing, David Meister’s check, and almost home coming
date, an un-spazing boyfriend and all my love and friendship. Barry Bylsma –
tennis lessons, handwriting, Emily Van Deventer, Prom date, and Kathy Cole.
Margaret Gore – Lie detector. Phyllis Glickman- a fifth of tequila, a rich husband, lots of love
and friendship. Brad Barlow – Marilyn, Cheech Chong album, with Marilyn and undefined
legs. John Naddell – girlfriend over 15, 10 charm lessons, and a Trans Am. Nancy Hudon- a
bottle of wine an overhead, friendship with his sister and classic phrase “Yea I might” Karen
Altenberg - lust and infatuation. Kenny Oxford- Flordate, knees, a haircut, Roland – prom
date, Ilene Weiss, bags, -a promotion and a beautiful woman. Carla Uhl- 0.J., climbing inside
of, crude jokes, Love and friendship, Stephanie Getter- Bloomingdale’s credit card, bottle of
wine with a quantity regulator, a car horn, my body, a rich husband under fifty, talks with her
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mother, good and, bad memories(more good than bad) and all my love and affection. Paul
Davis - long talks after 11:00, prom date, a house in California, a 450 SL, nights out after
11:00, millions of dollars, and the best friend someone could have.

Gerald E. Bantum, New York
Gianni G. Bardini, Maryland
I, Gianni Bardini, being of sound health and high spirits leave these, things in
my will: bag of Little Tavern Burgers for Resutek, a pass to the Rodney
Dangerfield school of Hard Knocks to Shoup, To Ford a busted up cooler that
wasn’t worth a piece of crap. “What’s that funny smell" poster to L.G. To
Ferensic, a picture of a Saint because he has never seen one; to M.S. a
woman of his choice or a can of instant hair and also the key to the ladies
room and a lot of luck next year. To J.W. a subscription to Hot Rodding, a
bowl of ice cream, six of empty Budweiser cans. Also a lasting friendship for
many years.

J. Brad Barlow, Pennsylvania

Lawrence Barrett, Maryland
In leaving Northwood, I Larry Barrett, leave Dee B. everything worth leaving
including all of the leftover Irish fanaticism found within and outside her
locker. To Robert S who is otherwise known as the Father of philosophy, a
victim of History and an Idiot of democracy, I leave the Independence of
Nietzsche. To Mr. Krikstan, I leave faded speeches as well as those of my
attendance card. To Chris A., I leave everything I tried for and failed to
acquire. To the rest of Northwood, that is all, except the peon order of the
lowest extremes, I leave the constantly crumbling honor and decaying, ruins of one great
empire. Finally, to the leaving seniors (Jenny, Jim, Wayne and the rest) I leave the hope to be
found in pain.
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Miles Batty, North Carolina
I hereby bequeath, the school, store to Mr. Reynolds * another sand trap to
add to his course. I hereby bequeath my work and creations backstage to
Ms. Snyder and Mr. Krikstan – something to break on opening night. I
hereby bequeath my seat in Mrs. Wiley’s class to anyone who wants a
lesson in cosmic geometry. I hereby bequeath all my memorable sayings to
Lori… and my blood to Vanessa. I hereby bequeath my patriotism to Nick
Rangos and Tim Rowan – they know what they can do with it. I hereby
bequeath my- metal working to Mr. Tom--may he have fun looking at them. I
hereby bequeath my vocal chords to anyone who wants a good laugh. I hereby bequeath
M.U.L.A.A.F.T.I.B. to K.C.I.G.D.G.A.G. and W.R

Nancie Bauman (Begun) Nevada
Vicki N. – good life and money; Heather – The Punkettes; Robert – a new
pair of glasses; Elaine – a date with the skeleton in anatomy class; Wendy –
a date with Robert Plant; Laurine – a rowdy time; Robby – a ride home after
school; Jayne – curds of cottage cheese; Suzy S. – double barrel slingshot;
Val – an A+ in Art; Bonnie – front row seats to Pat Traverse and
AC/Washington, D.C; Dean – a permission slip to ----- in Family life; Katie –
Susan Shep’s French class; Deanna – moral equivalent to war and who we
are to know the mind’s construction; Alice – lifetime membership to ISMR; Judi – tarot cards
and flowers.

Laura Beard (Milroy), Virginia
First to all my teachers, many thanks, especially to Miss Ruddle and to
Masters Wilson, Goodoe and Lilga. To Senora Ward, buena suete in being
organized next year without me. To future Pom-pom squads good luck in
finding a competent AV person. To Malcolm and Nick, notes in classes to
Kitty blue bunny doodles to Susan B. – lots of luck and guy lots of luck and
guys to Linda, a husband by twenty and lots of clothes to sew to Alice a man
who doesn’t use and abuse women, a Mini and Sammy to last forever and
lots of, happy memories to Anne K – lots of love, kids and happiness from
your (not so secret pal); Ross Mills, English was boring without you. To Russell, lot of love,
big smiles and wishes to take with you into the marines; to Peggy, someone fun to work with
in college science classes; to John Paradisco, lots of luck in your bizarre activities and more
amusing phone calls; Martin a soft spot in my heart forever and good luck, to Larry S., a
dance and someone to amuse you in math classes at Duke; to Naomi, snowball battles,
shopping trip, Spain, schoolwork and fun; to Sara, tree-climbing, skating, frog-cat-ching,
Christmas caroling, apple pies, serious talks, sixth-grade camp; Prom preparation and love;
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to Kristen, lunches, Ad. Comp and Chuck, Chuck, Chuck. . . To Angie, chemistry labs, to
Laura, Laughter, notes, phone calls, shopping, dances, canoeing thanks for next year, lots of
guys and music theory. To all my other friends thanks for the memories. Finally to NHS, I
hope you can survive without the stupendous class of 1980.

Eliane J. Bechtoldt, Maryland
Greg Bell

Kristin E. Belz, Oregon
To Chuck happiness, and everything else: a suntan, a lifetime supply of A’s,
a ticket into architecture school, no ulcer, a silver Mercedes, the world’s best
wines, a trip to Germany, ten hours of sleep a night, train tickets to Princeton.
To Susan; a tall, dark brown-haired, blue-eyed-guy at Clark, the entire Ocean
City boardwalk, wiggly hips, the battery, notes via Bob, endless hours of
telling me about your boyfriend, to Peggy; a lifetime supply of dummies, wax,
and bandit, willing-and-able peons, a gas-gauge for your moped, four-years
worth of on-time papers for college, play reviews to write overnight, no witch
hunts, To Angela: your own disco, your own apartment, a nice Greek guy who loves dancing
and designer clothes. To Anna: a NYC penthouse full of modern art, talking afterschool at the
“Little field”, ecstasy on April 15, the Ivy League. To L.J. B; your own Chuck “It’s my party
and I’ll cry if I want to” To L.A.B.; gossip, lots of parties, to B.B.(especially his legs), your own
preppie boyfriend., To Beth Gelb: Boston, New York, Cerphe, Springsteen. To Alice "Life
stinks" To Jeff a date with Heshe Mac Kensie. To Miss Ruddle; a poet. To Mrs. DavisMurray; fourth period talks about everything.
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Karen Benjamin, Pennsylvania
Six years of memories to S.K. doughnuts, O.C., Donkey-B, the Rock, Steves,
Ricks, Donny’s, S.H. has my everlasting friendship for sticking by me when no
one else would. Don’t forget C.H. or B.U. To A.B. I send comic experiences
the Rock doughnuts, father’s slippers, early curfews lawn parties and bruised
feet, To the Hippy I leave cosmic insight, futuristic imagination and indulgence
in horticulture (plants). To D.R I leave pup, Hippy, Guilder, freaks and the
Bobsy twins. To, Steve G, me and WHS. Other friends- parties, bars,
rowdiness, luck. Hort, the most embarrassing moment in my life.

Alan N. Berman, Maryland
I Alan Berman of unsound mind and body leave to W.D. the k500 and R29;
to J.G., the rod J.Y.-chucks for the "tap room"; L.R. Steve’s Adidas; D.F.
"snake"; V.K. "the chew"; R.J, "Brim man”, E.B.- “where is the next party"
J.F,-"There’s my man,” D.B.- "she’s so dizzy" L.K.- "not more problems
again" J.W.- "Big Jeff and Skoal".

David Berman
Jill Berman (Marwine), Maryland
I would like to start my senior will out by leaving Mr. Rangos an alarm clock.
I’d also like to leave Keith Hovermale and Dirk Chadwick someone else to
get into trouble with. I’d also like to leave Mike Fitzgerald an arm full of
freckles. Last I’d like to leave Mike Clements all my love forever.

Paula Bernstein (Kress), Maryland
I Paula Bernstein will the following to my friends..., Carolan B. - l softball,
Erics, my family, Donkey B-ball, lunches of the past, Hershey Park, skiing,
drivers ed, gym, EPAG, Forest Knolls pool, open doors at your house, PB
football player, Vickie’s surprise party, Northwood’s field, demolition derby, at
Lockwood and 29, B-day presents that cone on time, Florida, oatmeal cookies,
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plastic spoons, no curfew, Wails Nails, trip to the Bahamas, slumber parties, banquet,
basketball and football games, my sweet sixteen, an un-busy phone, lost book! No
homework, fig Newtons, lots of luck at Boston C. friendship and love forever because you’re
one hell of a special person. Debbie B – old friendship BBG convention, walks & rides to
school, Forest Knowlls Pool, Camp, lots of luck next year at UofM. Karen C.-shorthand,
emergency rides home, Dunkin Doughnuts, my brother Craig and a guarding job at his pool.
Lots of luck and fun times next year. Mitchell F-hide & seek, card games on your pool table,
camp, O.C., all our school years, long talks, and lots of luck and love always. Yvonne – long
conversations and notes of the past, all the times we’ve had and a friendship to be reborn.
Glenn J.- a chance to drive my car, sound of music album, computer math, lots of weird
situations, term paper, lots of luck at whatever school you may be at next year & my love and
friendship, Marcy K. nursery school, Elem. school, Jr. high, high School, pals vitamins, BBG,
New Year’s Eve party, slumber parties, cracking eggs in our hands, hid-n-seek, camp-you
loved it so, walking and riding to school, the vacations we spent together, good luck next year
at Delaware - Love and friendship always. Kathy M. - I leave you something for both of us. .
.a time when we can be together and make our friendship what it should be...O.C. MurphyChemistry, speech talks, the upcoming memorial weekend, family life diagrams, 18 th b-day
party, party before banquet, Garlick’s class, lunch, Good Council football game, drinking,
broken phone, memories of the times we have had and our future together as friends. Lora
P.-friends of the Family, Prom date, 1/2 lb burger, psyc., career center, a quiet car, lifetime
w/o perspiration, straight hair, Florida, Japan, body human reruns, back rubs, the bruises you
gave me MPS in Fla., beefsteak Charlie’s, a pair of my Gloria Vanderbilt Jeans, gargling in
the middle of the night, a dress with flaps, closed adjoining doors, Take out spare ribs,
Hungry Hermans, dance marathon, rum, I’m glad we became friends we definitely will stay
friends Love and friendship always. Trina P- Homecoming, football & baseball games, double
blind date, Frostburg first fight, grain punch, Irv & Glenda, BBG, your work, rides everywhere,
Reeks-cheating English, no house work for a year, pig roasts, driving mine & Glenda’s cars,
New Year’s at Marcy’s Maryland party, Prom dates, Forest knolls parking lot, talks, errands,
Mom-mom, Fla. a letter from Brian, Ice tea, sleeping next door, passed out, on the balcony,
Big V, a friend that arrives on time, Beefsteak Charlie’s, Wail tails, bizz buzz, all the times I
forgot to mention, our future at Maryland together – my love and friendship always -I Love ya,
Michele S. long talks BBG bunk P, sharing problems and the good times we used to have…
miss you. Good luck to you at Maryland and always. Carla U. -knish chop liver, kippered
Salmon, 8th grade, Reg, MPS, lemon, Beefsteak Charlie’s, your parties, 6th grade spin the
bottle -7 min., Housing, Izod shirt, toe nail clippers so you don’t have to bite them, Wendy’s,
Wails Nails, bizz buzz, clean sheets so you can dirty them, dance marathon, Vodka, a fake
ID, banquet, prom, matching bracelets, sweet 16s, beep-beep 2 points lots of talks, grocery
shopping, Hungry Herman’s, eyebrows, Phil, lunches lots of luck at Maryland, friendship of
the past and our new one that’s going to last forever...love Ya!

Melissa Biafore (Woloshyn), New York
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Susan Binderman (Peikin), Maryland
To Kristin: C.J.C. forever, a permanent Preppie-look, a life-time supply of art
supplies, Bob the vet, talks until two in the morning, unusually exciting day
O.C. an Alfa Romeo, and our fantastic friendship. To Angela: 5,000,000 Greek
suitors, a lifetime supply of confidence, all the designer clothes in the world, a
disco, a Corvette, Robert Redford, an Apartment in Athens, and lastly a more
athletic friend. To Susan: New jokes about marijuana Minnie, a great guy who
responds to your “hay baby!” a Honda Civic, and lots of laughter. To Alice I
simply Miss Minnie, equality, the perfect man, a date with Michael Wilson, and “Men are “, To
Anne: a lifetime supply of Velamints, P.J. forever, and a family of 7!

Clarence Bishop
Eric Blenderman, Connecticut
I do hereby bequeath, the following to Dave, a warm twelve of Old Mill, all
the girls in the world, and a football helmet; to Rob rock and roll and a
haircut; to Tasso, you know who when I’m done with her and some elevator
shoes; to Diana, all my love, a Jacuzzi and Cars; to Anita, my stories and
tight jeans; to Trina, a good time, all my love, Rocky Horror; to Nick, straight
hair and a new car; to Malcolm, cheap hooch, Andre and a Christian girl; to
Fish, Izod, Irish girls and the fish-mobile; to Ingrid, all the talent you can
handle and six billion sheets of graph paper; to Beth, my love, the Right one,
and roller skater, to Carolan, Fort Lauderdale, Rocky Horror, a raincoat and my love; to Amy,
a beer at Corner Pub, cheap sunglasses; and a pair of satin pants; to Laura, twenty Catholic
guys, a pair of tight Gym shorts. To Melanie, a dream A.T. and my love; to Patty, my last
dance and a solid night of boozing; to Cindy, my heart and love and a lock or my hair, (for
one of yours); to Carla, Fort Lauderdale, Rocky Horror, a bottle of wine on the run, a
Lifesaver lollipop, a small Indonesian person and my love; to Annette, my love, a night out
and your mother; to John, five trips to the Jamboree, lots of Bud, a good cheap woman, and
Mrs. Miller; to Steve, UFO and Marvel contract; to Adina, my love, dinner and a nice Jewish
boy; to De, my half of the album, Armand’s, Rocky Horror, a toga, Jean-Luc, a rugby shirt
soaked in champagne, and all my love and loving. Go with God, all of you.
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Philip A. Bohne, Maryland
I Phil Bohne leave the following; Sow-Napoleon, ditch jobs, vooo, Sligo and
Univ, intersection scares, 4gh street Terrance Johnson lectures, a tow truck to
follow you everywhere you go. Mac-Betsy, roller coasters, hey..., copa, ibide
douche, a portrait of Louise, Grainus - Kap, a soft kitchen floor, Indiana
bound, mal, G.W., two legs good, four legs baaaa… fight the ocean. Sackgrace lessons, Mexican slop houses, five oceans to accommodate us two
show Beachboys, commando routes, would you like my job, five dollars, bell
and zimmy. Rick-877 -????, Pam, inspirational discussions, jingle, jangle,
night train express, some money, Plum-Merliats underwear, can I be best man? A dull record
Player, graduate showcase king, thanks for driving my car. (and doing other things), Spec –
Tera sol sinks, hugh sponge, each others leftovers, giving birth, eagles and hawks, trips to
Baltimore. Mill – total unification, Louie, Louie, Tony, 5,000 bandanas, Oden or Curtain, You
ain’t goin nowhere. Lil-laly, kannee for a night, D.H. king, Tracy, Grainey’s welcome may,
Scotty. Krissoff – carosel, coke stands, banging C, ranga tang, the shape of your body,
Malpass – 10th grade O.C., drive much, good luck this summer, thanks for letting me and
Rivera sleep in the hallway Carose boring breakfast at M. Beach. Burton-thssssnake, no your
dad can’t play, H.R. King, we’re going to waste you in O.C. after you get wasted. Gil and
Nick – last G.H. friends. Zagon – fat brother, beaver, 10th BB, Zoller – food fights, Kennedy –
belly bop champ, Kap – thank you for being a friend when I needed you, chaperones, dips,
yes I want to, Dolly – I’ll feed you sometime; graduation night, thanks always for everything
you’ve ever done, Nancy, Pam &Paula- summer buddies, good luck always, Brown – talking
fast, Homecoming friends, Jeanette – straight city, white chocolate, Coll – help your partner,
Dan, dreams, Big Guy!, I will miss you next year, Mary – Kleenex, old songs, you only love
me for my body, Steph – they’re getting bigger, Adams, Murphy – 1,2,3 you got… Farber and
Smith, Chamberlain – “look, the Manager!”, brake up with Lopes for Me, Cindy why where we
chicken, brandel, long time friends, Altenberg – almost in 11th, Audrey, Hippet – nice
decorations on your house, marriage, Ann – close friends, you know we will stinky, Trish –
affairs, good buddies, Steinberger - Krikstan , I had fun with you all feeding me pitchers of
whatever that was we’ll do it again, and to all future animals – all animals are equal, but some
animals are more equal, Joiner – what the hell did you do with it?

Carolan Bombara (Stansky), Maryland
I, Carolan Bombara, being of exhausted mind and terminally short body, do
hereby abdicate the presidency of the Senior Class, effective June 8. To my
successors, I (gladly) leave; talent agents, photographers, Josten’s reps, and
all other schmucks you’ll have to work with; a senior banquet! money (if we
have any), Sleep (cuz you wouldn’t get much) a lot of luck, and a sponsor as
great as ours. Mr. Dusterhoff: Prom dates a year round ticket at 6:30 mass
(from my dad) a peaceful banquet, lots of money, memories (not nightmares,
but memories) of the Class of 1980, millions of thank. Mrs. West: (i.e., Mrs.
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Dusty) thanks; enough staples, tape, scissors, and diet soda to last you through the Class of
1999! Mr. Millis an Animal Shelter. Mr. Kucnic and the Hockey team; lots of luck for another
championship season, Suzie M. my position, Lisa S.: a look at the ball instead of 17 different
asses. Karen E.: salads, “sis”, Paint Branch football players, homecoming dress, licenses,
blind date, New Year, skipping (trying that is!) Fleetwood Mac, Foghat, Styx, F.K., O.C.,
Graffiti, “I’m on your team.” Carla, skiing (first instructor: me), another sweet 16, Anniversary
heart cake, the “majority” at Mike H’s, liquor parties, REG, the Loop, Miami, Phil & Love &
great memories from the summer of ’78, lots and lots of tangled crape paper! Lora; Easter
eggs, dirty mouth, Erik Estrada (or his twin), Arnold’s, Barnaby’s, a new car, a better job, VB
ball chasing, KB, aerobics, sweat, Maggies dark beer, party at Beth’s, and something perfect
(so you can’t complain) Trina; Ice Tea, Canadians, T.P. for V.P. – the best, Hershey park,
your barn, pig roasts, “My Sharona”, cars that drive themselves, pink moon. Paula:
demolition derby, poster parties, baseball games, cashews, lunches, “our Erics”, slo-gin,
Lafayette, Forest Knolls pool, Hersey Park, miles & miles & gallons of gas, a summer job at
home, my Florida Buddies; “Wasted away again in Ft. Lauderdale”, Beefsteak Charlies talks
& tears, ooh la la SASSOON! “Oh why…” a vocabulary (beep beep), HoJo, picnics, 2lbs, of
coleslaw, Molson Golden, Graffiti, Benihana, birthdays, putter mugs, Wendy’s, room 811, the
best vacation ever, my sandy brown pants, MPS, a trip to Boston next year! Colleen & Emily
C.C.D., cut downs, snowball fights, softball, snack bar, ice skating, great memories. Karen
K.: my kindergarten buddy, St.B’s, Eastern, cheerleading, J.V. Volleyball, many thanks and
memories. Kathy M. a birthday corsage, Kenny O. a dizzy dyed, Dutch girl. Karen C. A job
at F.K. Anita: Matt, trust, Frank S.: Dart Drug forever. Eric B. one day in the life of a short
person, “the Secret of life", “That’ll be the Day”, Judy: lots of money, a “complimentary beer"
forgotten b-day cake, Vermont ski trip, J.V., stolen M&M’s a reunion, looks like we made it!
Leigh Ann: Vermont, K.B.: J.V. Varsity, a Volleyball scholarship, thanks to a great (non)
council member. Angie: M&M’s (just so you have some more!), senior year Physics, G.O.,
Eng., Calc, Chem, black hands, a without me (oh no!), thanks to a great (non) council
member and artist, David: homecoming ’77, “Rockefella”, lab partner, earlier b-day, my
acceptance to UV. Tim: Rrrrrrrr, someone more than "just friends." Todd: a $100 celebration,
success, childhood chicken Pox, Eng.(a-class, with the wall). Calculus buddies: the best
birthday both in school and out. Mrs. D’s 909 reasons not to use formulas in the back of the
book. Mike G.: a safe trip downstairs, fathers that don’t compare. Tracy H. tripling, phone
calls, friends, Naomi: Boston next year. Laura B.: talks guys, prom music PREZ (both of us!)
Russell, Cheryl, John & Redding; Mr. C’s #1’s – lots of them. Mike W. a class together, prom,
½ hr. worth of gas, a car radio. Tracy; Ruddlism, your own room, and a car for at least one
year, a senior year as great as mine. Mellen: EKSFC, Arthur a few more A’s, luck and
success at NHS. Mrs. Dieter: a cooperative Class, Mr. Wilson: an easy test & a winning
homecoming float. Mrs. Stowe: the Choir in your head, me to come to class, many thanks
and memories; success always, Mr. Lilgar: my sisters, many thanks, I leave everyone my
address at school so I’ll get lots of letters and visitors. To those still at Northwood; get
involved and enjoy! To the graduates of 1980; the best of luck, love and friendship always;
“I’VE LOVED THESE DAYS!!!!

Jeanne Bonsby (White), Maryland
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Terry Brandsma, North Carolinian
John Kevin Brashers

Douglas B. Bregger, Maryland
Jim Brennan, Massachusetts
I hereby leave all my power to be divided between Chris A. & Bob. To Seege
I leave the following; eggrolls, rosebuds, a big Tulip and early curfew, the
book of the year, and lots more. To Wayne I leave a 12 pack of Schlitz. LarryRoland. Jenny- a gross éclair, to Northwood I leave Brennanism. To
Catwacks I leave 1 gallon of paint & KEB. To the spotlight I leave B.O.A.R.
To I.R. I leave obedience. To Mr. Krikstan, I leave M.B., Bob – good luck.

Daniel Arthur Brown
Debbie Brown (Eisenberg), Maryland
I Debbie Brown, hereby leave the following to: Michele- twins, lawn job,
O.C., L.R. green army, pants, Florida, our Secret, cheerleading, double
dating, New Year’s Eve, camp, my front steps, Catonsville, personal talks
and problem, skiing, concerts, K.A., Prom Doritos, munching out, EEK, some
boggs, Ann-ripples, 2:49, O.C, Roy, Rogers, your party, Japanese Stake
House, little sis, our talks and problems, Kabic mobile, sh-t evening, M.B. St.
Bee’s, V.H., WILD PARTIES (if there any), a shipment of dudes. Phyllis –
Invasion, Buff cheese, Rock at Bad Co., M. B., raisin & tri cuts, a way to sign my yearbook,
hash brownies, talks, skiing, going off at concerts, math class since 7th grade. Karen A. –
A.J., cheerleading, Catonsville, knock on wood, personal talks,, B.B,F,P. RETARDED
UNITARD, Ice cream, V.H., Paula’s house, skiing, Georgetown, memories, O.C. yeeha
wenis, a better attitude, Fish House, Karen C. – riding to and from M.B. cheerleading, Family
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Fish House, skiing, parking violation, us chickens, Catonsville, O.C., sunrise, Eagles, Friday
nights personal talks, Murph, O.C., laughing, pink elephant, diet Pepsi, good times & dancing,
Phil – homecoming, big brother, talks in St. bee’s a dance, Danny – ohh Real homecoming,
Chesapeake Seafood house, good times, Rocky – P.B., looks, truth but answer, Ricky’s
breezed school, good times and good friends, Linda, O.C., nobody bothers me, a little beer
on the face, parties, Suzy – the dutch, S.P. dancing, punk-out., Mary – talks down in D.C.,
anatomy, N.B., sunrise and D. David – Wilson, Dieter’s class, gossip advice, Kenny O. – hark
kick at history final, July 4th, Peggy – talks about R.C., and D.K. Stephanie, Lorie, and
Melinda – O.S. Penny – 4th period, Sarrona, cheerleading, Rosemary – your cousin at Mc
Donald’s, cheerleading, O.C., Carol – weekends, parties personal talks, Paula – ride to
school, BBG, old-treasured friendship, cat-scratch, Trina – Paul tree fort, summer nights,
walking to school, Kathy M – Katie, cheerleading, talks, bog time, Kenny P. – double date
with Merliatt, Mr. Gossip, Celeste drive to pegs, weekends. Gail – little sis, BBG, Paulshopping at Best, a kiss, our talks Kevin and Jeff – long time sweethearts, Paul’s tree fort,
Beach boys concert, Mark – chemistry and Stix, David Rey – get naked, Randy helpful talks,
Wildman, Chip-fist drag, Robbie – Pop’s pizza, a day without being ditched.

Steve Brown
Rose M. Bruckner, Delaware

Amy Brummett (Hoskinson), Florida
Stephanie: Sex talks, backyard and slumber parties, overnights, K.M.S.C.,
reds, rock parties, super sun-in, yay, bagels, H.G., O.C., N.Y.C., hall sitting
award, borrowing and never returning, juicy gossip, john’s Stephanie:
rednecks, blue ford pick-up trucks, double dating, pitting cars, 1 case of
Michelob, arguments apologies, year supply of brushes and Mirrors, blow the
oats. Julie: I almost had a total sh-y, x-rated movies, Lake Needwood,
McDonalds, Wards bathroom, notes, salad, Singapore slings, Lisa: Lisa face,
shorthand class, Leonies, Fresh Italian guys, foul mouth. Karen T. – security
office, practical jokes, crushing, Bethesda, long talks Daren B. – soft casts.
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Laura Bryan (Zimmerman), Pennsylvania
I Laura Bryan leave to Doug, “Listen Missy” breath test, Naomi: lots of fun at
school, happiness, Bob – Broadway, love from you I.S., Tina: happiness Nick
– antifreeze, Malcolm: a new coat. Ted: J.R.’s hat, love &kisses for my one
man fan club. Luis: soccer stardom. Patty; boys, boys, boys. Kristen: your
own book of poetry (Published), happiness. Carolan: GFI at P.C., Jerry:
“Love’s spell to know” Hilary: thanks Dear Abby, fun in Israel, Miss Ruddle:
Thanks for your motivation and inspiration. Mrs. Stowe: without you I wouldn’t
know how to emote, Thanks. Choir & Chamber made high school the best, Mrs. Wilcox:
aiding was fun Lyn: happiness, confidence, double dates fun times at Knox, I’m glad we’re
friends. Ivan: when are you going to take me drinking? I leave you decisiveness, rowdiness,
and happiness always! You made my Senior year lots of fun. Brad: what are you doing the
rest of my life? Laura: canoeing, Sadie Hawkins day. Harlequin romances, medals for
enduring me, gorgeous guys at school, & success and Happiness always. Charlie: your own
dance studio. Ingrid: our friendship has been special for me. Good luck and happiness
always.

Fay Buchner (Adato), Maryland
I Fay Buchner being of sound mind and body leave the following things to the
following people: Tina – stick of chalk, memories of Sligo, summer of the 10th
O.C., Poms – painting bleachers, Einstein, Nancy’s “Pom” slumber party, 10
easy lessons to riding a donkey, Hershey Kisses in the morning, New Years
Eve, call, book of “How to lie and get away with it,” hours of phone
conversations, ever lasing help from Dear Abby” (starting with Randy etc.,)
great times in English, my ID., at Abby Road., All the memories and Excellent
times of Northwood and everlasting friendship. Nancy – O.C., your “wild party”, John –
Einstein “your carpet smalls funny” football game (“I have to get something”), pictures in the
dark, the cliff book on how not to get in trouble, being a great secret pal, your own gossip
column, more memories of Northwood than I can write and everlasting friendship. Carla –
Myrtle Summer of 9th, Loeman’s Plaza – Einstein parking lot and midnight swimming,
“Lowman”, How come Jeff? Ride to BWI, Nobody drives my car but me!!!, 1 st football game,
Fight song (kick), Poms banquet night, duck, cough pebble Hecht’s, tacos at Jack-in-the-box,
thanks for starting on General Hospital, Summers at my Myrtle Beach, Corner of Dolphin and
Tuna, and everlasting friendship. Randee – my z-28 Camaro, trip to Europe in exchange for
one to S.T. and everlasting friendship. Amy – the fantastic times of the “gruesome
Threesome!” and everlasting friendship. Linda – Problems of organizing O.C., “She’s not
warring a stomach today!” the times in English class. Rachel – “I’m buying today doubles”

George J. Budock, Maryland
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Robert Bundick, Montana
Brigitte Burdine, (Deceased)
I Brigitte Burdine, being of sound mind and body do hereby leave one copy of
my term paper to the English Dept. and one copy to “Ripley’s Believe it or not
museum” to my sister Kim a punch in the face and best wishes to her
marriage to Ricky, to Keith, a 6-pack, to Mr. Williamson, many more good
wrestling teams, to Steve, Memorial day weekends in O.C., a mansion
looking over Malibu Beach, wonderful times in California, the duck at Great
Falls, understanding of all his decisions, happiness in our future together, and
all my lover forever and ever and to me, Los Angeles, California.

Steven Burke, Maryland
Michael L. Burton, Virginia
Mac – the babbling brook: Adams, Gilmore, Stack all the commandos plus
turkey and Swiss cheese: Pam – an 1” and Fly Me: Chick-let’s Go: McCartin
– I leave you Trish: Kennedy – a sow, fat hunk of chocolate and a helicopter
spin: Krissoff – one play in the BGWM Park Game: Nick Levidiotis – stop light
and corn field; Mike Booth – a double team block: Greany – Friday night
films, Keg Party Pizza; Fran Parry – a drop in the bucket, break time; Garlick
– Scarsdale diet, a basketball, sinopli, and changes “R” jersey: Tucker – a
school year supply of transfers; Bohnner – a new car, blind date; Karen
Altenberg – a ride to school: Mr. Douglas – 2nd lunch animals; Laura Schief – a bottle of
Boons Farm: Lisa Shuman – The McCartin Family: Trina Pettenati – a trip through the locker
room, hot lip’s; Lynn C. – A one night stand Cudore and Gazoda, a Jacuzzi and guys; Suzy –
Homecoming ’79 & track ’80; Paula – a shot from the corner; Lori – Homecoming plans,
Track ’80 & fun, Drake – 7th period gym all red; Eggy – a ride everywhere: Lil – the greatest
softball player; Burke Northwood Football; psychology howdy partner: R.C. – Western
Maryland, sara, good-luck; Malpass – good speed, another life, M.C., football, to the 1979
Northwood football team “ Green Light”
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Barry T. Bylsma, Florida
I Barry Bylsma leave to: Banda – ambulance hospital, spaz medicine, tennis
lessons, normal clothes, partner, new girlfriend. Barlow – nose job, toupee 10
years from now, Mississippi. Cole – starting position on a team Lora Painter.
Bernstein – Glen Johnson, poverty, height, Moyle – wild desire for you, boxing
lessons, off Meister’s cheek, all of my love, anything you want, Ford – Nancy
Hudon & book of manners. Mannion – deep regrets & thoughts of what could
have been. Johnson – driving lessons, indestructible car, red neck,
Tennessee, rebel flag, Paula Bernstein, chastity. Steinberg – skiing lessons, admission to
Univ of Florida, anything you want, lots of Laughs, sorrow, date for dancing. Kanee –
backhand, hairbrush, mirror, 2-door car, memories & Anne Stenger, Hudon – cold shower
100 boyfriends. Van Deventer – marriage, honeymoon. Zavatchan – better taste in girl
friends, high school diploma, decent car. Culp – coffee, life-time membership to Alcoholics
Anonymous. Meister - $10.00, C.B., eternal shortness, set of weights, new car, new cheek
and permanent pass to the Pier and Bojangles, a penguin.

Marguerite Caines, Maryland
Donna Carchedi (Guarino), Maryland
I Donna Carchedi being of sound mind and body to hereby leave L.D., a
million trips to O.C., a sailboat and a strong wind & a 6-pack to go. To R.S.,
500 won tennis matches, a private ski slope and a zillion guys at U. To
Duggie – all the MFC’s in the world. To David – a new headlight. To Mayo –
a new name for your restaurant and a thousand Season’s Kids. To Ina –
1000 Ace serves, 1000 weekends with no parents and a paduky bird. To Niki
– a Strawberry Daiquiri, a rained out track meet and a 6 minute mile. To C.L.
– a roadmap of Washington. To Randy – 1000 girls. To K.A. – a private art supply shop &
million hamsters. To G.C., - 1000 basketball tournaments, 1000 Greek guys and good times
at O.C., to everyone else: Good Luck.

Milton S. Carpenter, Maryland
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Gina Carr (Matos), Maryland
I Gina Carr hereby leave L.D. a weekend at the beach; a date with Mr.
Gramling; house of detention; and in 10th grade all the trips to the boy’s
bathroom. Inka K. pickles and beer; Mrs. G. a new brake pedal; a new pair of
shoes that where lift on top of the car when driving off. Taco K. – Life supply
of ice Cream sandwiches; a new book of jokes; and a book on “how to play
basketball” Rita G. – my lunch seat, a life time supply of ice cream
sandwiches; a can of beer split between four. Donna C. a complete book of
“Sense of Direction”, the great time at wintergreen; ton of speeches, and M.D. Janet G. all the
trips to Giant to see Clay, “You know”, a book on “How to fall off the curb”. Karen A. all my
Greek Power buttons, Bertha and the Butts, a few inches, and a new way to shake those
hips. Dawn Roberts all my excuses of why I couldn’t make it to “Young Life”. Beckrou – a life
supply of typing paper and basket ball tourney’s. Jeff F. – a million Canadian lovers. Paul D.
– one chick to have. Josh K. – a car of your own to step on. Danny K. – a new voice for the
morning announcements. Mr. Garlick – my Greek flag, a book on better Greek jokes, betting
fitting pants, and socks with elastic. Suzy A. – a new bottle of Vaseline, a book on “Speech
Impediment”, a list of problems in typing and a dictionary. Mr. Francis – a very long, long,
long, long, vacation. Rachel D. – typing paper, a new steno pad & typing eraser. Tina T. – A
pack of gum, Jeni T. – a bottle of Wesson oil, a bottle of Jack Daniels and a case of paper.
David F. – an inflatable woman and the books “brave new world” and “Pygmalion”. Kyle A. –
a pack of cigarettes, a pair of cool sunglasses and some wild and wonderful perfume. Glenn
S. – all the dirty jokes I know. Mr. Sisson—9 laps around the track. Daria C. – Happiness &
Memories. David F. – one cigar for memories of the banquet.

Patrick L. Carter, Maryland
Barbara Caruso (Gorin), California
I Barbara Caruso, being of sound mind, hereby leave the following to Kathy
C. – thanks for being there when I needed someone to talk to & a night out
on the town. To Ingrid G. – a lot of good times, and the Fleetwood Mac
concert with a large crowd. To all the guys in Hort. – a cup of chewed
tobacco, a dart board with Olson’s face on it, and a few laughs. To Ronnie
O. – a big smile and a kiss on the cheek. To Dougie – St Mary’s County. To
Andy C. – my notes in Psych, and a couple of guitar lessons. To Chick – A
lot of good memories. To Ronnie Z. – I leave my eyes. To Billy C. – another
party in O.C. To Steck – both my guitars. To Mr. Rowan – my career and a lot of good times.
Mr. Rangos – ME. To Mrs. Murry – 100 notes for being late. To the 5 Sly – all the good
times. To all the people I left out, I leave all the memories of Northwood.
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Dirk Chadwick, Florida
David A. Chaimson, Maryland
I David Chaimson, being of unsound mind and sound body, leave the
following: David Rey – my biceps, a roll of Copenhagen, my hair style. Berry
Bylsma – my car stereo, racket lessons, my life time tennis earrings, a new
job. Paul Davis – Kenny Oxford, Terry Brandsma – a Play boy subscription, a
new father. A Grand Prix (L.K. of course). Glenn Johnson – a double kidney
shot, a mint ’57 Chevy. David Meister – Don’t Mess Adella Grove – a ride
home, a new dress, a shock from a metal outlet. Merle Clark 48 oz. Afro
Sheen. Donna Carchedi – shorter calls, Wednesdays, a large Opal. Frank
Banda—Midnight calls my 1000 lb weight set (I’ve out grown it). A gallon of O.J. and Shut
Up!! Karen Chamberlain – a reinforced snap, a piece of gum, a pencil, my Trig final.

Karen Chamberlain (Mondor), Maryland
Mary – Lots of peanuts, the “bull”, kinda sort, tuna fish, walks and talks in
M.B. and our 2 friends from Texas, Fleetwood Mac. Sunday & Seventeen,
the gang and walking the streets, Phyllis’ drink – O.C. Memorial weekend,
Braveness, Joe’s Place, the Eagles, 9th grade, best friends, and so many
memories that I can’t think of, my love and friendship always. Karen – 3 long
years of cheering, long talks – me listening, double Karen’s, the backyard
clock, learning how to get sick, New Years 10th grade, smile in, altenjew the
“trio” and other great memories that I’ll never forget. Michele – a new box of tissues yank &
eeks, talks on the telephone, the drive to Sherwood, neurotic, Shelly, “I will survive”, the “trio”
other memories. Debbie – “Please save more Kraft Macaroni and cheese”, driving 6 of 9
hours and taking the wrong exit, dancing in M.D., washing your can at Merr’s house, your hair
is on fire., “the trio” and great memories. Phyllis – Mary’s mother, Punkin’ out, and other
memories. Suzy – dancing in M.B., ”I’m wasted”, What’s her name – I can’t tell you!”, Rock
Lobster, the farm, O.C., Memorial weekend 11th grade, your parties, and all the great times
we’ve had – love always. R.G. Esp at W. tournaments. Ann K. – a refreshment stand or an
open bathroom, drowning on beach, Ann S. – a bus drive to school, the scrambler T.P.Times.
Linda – a plane ticket to M.B.,”ive me an A”. The “Trio” - a great friendship, Garfield’s,
Cantonsville, cheering Macaroni & Cheese, cheerleading camp, I’ll never forget the great
times we had! – love always. Teachers – the long drive, burnout, burnout, the cars, the last
night & quarters – yeeha!! K.K. – Juliet, J.Z. – a target, Kevin – the good old days, morning
rides, that put us in a bad moods, disco dancing, and my love. N.R. – our bet. P.B. – mono,
and, Kathy M. – Have you talked to any walls lately?

Hower Kwang Hao Chang
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Stephanie Chapman (Norwicz), Maryland
I Stephanie Chapman leave these special people the following: Beth – “Tip”,
a ruined dessert, hockey, Stonington, depressed much, Dunkin’ Donuts, Lil’
Sis Murph – “Our shoes”, nabbed, twins laughs, Mr. O. Dizziest, Harvest
house. Paul – M.D. day for sure., John A. “Hay good looking”, Angela –
someone to go to the baseball game with, a faith full friend forever, Kenny –
serious talks, “ditched much” (ha, ha), friends always. Mitch – 7th period
fight, a dance at the prom (12:00) Melba – fights, a carton of cigarettes,
retreat, O.C., ’79. Mayonnaise. Country Kickers – more organization and a great time. Coll –
an expensive flag, a fight – O.C., ’80 retreat, spring break movies. Ann Scagsville, Sunday
drives, long talks, coloring books, “Mom” O.C.,’79, thanks for everything (always being there)
Lori – Mr. Y. nabbed, a bathing suit, O.C., ’79 GSC – many visits, friends forever. Cindy – 8
years of friendship, nabbed, Armand’s, “Dreading out”, Patricia. Jeff – first date, homecoming
’79, Christmas eve, skial can, a birthday with an Indian, a nickel, long talks, my cries, special
times, “best friends”, Prom ’80, many happy memories, my love forever. To all those special
people thanks for making my senior year its best!

Lynn Chasson, Italy
To Scotty I leave walking to your house in the snow, tennis games we were
supposed to play and you freaking me out at the basketball games. To Larry
I leave in-class essays, pillows for the Civilization films, and Duke. To little
Brian, I leave change for the buss and a lifetime supply of bubble gum. To
Patrick I leave things, gas pumps, and the “American Gigolo” to Lisa I leave
magazine racks with lots of magazines to read, seatbelts from my beautiful
car, egg rolls, banana royals, and please drop the on his. To David I leave
an iron to flatten the lumps on his head, lots of magazines, a paging service,
and a big fat hickey on his neck. To Phil Bohne I leave his leg. To Ina I leave “Bye-bye
Birdie” in Hebrew and a pair of 6 inch heels. To Kevin and Jimmy Heath I leave lots of thanks
for trying to save me even when I was being irrational. To Kendra I leave a throat operation
to change her voice and a hundred-pound weight to pull her nose out of the air. To Allen I
leave basketball games, sodies, Sunday nights, a pacifier and no diaper rash for a big baby.
To Nick I leave Homecoming with a broken hip, the National Art Gallery, and Shelley-baby in
the Dart Drug parking lot. To Laura I leave church dances, lunch at McDonalds, laying out on
the lawn, and double dinners. Smile to be seen. To John I leave pizza at Armand, 180’s in
my car, and a lifetime supply of gin. To Glen I leave yelling at parties, dancing at the banquet
and a girl.
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Maria Cheng Dan, China
Nancy I will leave you all the cute guys and good luck in the future. Merle, I
will leave you sweet Larry. To Mrs. Wilcox, I will leave you all my A. papers.
To Mrs. Turner I will leave you a good proofreader. Larry, I will leave you my
E papers in chemistry. I will leave happiness and memories to every
graduate.

Sheryl Childers
Denise – a day of rest each week, John D and Molly, a car, a sense of
direction that works, bunnies, bowling, roller skating, “Fluffy” working
(watching soaps), Farrells, Ponderosa, Queen, Kemp Mill, that’s not testable
anatomy, English, blind date, cheating, Mrs. Brill, Kim, Jose chasing
maniacs, sweetheart crazy driving, Wms-burg, Russell – Marlu Ridge,
Glenkirk tricks, fish chips & vinegar, the Army, Usher, usher. Mrs. Turner,
forged letters & eight more term papers. Laura – beavers, canes, my key,
wild Play, alligators, conventions, green G-net, Farrells, Ed McMahn, Wms-berg, lassa fever,
Kristin, Arrows, elections, skipping. Jeff – the zoo, Farrells, fights, fights, phych (Zzz)

Merle Clarke, (Deceased)
Most of the things I have are very important to me but I will share some of
them to my dearest friends: Jeanne I know I can always get another license
so you can have mine. Meg, I don’t think I can take the noise of another
switchboard so you have the one on the main office. Gertrude, I will put my
R.G in your locker at the end of the year and Renee, a far of hand cream is
coming your way. Eric Y. and Eric G. you can’t have it all so you may each
have ½. David until you have put on my 10 lbs, don’t ware short. Tracy, I
leave you Randy and Randy, my combs. Jeff and Mike – the 76ers and the
Bullets – fight over them but keep Larry, Craig, and Frank A out of it. Frank S. do you accept
credit cards because I don’t carry cash. Last but definitely not lease, Larry dear you may
have my heart. I am so Generous.
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Ronald Clem

Michael B. Clements Sr., Maryland
Victoria M. Clements (Dibella), Maryland
I Vickie Clements, member of the Northwood class of 1980, will the following: Amy – slow
pitcher that doesn’t make faces. Susan – outfield I never got to play. Gail – “Keep Dogs off
Grass: sign. Mr. Garlick – team that gives 110% p – guard under 5’3”; no more glass bottles!
Mr. Sission – another J.V. Bball job to prepare them for Mr. Garlick. Mrs. Brill – “Open
House” sign, Friday classes. Colleen – pair of tight shorts. Mr. Tom – aide willing to do grunt
work. Susie V. – smashed animals, Senior Night, Late classes your own locker. Michelle –
finding people to go out to lunch with. Decial – Lunch partner, Highs ice cream, car with full
spare tire and instructions on how to change in fifty minutes or less, pink shorts, jokes on
Bod., Sale and Faucet signs, shaving cream, tape Laughs in Mrs. Brill’s class, not getting
caught by Mrs. C. laps around track – pitching mound so you’ll be quoted, Bilay and Farrells.
Ms. Bodmer – “For sale” signs, Belgium Dobermans, a fan that starts in the rain, Loretta Lynn
album, a way to ignore hypothetical situations, bunt signal, another pest, teams that give it
their all. Frank – I leave all my live and all the great time we have had and the ones to come.

Kenneth Cobey, South Carolina
Thomas Michael Coghlan
Tim Cole, Maryland
Tod Treado – bottle of grain, Neal Zagone – bottle of J.D., Paul and Melinda
– bottle of Tequila. Laura Painter – 10 free passes to Takoma Tap Room.
Carolan – Pitcher at Barnaby’s. Nancy – key to my back door. Gina C. –
Horse Lesson, Melinda – “Boy did I make the wrong choice.” Suzi A. – soda
jerk, Fink – Angela, (Doreen was last year) Bylsma – U.F. gym shorts.
Meister – six pack before class. Shoup – Albatrous. Johnson – good old
what’s her name. Cudd – Disco trimmer. Barlo – Soccer lesson. Class of 81 –
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nothing. All the teachers – “I’m going” L.P. – “I’m changing my name to Pancharelli and
eating lots of tacos; what do you think?” To anybody crazy enough – “Whpatoolee party now
forming for Spring Brake 81 Daytona”

Steve M. Collen, Maryland
Kim Theresa Conley
To Mrs. Bond I leave one Kenneth Clark Dart board. To Mrs. Bond’s third
period, I leave all unfinished term papers and essays completed. To Dirk
Chadwick, I leave one pre-assembled pup tent. To Danny Kobayasi and
Mike Clemens I leave one cement block and plenty of firewood. To Kathy
Murphy and Kathy Mannion I leave one large bottle of Loves Baby Soft and
one stick of Cola Chap Stick. To Kathy Mannion, Kathy Murphy, David Rey,
and Dirk Chadwick I leave one night in Granada.

Cynthia Leigh Connelly
I Cindy Connelly leave the following to: Marie – Friendship since 3rd grade,
camping, gold cart accident, Oscar, O.C., M.B., Florida, diets, long talks,
always being there, advice and all my love and friendship forever. Lori – four
corners, 4 years of French, Front Door advice, Ponderosa, L.G., autograph,
Country Kickers, T.P. Gang “Bim” 1-2-3, “Nabbed,” O.C., P.S.A., long talks,
confession night, and a very special friendship. Melinda – “Melba”, “Bim” T.P.
Gang Country Kickers, Confession Night parties, all my complaining, “FreeSpirit,” O.C., Double Parking, M.C., and a special friendship. Colleen – “Our Dream”
Memorial 79, then 80, long summer night talks, Country Kickers, the original “Bim”, the Big
Guys, advice and another very special friendship. Emily – O.C., shopping, same Prom dress,
B’day and Christmas present, Country Kickers, and all the luck for the future. Angela T.P.
gang O.C., M.F., “An accident” P.S.A. Country Kickers, true friends, Murph – “nabbed”
debating, Country Kickers, dizziest, O.C., M.C., Friendship, Susie M. – gossip long talks on
the hockey field, that “Special Date”, Beth – Field Hockey, P.S.A. the Depo. A mutual dislike
of someone, luck for you next 2 years. Phil – Orange powder puff, Plaid pants, 7th and 8th
grade romance Brandel, friendship, Kenny – “Cute, not good looking,” Sunday afternoons,
long talks, 1-2-3, thanks for always being there and being the best guy friend I have. Steph –
9 years of friendship B.F., identical mothers., S.P. Fred – Baskin Robbins, T.P. Gang, M.C.,
“You and me Against the World” Nabbed, “ Country Kickers, crying and laughing together,
and understanding, sad and happy experiences shared, old memories making new ones, and
all my love and friendship forever. Andy – dreams 1-2-3-4-m Sly, “Memory Alley” Fred, “Big
Guy” Bucko” Sept 15, Valles, First and only love “Free Spirit” Slippery Kitchen Floor, 10
weeks, “Always and forever,” 10 weeks “Nabbed” Prom, O.C., Good Times.. Bad Times. All
my love forever and our future together.
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Colleen Conner (Vogan), Maryland
Murphy – “Sundays”, O.C.,’78; Guy – “Cute shoes”, Men Pass the buck,
Sunglasses, pictures, “I don’t have any gas:, car wash, picking up sticks;
crazy times; lasting friendship. Emily – The past 17 ½ years and 100 more;
fights, double dates, long talks, long lasting friend ever; lots of future success;
love and friendship always. Melinda – 10th grade fights, talks, “I hate freaks”
washing your cars, Homecoming 79. Lori – Talks about K.P.; the next 4 years
together at Salisbury, 12th grade (not 10th and 11th) “Shoot two”, talks about
the “Dr.” (who needs him) Many thinks for helping me with a lot of my
problems. Cindy – “Bim”, Memorial Day 79; permission to visit us at S.S.C. anytime you
want!, Backyard Plans, the big fight, Summer 79. Steph – English 12, retreat, someone to
complain to lots of luck. Jennifer and Alida – “World’s Best friends”, coolest sophomores ever!
Lots of luck and friendship. Pam – long talks at softball practice; B-ball captains! Clem –
“What’s a gal to do?” long hard practices; baggy shorts, good luck. Kenny – 2nd grade, great
friends, your great family. Country Kickers – More Practice! Todd – Lots of luck to a great
guy! Angela – Someone to go to the basketball games with. Beth – the “Deposition” long
talks lots of luck. Gail – a “decent” boyfriend, Ms Bodmer - $1.25; someone to be “loud” next
year in softball, Mr. Garlick – 1979-80 champions; Good luck with next year’s team(you’ll
need it) Pat – “P.J.” Patty, first date, King Frat, Homecoming 79; Prom 80, zoo retreat,
Eagles Concert; Easter Vacation Christmas Vacation, walks in the snow (15 sec); picnic at
Rock Creek; hard times, “My big mistake” Fantastic times, silly times, long talks My long
cries, “Best Friends” my first love, strength to stay together through the next 4 years;
Valentine’s day – “I love you” a relationship to last forever; I love you Coll

Richard Ellis Conner Jr., Maryland
Ken P. – Home-breaker, one of the few, Pep talks. Mike M. – B-day, Bob
wire, park. Mike G. – wretch Salisbury T.G. Steve – diet H.J., Tracy S.P.
Boner – Flat top, Dolly. Eggy – birth, meatballs, Dan – snake, walk off, Bob –
Somoa, Rockville, coach Gil – Cliff Salisbury. Jim Z – Jessie Quarters Kevin
K. – You know who, Kevin M. – Metro ride home. Frank Gina. Caffes, both –
81 season, Nick – Cold Bud. Adams – Gums, Fibula, Pam – B-ball, 1st time,
Bo Jangles. Paula – B-ball, Fouls, Bo Jangles. Gale – Good times Nikki –
Prom, English Lunch. Debbie G. – A good-bye, a ride home. Gina – Frank,
tip, Marilyn – Field hockey, Claudia – massage Michele – 10th grade, Crow – lifting, Celest –
Playing Quarters. Diane – Voue, Kim, Ann – Kennedy party, Trina—Paper, Homework and
fun times.
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Jacqueline Cooper, (Deceased)

Charles R. Corcoran, Maryland
Linda Coulby (Rogers), Virginia

Richard Crapeoff

Susan Crenshaw, (Deceased)
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Tom Crenshaw, Deleware
Kathleen Ann Cronkrite
I Kathy Cronkite, leave to: Ann—long talks, mixed drinks, cruises, tissue,
O.C., Peter Pans, Giant, McD’s coffee Danish, “Rocky Mountain Way” radio
dials, prom dress, K.D, TAB weekend away nail file, a “Somebody”, future
happiness, friendship, Phyllis – laughs, party’ in, “Elephant Man”, buzz,
“Where’s your neck?” phone calls, a party, K.D. smile, allergy, medicine,
painter hat, Prom. Debbie – talks, choc, E.B. Sr. Banquet, O.C. “All night
long” friendship. Rachel – talks, seafood, H.C. ’79, Sugar loaf, Reunite,
fondue-lasagna dinners, football games, Prom. John – dinners, doubling, “man”, dirt H.C.
’79, Sugarloaf, Prom, Mike – punch in the arm, old ‘vet, cigarette, Halloween. Barbara –
talks, arch. Class, J., “Foxy guy”, trip to Fla. Billy – Summer ’79, O.C., V.W. Sugar loaf talks,
a ride. Celeste – O.C. 19-80 K.D. Sr. Banquet, quart baseball games A. “All Night Long”
Ronnie – secrets, arch, class Jimmy – Fire proof clothes, funny face, my lil’ Bro. favors,
money, Sun. cruises, T.V. class, love last but never last Nicky – O.C., summer ’79, tacos,
pizza, Bud, “JD”, dinners alone, sugar loaf, Needwood, picnics, “couple Bucs” prom, P’s
together, E.B.L., K,O., W.V., Geisha, 2 on 2 B-ball. English papers, my toes, hugs, cruises,
talks laughs, sundaes, drive-ins, launches, happiness, memories, the future, April 13, me and
my love forever. To any I left out – an apology.

Kenneth N. Cudd, Maryland

Brian S. Culp, Maryland
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Nancy L. Cummings (Johnson), Maryland

Sheryl Jane Cytryn
Rachel Damiano (Stockstill), Maryland
I Rachel Damiano leave to Fay updates of Gen Hospital, friendly conversation
during lunch, walk home from school. Tina – 3 years of friendship. A strict
diet, strawberries, brut binoculars to sneak a peek, Nancy – blitz, hut to hang
on. Kendra – bagel w/cream cheese, new laugh, longer hair, Kathy – nick,
Ruinite, friendship, Nick – Lasagna, some hogs, herb, Kathy, Geisha. John
Daris Stockstill III – Skylab 78 piggy back ride, bus ride, (back of bus, our first
kiss) your down coat, Chesapeake Seafood house, Life time supply of Bud,
sulky panties, Superbowl 14 (Who won?) 1 zombies, James Taylor concert, Mohawk haircut,
Dallas Cowboys, my nightshirt (#35 black jersey) a weekend w/ the guys (camping)
backgammon, glasses for T.V. a night alone, long distance phone call, chat by the fireplace,
snowball battle spending the night over, walk in the park, “Free bird”, Mom’s meatballs, pillow
fights, Marchones turkey sub w/ extra meat, Return from Hawaii, 2 night on my dream that
come true) the best and most important times of my life, the patience to keep up w/ me, a
year and a half of loving, caring, and sharing times, our future together, all my love forever!

Christine Dauphin
Frank G. Dauphin, Maryland
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Paul Davis, Florida
I Paul Davis being of sound mind and full of body leave the following items
to my friends. Bridget Moyle – The long runs and pep talks, David H. Mike
H., Steve G., Some nice boys who will buy you a nice house and give you
ten kids. A great time at Salisbury, Cheerleading and many encounters. To
love and cherish our friendship always. Rachel D. – I leave you a good
times and talks in 10th and 11th grade, the notes I wrote to Tina Plenty of kids
and fun in the future. Margaret G. – the good times at Prom, the encounters
after the prom and big crash during 5th and 6th grade. David M., - Friend, a
good body., Frank B – a tent for one girl and some Raid for the other one. All the works we
have used linde Flop, Dno, Phil, and Gook. Those enhancing talks on the phone – Yank yea
– saving you from the hands of the Healy monster. Taking your date home on homecoming
and Big break up party. The thought that someday you’ll be working a D. and D. Alta Romeo
as my Vice President. Gina C. – One big and Suzy A. – Our great Psych class Journalism,
engulfing everything an evening with Corcoran. Anne K. Bing neighbors between Manny
Mae and Swiss Colony and our everlasting friendship. Karen K. – the crude conversations in
French, anatomy and accounting sex with me and the convertible ride in 40 degree
temperature. Susan G. – our brief marriage, divorce, the brutal fights with Brad and 50 cents
worth of sex. Phyllis G. – getting blinded on homecoming –yank- and our lush of a friend
keep thinking Boston, U. Anna T. – Freeway butt., Barbara R. Ratchbutt and smile. Patty V.
– A date to the prom with me. A pinto and some contemporary dance lesson. Chuck C. – a
date with Suzy Anderson, Karen S. – the good times to be had at N.H.S., Ronald K – a tux
that could look better than mine, Robin our evening at the Homecoming. Getting blinded at
Homecoming ’80. Gail W. – our babysitting adventure and “Dallas” Kendra R. – All the fun
we’ve had through the years.

Walter Davis, Maryland

Christopher L. Day, Maryland
Walt Day. Washington, D.C
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Joanna Dayton (Spencer), Maryland

Saul S. Dekelbaum, Maryland
I Sonny Dekelbaum plan on leaving Calmen Zea a pack of gum for chewing
hers every day. I am leaving Mr. Charley Francis all of my test papers
because I do not want any part of his class. I am leaving Mr. Michaels come
good movies so he does not have to show those boring movies to the
students. And I leave Mr. Villaret anything I have to do with boats or trains.
I leave Patty Mundy a roll of tape so she can tape her mouth shut.

Anthony V. De Lisi, Maryland
Gina DeSimone (Spangler), Maryland

Ralph P. DeSimone, Maryland
Pietro Antonio Di Sante
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Annamarie (Marie) Dial (Culbreth), Virginia

Michael J. Diamond, Washington

Linda Doggett (Haselhorst), Virginia
I Linda Doggett being of half sound mind and body do lovingly leave these
prized possessions to my dear friends whom I shall never forget, I hereby
leave, Karen Abalard, a little embryo, blueprints for a tree-house, camping
memories, new swing, teacher, lasting friendship; Fay – pinch pot, my Eng.
Notebook, someone to talk to, a growing friendship; Kayle, - a donkey, J.B’s
party another memorial, day weekend, Donna C. – first beach retreat, parties
at Md, W.R., a Santa and toga outfit, half the guys in the world, memorial day
weekend, a gold bracelet, a shoulder to cry on, friendship forever; Chris C.,
a banana, 20 little brats, a patch for your pants, many good times to come; Gina Carr, cheat
sheets a lost bottle, the corner pub, friendship Kenny, a ton of popcorn; time, many fond
memories; Chris D. sociology notes Bo jangles; Lucille permanent pass out of trig; David F. a
bottle warm ; Sue Frain, best Berger certificate; Jay G. Mr. Reeks, jokes, a scoop of ice
cream Ina, sugar instead of saly, roll of T.P., future trips to the beach, bottle of Champaign,
as many guys as you can get, friendship forever; Karen Kidwell, another partner in speech,
Cus, secret club house, pass words, our cousin title, my Barbie collection, many good times
ahead lasting friendship; Eric, many crud comments, my decorated locker; Kendra, a lifetime
supply of gum; Jay S. superman, deep dish pizza; Susan S. 100/100 points forecer; Beth, a
slab of clay;, Renee, all the sweets in the world, D.M., I.O.U., cards; George, a recording of
“George be quiet, Linda shut up.”

James H. Dorr, Maryland
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Alex J. Dragt, New Mexico
Angela Drake (McCarthy)
I Angela Drake leave the following to Lori W.; Sandy Point P.S.A fast food,
beer runs, long talks, Kenny P. English Class Halloween costumes TP:
Melinda; Two parking spaces, long talks, memorial weekend, good friends,
Paul N. – New car, name John, parking space next to MJ. Stephanie; e-wing,
shopping trips, banquet my house, speedy, prom here say, Cindy; Sandy
Point P.S.A Flash Top, E-wing, fighting w/ Andy. Make up eyes, Kathy Murph
– Parties, your house banquet night memorial weekend, Colleen: E-wing,
basket ball games, Best friends; Emily; running, a voice that tells the truth, Michael G: Buggy
rides to school, friends first; 12th football team; 7th period, red face. Brady Straub; 3 good
years, diet, non swallowing Gum, a lots of fun, Fran; long talks, diets, Mitchell; Exorcist steps,
warm beer, English Class, Abby Roads, Seagram, Prom talks, Maid and 20 kids, long trips to
come and love always.

Norman C. Dudley, Maryland
I Norman Dudley leave to Ted our first Roll Job, the 1977-78 basketball year
– it was a pity, no Doobro concert (I’ll kick myself for that!) the Who, the
Boss’s “Growing up” Terri Shamigan well you know! Ron, good manager,
“how to hit cars in one easy lesson, all the fine G.M. Cars especially my
cutlass, Lora Let’s go to the pub Saturday Night. Donna – “a book on how to
communicate with certain people.” Louie – G-town, my book on how to
“Communicate with the opposite sex,” Larry – all my Bruce Springsteen
Albums. Karen – How to work without asking so many questions. Ina –
whenever I call you: Friend Rena – Thanks so much for the friendship, Nikki – How to have
so many “Dates” Kenny – “I want you” and finally to Nick Rangos and the whole senior class
– “We were Born to Run!”

Chris L. Duggan, Washington, D.C
Upon my graduation from Northwood I do leave these things to these people:
The Girls X-country team: A mouth full of sap and a hand full of splinters, also
a book “How to accomplish something without trying” Marsha: Long talks,
some good advice, lots of collect calls from Ohio, Mr. Reeks: my Van
Cortland Park race, N.Y.C., and 3 funniest years of my life (so far), Mary:
Many more skiing lesions, a chili dinner, P.O.A., H.F.C., 24 hour relay,
making of the float and superlatives. Emily: a tight pair of dinkies, Camp an
all its crudity, pep pills, the making of the float and superlatives. Suzie: making of the float
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and superlatives, G.G., H.F.C., a 6:59 mile, an unused list and a lot of pillows, hair pulling,
super time at the prom. Brian: lake at camp, long runs and the perfect race. Mike: Brian’s
date to homecoming, parties at your house, B.L.A., camp some manners, workouts that you
just want to get over with. Bob: All the worst teachers in the world, Vermont skiing trips, “Are
you a seventh grader,” deep discussions, and anarchy.

Ivy Duncan
I Ivy Duncan wish the senior class good luck, to Troy Watson – friendship a
good fight, Bill Tucker – buns; Trish Weaver – friendship a clean gym locker;
Gertrude Ekuban – my father, torn up levies; Chris Cianci – Furbergers,
“Yes”, a sun tan, black skin; Jannette sessions- all my jokes; Paul Johnson –
Seneca Valley; Dee Bagely – my father; Sharon Troy – a normal art class;
Billy Poindester – lose pants; Mr. Perry – a hurdler who doesn’t fall Mr. Reeks
a whip; Dion Grey – a southern accent; Angela Hollum – Iran; Deidre
Gardner – a wedding dress; Fritz – height; Carlos A – age and experience; Theresa DeLisi –
my driving experience; Pat Hanlon – a big kiss; Erick Blenderman – my orange pants; Muriel
M – My brain; Karen Prim - $35; Carlo M. – 2 false starts; Karen Solomon – 3 steps; Clarence
Bishop – a date; Renee S. – a pair of legs; Marisa Bundy – a good juicy conversation ; David
Gilmore – Kennedy High School; Stevie Burke – Tennis lessons

Chris M. Dunkley, Maryland
Dean Edwards, Maryland
Hillary Einhorn (Katz), Nevada
Judy and Leigh Ann: pinball, put-put, parking lots and power failures; Judy
toilet paper for assorted cars, jaw exercises, Leigh Ann: a green Mustang,
bucket of Pickle chips, cheese popcorn, a way to find seats at Folger on the
first try, pocket for hiding drinks, an I.D.; Laura Bryan: B.B., guys in preppy
shoes, ooh-ah, go for it; Amy: congrats on a successful BMI (finally),
Baryshnikov (wa-wa-wa), Tony C., un-paranoid trip to O.C., Love is death;
Nick; B-52’s punk love is…. Life is…?, a haircut, notes about cool friends; Eric
H.: trip to O.C., Grape Juice, keep that innocent look; C.B., sandals needing
shoelaces for any occasion, mace for future cast parties; Jenny: supply of English essays,
copy of “Undercover Angel”; Angie: the other half of our New Year’s Eve party; Susie: (the
ginee) fine, fine; don’t blow it, chocolate chip cookies, roller skates, Hebrew-English
dictionary; tee-hee, notes during chemistry, History, etc., an invitation to diner you can’t
refuse, Light; Dawn Eddy: purple flats, shopping spree in Bloomie’s: Amy, Melanie, Eric:
McDonald’s puppets.
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Gertrude Anna Ekuban
Lucille Diana Elko (McGuirk)
I Lucille Elko leave my friends – Karen, Flirt, Flirt, Flirt, the good times in 5th
period gym, wintergreen, talking, French, sluts, having and excuse, getting
physical, plus all the other times, Good luck next year! Marie – braces, the bus
stop, walking home and talking and our friendship. To Susan I leave – your
Texan accent, last summer, dates with Mike and I, Teen club, skipping school
last year, Have fun next year! Louie – best friends, concerts, cramming in
Pat’s car cute pat, “let’s be obvious”, work summer of ’78, the weekend I spent
at your house and the week spent at mine, getting “tipsy”, signing yearbook
later, playing in 3 feet of snow, STOWE, going out with the gang, retreat and all other great
times we’ve had the past few years. The best of luck always – you’re wonderful. To Susie I
leave our school rings and all the fun in English and Housing and Design. Angela C. – one
year together at Northwood, say hi and talking, thanks. Gina – Gallagher and math, fun in
gym Seven Springs. Linda C. – Mr. K., chemistry, math, Nags head, and being friends.
Charlie – going to school together, pizza pie club, fun times w/Marybeth and all., Phyllis –
English, I.W., getting locked in that closet., Yvette – trying out for poms, being a thief, English
and her easy tests, Vicky – our crafts class, being the teacher’s pet, being lat to chemistry,
thanks for being a friend.

Gary Ellis

Carol England
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Karen M. Eppard, Maryland
Juan Carlos Estrada
V.A. – I leave my whole life. L.R.- I leave my tactics of soccer. B.G – I leave my pencils for
next year. C.H.- One case of Budweiser. To Northwood I leave my spirit of good
sportsmanship.

Alan Evans, (Deceased)

Cindy Exler Maryland
I Cindy Exler would like to leave the following things to the following persons: Berry: Florida,
Chemistry, Suzy: “Butt”, swimming bowling, “Sweet innocent Dennis”, UBS, Leslie: English,
talking back, all my preppy clothes, winks, Paul: a dance w/dips, bowling your bussing.
Jenny: SEX, Ilene: Paragon, alligator shirts, Josh: Rina, Mif: a girl, C.B.: a twin sister. Mike:
“Quack, Quack”, Omar, rides home, Mitch: Debbie, Elliot: Mr. Rogers, a good teach. Danny: a
maid, Victor: my elbow. Jeff: handwriting. Mark: a Jewish nose pinch. David: Roger Moore
movies. Gina: Woodies, a good speech teacher.

Beth Farley (Canha), Maryland

Teresa Farrell (Dye), Maryland
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David E. Feldman, Maryland
Eric – Gas Can, ELO tickets, socials, Malt Duck, same girl, Mitch – O.C.,
Basketball, streaking, poker, Batmobile, 5 cases Michalob, Raymond –
“Calm down”, girl, monster, Bay Bridge. Sheryl – U.S. Army, hairstyle, bigger
bra, love. Jay – Hallo, Washington Monument, Razor, M-M-M-M-Mrs.
Pecaraky, Frisbee, Trish – date, Brian – Park, Bacardi, putting lessons. Ivan
– July 4 dancing lessons, White Flint women, Cindy – Dance at Disco,
Redding-Cliff-8mm, Elmore Fudd, Boxes, Carnell – Fountain of Youth, Fay –
Great Prom, chocolate mints, Carla’s Party, Nice A--, Paul – Inflatable girl,
Gina Inflatable guy. Susie V. - New Pom Poms, Susie A. – Summer of ’80, John F. – New
banquet night. Angela - Night with me instead of Mitch. Judy – LeighAnn – new math book,
50lbs each, Laura – tape deck Alan – Big cheerleaders, Busted by cops, $3.20/hr, John S. –
loss of credit, Dickie – Baseball team, long hair, Craig – driver’s license, Larry – Who?
Stephanie – “Little” Linda – Badminton, dancing lessons, Ina – weight, Senior Girls – Myself.

John Ferensic, Colorado
Jeffery Filderman (Tolson)
I, Jeff Filderman do hereby leave: Mike – longtime friendship, O.S.U., Sixers
Skins, Free, Bibby, McGinnis, Motta, Foreman, Philadelphia, Stadium dorms,
Dj dolls, LeFlore, my super ping bong and basketball skill, Frank – Dr. Julius
Erving, Rse, Smog, dirt World Series game two, Rec Center, Dawk – Phillies
Phever Phorever. Laura – locker space, jobs, crazy Paris match, L.A., Ghiffs
– mooseness K.D. acceptance and long Arrow through an alligator. Larry –
long rides in vans, birds, cubbies, Kong King and a trip to Philly this summer.
Ranga and Steve – yare supply of Dexatrim, David – Rick Green, Gil Perraul, Capitals, Sue
B. – Moby dick, Annette – Roy Rogers Tracy – uppers, downers, sports editorship, toilet
paper pizza, stink, love – keep in touch, I’ll get nasty! Beth G. – New York. Peggy – all the
ads, pockets, hands in, Dwight, Post donuts. Jenny – Thurl, photomap, friendship, Miss
Ruddle – potato w/sour cream, peppermint tea, Mr. Mullis – trash collection service, carbon
copy of me Mr. Kaiser – K.D., and N.M and S.S., Miss Scott – G.A.C. Mr. Goodloe – Best
teacher award., I.I. – you’re my best secretary. Deerdre – I’m a better flirt. Kirstin Fabulous
Chuck, 17, Fashion world, HeShe, Gary Ellis – Phil Ford, Mrs. Rand – verisimilitude, at any
rate, Joel – Woody Allen Ina – knees that shake faster, one marathon dance, and I leave
Northwood in the hand of the Red and Black.
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Mitchell Fink, (Deceased)
I Mitchell Fink leave to my friends: J.R. – His own comic book “The Manster”,
10 years of my live a love life. D.F. – mouthwash, Brut, New car, one date
with Angela. N.A., - nude skiing, dropping drawers, my I.D.,O.C., moon
surfing, Jay’s car, a rub so it won’t go all over the place. E.G. – A.Z.A. function
that worked. D.G., - tape recorder to talk to, own wet of note cards. B.K. –
Driver’s license from Sears and Roebuck, gulf club, deck of cards. K.M. – my
last peach, a good laugh. P.B. – a date that is taller than you, Wayne for a
day, our secrets, S.C – one last dance in 7th period. A.D. – Pills, seagrams, one date alone,
starbursts, my ring, chair for the games, T.C. – a ride home. 6 pack before the game.

Lisa Michele Finley (Lennon), Ohio
I, Lisa Finley, leave to Kendra-years of friendship and great times, Florida,
Raccoon, walking to the gas station, champagne, Homecoming, dinner,
McDonald’s guard, superman, Harambee Homes, Daryl’s ear, movies, makeup, tick-tock, Shakey’s, Maryland library, Howard, Melvin, I. Hangnin, Bugs
Bunny Show, Country Boy’s, Police woman blue eyes for Troy, and vegetable
food to feed your carrot top. Malcolm – green gum to roll around in your
mouth, and a speech therapist. Jerome - notes on how to do chemistry labs,
and an award for tutoring Thanks, Wee – good times in calculus. Marcy - Answers to
Gallager’s M.C. Tests, and permanent tutoring with Keith. Lynn - food in all of the shopping
malls in the Washington area all the Hahn's managers easy birth-control, tight jeans, Low Cut
halters, written compositions, close-up, w. guys, Jerry’s N.Y. chest, whore shoes, Ms. Scotts
notes, squeggy stuff, and Lots of magazines for visits at D.J. house. Miller - your first b.
girlfriend, the banquet, Jimmy- cigarette butts beer ripped weekends, good hope, Country
Boy, and thanks for the advice. Gee Dedriee - apples for your teachers, priss lessons, grease
for your dry hair, a neck brace for your head broken swinging you stringy hair, bright green
purse to match your shoes, some clothes that don’t look like you just jumped off the boat.
Kevin H. – a six pack to drink by yourself, a person to walk to class with, and a degree in
counseling problems –thanks Robyn - a cheerleading outfit, A.W. Boyfriend, a skirt that will
stay on, beer at homecoming, lunch off campus, and your ring, Gail – your smiling face
Penny – your laugh. Yvette – lotion, Doreen - a ride to school. Craig – good jokes Charles –
one name, the devil. Dion Fryer - 7-eleven, ripped in the snow, Kemp Mill Rec. Center, sweat
suits and tennis shoes, cigarettes and friendship since Mr. Levine. Katrina – my Woodies
worker, lunchtime on Saturdays, lines of trash to talk back to Tonio, lessons on how to talk
like “us” Yeahhh!!! The latest gossip, and. shoes. Renee Speckles – my silver ring, gold
chains and charms, a ride to school, Cliff notes to all English book, perfect hair, a tan, and
thirteen years of friendship. Yvonne Le Drox - goose head, twelve years of education, a book
in lifesaving. Marla Holstein - Don't-bug-a-shirt-do-it-anyway. Stevie Baby – a lifetime supply
of excuses for not being In school, a private tutoring all classes dealing with math, a social life
Jack and Jill girls, lessons on how to be “Miss Psychology”. Tucker – a pillow for physics
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movies, Spike - a gym bag without a magic zipper Boom!! Susie’s Casuals – a job and a tent
dress for the Circus clown. Marionette – a wig, Quacks - a big pond, especially for Paula
House. Night-fever-Nick - Ina's famous disco party, film cases, a job with 15% off gold,
wavey, frizzy perms, and a chance to be Cool, Galager’s tongue. Carol doughnuts to eat with
our coffee during 3rd period, shopping for dress at W.F and more calculus exams, Toni - a
name tag so people know who you are and a race car, Ingid – Mr. Lilga’s chemistry class,
smoking in your bathroom, memorizing multiple choice tests and still failing, Pom-pom
practice, and great times at lunch. David - afternoons at Kemp Mill, cheat sheets, Billy the Kid
jeans, movies, parties, plays, stairways, Mrs. Clark’s English class, late to football practice,
Christmas Eve in the rain, lost football games, walking home after school, and the latest
discovery that you are the direct descent of Kunta Kinte, Renee Shiftlit – reality, no rud,
Charlotte – a new walk, lipstick that doesn’t smear all over your mouth, a true age, reality,
something to keep the dust out of your eyes so you don't have to wink at everybody, and. a
pair of pants, Scotty - ski trip, Florida, good hope and inebriated times. Patty – tears,
heartache, a shoulder to cry on, poms and pom banquet, pina colta and honest guys. Nancy
Hudon - the latest gossip report pom in Patty’s room, gossip at lunch, and the Mrs. Entile.
Susie Grubb – lessons on how to be Pom-pom captain, some new clothes, and. a real smile,
Andre – gossip to spread, and little lies to add to the gossip. Ron Anthony – ounces, parties,
skip notes, skipping in the gym, a book called “how to change a flat tire” and my body. Paul
Davis – an identity, b. girls Ron – a lie detector to tell when I’m telling the truth and when I’m
fooling you, as usual. Little Brain – Sweet times talking and walking to class. Last, I leave the
Juniors – a place for banquet, Sophomores - lots of luck to make it through 2 more years of
good ‘old NHS, bye sweethearts.

Robert J. Fisher, Florida
Pam Fones (Hemingway), (Deceased)
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Jeanette Fontyn (James), Georgia

Dave Andrew Ford
I David Ford, being of sound body leaves to Nancy Hudon one box of NoDoz for boyfriends, To Jeanette Fontyn I leave all the toilet paper she never
cleaned up because of me and my fellow friends. To Johnny Bardini I leave
72 empty Budweiser beer cans and one beat up ice chest and one wrecked
tempest. To Paul Noble I leave one box of Alka-Seltzer that I couldn’t fine
when I deeded them on Saturday morning. To Coach Reeks I leave all the
money I didn’t use at special camp this summer.

Majid Foroozandeh
Jim Fortney, Maryland
Yvette Foster (Brown), Maryland
I, Yvette C. Foster, leave Dee Bagley heartaches and goodtime, Tracey
Mullins a blue Mercedes with a white convertible for her and her mother,
Katrina Walker a driver’s license and a car, Kendra Robertson the raunchy
manager at I-Hop, I leave Cia Hamphill my calculator, Norman Hoston a
mirror and anti-freeze because he is so cool, Sharon Mathews the memories
of Mrs. Brake, Martha Jackson my alarm clock, Roderick Haxton a Jughead
walk, David Gilmore the girls at Moorehouse, Clarence Bishop a book called
“How to be Mature”, Wonda Jackson my clothes, Beverly a gospel singing career, and last
but not least I leave my thanks and appreciation to Mrs. Anverder and Mrs. William for their
help.
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Suzanne P Frain, Maryland
Karen – B.B’s, the Bertha Butt Boogie, Memories of camping and Ocean
City, a beer, old houses, W.P Linda – “Flower and fresh air”, the Bertha Butt
Boogie, memories of getting lost on 95, Amy Hoffner – are you my mother, a
date with Kevin Lethbridg, Memories of getting lost on 95, a party with P.B.
Wrestlers, Amy Morgan – a letter, S.R. Summer of ’76, quarters, memories of
being best friends, C.C. Jill – the donut business, Dawn – sunburn the
drowning, Mr. Williams – Nutty Brownies; a new joke book, Bridgette – a
letter, Ian – A drivers Manuel, new thumbs; Fay – a spelling book.

Yvonne Fraser (Quade), Maryland
I leave the following…. Nancy – day off with pay, lunch at Jolly’s, 12 years of
memories, recesses. Pam – TWA, fingernail decals, Paula – past four
basketball seasons, MZQ, farts, Vicki – Him, Him, Him, Jeanmarie –
Colorado Rocky Mountain High, boring lunches, Mindy – B.B., family life,
Jeanette – fanny mae, libraries, another year with the poms, bright future,
Carla – membership to A.A., Mary – a twinky, Alan – motorcycle haircut, ice
skating, good grades. Chuck – memories of homecoming and prom,
friendship, Mike – Sourbites. Roland – book by Faulkeer, Giant – my cousin, Stevie –
memories, Roderick – lots of luck. Suzi – orange Cameo, Baskin Robins, Wild past six years,
everlasting friendship, Penny –gym MT Kenny – “Wild and crazy guy”, Class of 1980 –
Happiness and K best of luck!

Donna Frederick (Renee Kirschner), Maryland
Richard Freedman
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Joel Friedman

Jonathan Friedman, New Jersey
Lee Martin Friedman
Christopher Fries, Maryland
Allen Fryer, Texas

Spyridon A. Galiatsatos
Beth D. Gelb

Nancy C. Gentilcor
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Stephanie Getter (Sagerman), Illinois
Eillen K. – Wake Forest, and an apartment, happiness forever; Kendra –
endless supply of gum; Margaret G. – one way ticket to Europe, appointment
with Sigmund Freud, and a lie-detector; Frank B. – a Jewish mother (mine), a
car with an automatic horn, shopping spree at Bloomindales, and my
friendship. Lorraine K. – Fun parties and an honorary membership to the
party.

Lisa Giliotti
Gordon Gilliam, Maryland

David Gilmore, Missouri
10 pounds of raw meat, and an American flag, a lifetime pass to Sheppard
Park, a “Robert Nelson weaver for President” bumper sticker. 100 pounds of
chewing tobacco, a free haircut at Fince’s, Jimmy Heath: 100 bus tokens,
good taste in women, the “ How to act in the Off-season” book. Allen Fryer:
Visine, new transmission, ability not to be regulate. Kevin Heath: a female,
Vic Kennedy: suntan lotion, Reid Chitwood’s autograph, Lynn Chasson – baby
oil, a key to Exxon gas station, a prom date, Cia Hemphill: a flute, a job at
Sheppard park, my good looks, Eric Young – one dark night at Kemp mill rec. Norman
Hoston – a party for you, Me, the Mallory’s and Countless stamps. Gertrude Ekuban – a
night at Glen Heaven Elementary.
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Tina Gionis (Potemken), Maryland
I will to: Nancy – Friday night shopping, lasting supply of food in her house,
so grinding in 2nd gear, guys following us in cars, an everlasting good mood,
all night party at her house, Mexican, a successful diet, no more coughing, a
double set of each key, free doctor appointment. Fay: a life’s supply of
Kleenex, memories of O.C., a date to all dances, great telephone
conversations, an un-static telephone, free of pickiness, a driveway at my
house, and a larger bladder! Pat: Everlasting friendship with no fights, no
food at my house, the tramps, and a car radio, a successful leg. Phil:
brakes, my whole dream in reality, bottle of ketchup, a hood back massage, memories of
English my check and KAP. M.G.: memories of banquet night, telephone booths, nightlong
telephone conversations, a night in the woods, life’s supply of gum, a cat with a working radio
and KAP. K.K.: a clean mind, a map of Washington, all my secrets, and KAP. Rachael:
everlasting friendship, memories of our friendship, a night out with the girls. E.R.: lasting
memories of KAP Jr., and a kiss. R.W.: the ability to remember; M.P.: good conversations in
Family life, the middle seat of a Volkswagen, and a Greek meal. Kendra: all my tears, our
English class, a lasing good mood, and date with a football player from California. D.F.:
snowy days, sleigh rides, and double dates. N.M.: Aggressiveness, no more shyness.

Richard T. Girdler, Kansas
For all of my best friends that have made my days at Northwood a pleasure;
I leave them all the body part of their choice. Among these most loved
friends, I include Greg Lee, Steve O’Leary, Roland Kohoe, Jay Schwegman,
Joel Friedman, Ivan Reisberg, and all the other wonderful people I have had
the pleasure of driving home in my green old Kaddett. For all of the other
Fantastic people that I had the pleasure of meeting at Northwood, I leave
the optimism that I have for my future and the future of our country that we
may all live to see our dreams of the future come true.

Julie Gleboff
Phyllis Glickman (Grippo), New York
I Phyllis Glickman being of occasional sound mind hereby declare my final
will to my friends of NHS. To Ann S. – cruising, Myrtle Beach on the strip,
43 bottle of V&O, 8-mile bike-a-thon, and excellent times to come. A.J. –
sharing the front seat, a beauty salon, No-Doz pills for drinking, cheating on
Eliss’ tests together, weekend visits at Lehigh, knit-picking arguments, blunt
statements, Memorial Weekend’79. Linda – partnership in my law firm, Van
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Halen, O.C., tennis buddy, health spa, lifetime supply of popcorn, straight hair, college parties
next year, “Quit Smoking” clinic, growing and lasting friendship. Frank – “Phlap”, Disco
Empire, tennis lessons, hair mold, Homecoming ’79, a case of tequila, more corrupting times,
everlasting lasting friendship. Karen C. – film of the Eagles Concert, Myrtle beach, Kathy
Mannion – B&H Green, ESP, Kathy C. – Kings Dominion, front seat of Rebel Yell, party
times together, your own T.V. special, honest and open talks Suzy – concubine, fag, long
talks and lasting friendship, David – PhD in math help, Paul D. CPA certificate, Brown Sugar,
Lori W. – BB, Celeste – 4 Provinces pub, “Grease” Kings Dominion, Tracy – more fun times
in the snow, Dirk – long talks, swimming at KM, Rowdy times, and love to a great guy. Barry
– Wimbledon Championship, Debbie – 6 yr math buddy, knee slapper, pun, GT, lessons on
how to not inhale food, Chink invasion night, chew a lot BG, Car chases, curly, my love and
lasting friendship. Michele – Bruce Springsteen’s body, snorkeling, living together in ’82
single good-looking Jewish husband, cartwheel, split time, laughing attacks, Baby Ruth, Soul
Sister, most intimate talks, “I Will Survive”, lifetime gift certificate to Baskin Robbins, and my
everlasting love and eternal friendship.

Carol Godfrey (Simpers), Delaware

Eric I. Goldberg, Maryland
I Eric Goldberg, being of sound mind and body, bequeath my worldly
possession to the following people: I.R.: pool, chairs, tables, Jay P., Lisa,
Naomi, my mod style, and my athletic ability, and Sheryl. S.C: Ian and David,
S. talks, my telephone, New Year’s Eve, Mrs. Rand, Mike, Steve, Gary, Joe,
Pete, tom, Frank, D.F.: deodorant, soap shaving cream, A.Z.A., Linda,
Susan, Kemp Mill, Lee Northwood, my cat, a full gas tank and Sheryl. M.F.:
Modesty, maternity. A.Z.A., sports, “calm down”, J.R., “Oh Boy”, and other
senior year. K.A.: Alice, Eric N., Mrs. Dieter, calculus. “S.D’s rock n’ roll”,
S.D. songs Alice’s crazy moods. A.H.: Karen, Me, a ticket for S. w/anyone you want, “the
world is evil”, love vibes, Mrs. Dister and Calculus. J.R.: M.F., my book on diet, manster,
Raymond, D.F., weekends, Faye, a love life, coins. F.B.: Stephanie, me and my tennis ability
K.C., my sister, B.B. and Barney Rubble.
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Anita Goldstein (Campbell), Maryland
I Anita Goldstein (Chiquita) will the following people: 1. B.B.: you’re the so
special one, so understand, and dreams you and me forever. I.L.Y. Prunn
i.e., 2. Renee – Pina Colata, fat chance, B.F. Saul Baseball team, Pacer and
Chevy, fights w/BB, best friends forever, MC. 3. T.S: wild women it doesn’t
hut the second time around buzzing cars, BO, ya mother’s a 4. Mel: TILC.,
Bushy Blonde, Arabs, Leave a space at the top, Study, Love to ya both. 5.
Erick H.: a church lot 6. Amy: B. M.I Baryshnikov pants, don’t let the TV be to high up 7. Nick:
Can What? Good luck 8. Beauty shop of ’80: thanks for a great year and for the patience.
Russell M. – your locker number? 9. E.M.T.A.E. wildness, hard C.I.L., please, Whitman girls,
tape recorders, bus rides, Toyotas. 10. Cindy Ryan: Ya Bimbo!, peal out much, great times
11. Virginia: “Easy to be Hard”, you deserve a great life 12. Chris Ryan – “Always & Forever”
13. Donna Shankle – “not on a hill” a bath-tub, take it out 14. Trish - Bacacay!! Harmony,
roof tops, banquet night 15. Eric B. – your organs ready! Are you coming tonight? Stories to
remember by, times with special friend. 16. Margaret Milins – put your car in park lately? 17.
Annette – What a dinner, JCC, refills on cherries 18. Susan White – MGR, Easy bein’ green,
Mrs. Gnatt, “Why do fools fall in love” 19. Carolan: - watch out, He’s all mine!! (ha) us &
playing friends, friends 20. Kathy Mannion – most special gal, scars to remember me by, no
blood on my fur coat, you barrette is falling out, Thanks Victor, your special friend forever. 21.
Lisa R. – weekends, Mike Green (haha) best w/Steve, friends forever. 22. Mrs. Stowe – I am
speechless 23. Phyliss – T.I.T.S. all weird 24. Adella Grove – oh gam. Hi-me! Where’s Billy?
Where’s Candy? 25. Cissy Roe Nyleen, July, Susan, Tracy, Vicki – Chiquita!!! Feel the what?
26. Mr. Straub – here the one about the Chinese guy 27.Mr. Parry – times running out! 28.
NHS Choral Dept – thanks for a great year!

Debbie J. Goldstein
Tracy – a Harem, an argument, the perfect relationship, jealousy and
unspoken words, Kevin – a secret affair that was never quite a secret,
Rockville, a place to go to be alone, next year at Maryland, Danny – A big
hug, Kevin Malpass – a date we never went on, Randy Wyman – ten beds.
Friendship, secrets advice, Ricky Conners – we got to get together, Angela
Drake – friends after everything forgotten, Lori West – advice, thanks a lot,
Melinda Tibbet – such a bimbo, T.O, Mike Greaney – a closet at the banquet
oops! Mike Primm – notes, revenge secrets, Kenny Oxford – American Gigilo, a hickey a car
radio too play with, John Ferensic – a blond obnoxious, Mitch Fink – speeches, secrets,
another soup opera, compositions, Jimmy Zoller – back of Franks car, 110 pushups that
stamina, A.G. – an affair you must have forgotten, Susan Stein – there all the same, Karen
Chamberlain – we didn’t get most conceited Brian Kannee – a story a ride home, still friends,
Mike McCartin – Hi!, Mike Ford – a drink kiss, Anita Goldstein – hay cousin.
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J. Scott Goldstein, Virginia
Janice Goodman, (Deceased)

Valeria (Virginia) Goodman
Margaret Gore (Johnson), Maryland
Stephanie G. – tuition to Georgetown Prep School, Height/weight, Frank, a
real car, Lorianne – a seat, spikes long hair, Eileen K. – who knows, Ilene W.
– a storybook to mach her voice, N.K. – running legs, R.K. – cooking lessons,
Dona Bruana Wilcox – weeble tree house, Rudd – broomstick with splinters,
Nails – Jell-O, Mr. K – a class, K.K. – shortness, L.D. Eyes w/o hair in it,
K.M. – air John – me M.S.- a director’s chare that she can, I.P. – baggies
A.P. – a trip to the real world, L.R. – himself P.D., Kimble – silas Mariner,
Tracy M. – a muzzle, B.J. – we just leave

Michael R. Greaney Jr., Maryland
Pamela Greeley, Maryland
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Paula Lynette Greeley
Nancy – a page in the Guinness book of world records for jumping four inches
in our first B.B. game, Vickie – a nicer car to drive and a AM/FM radio set to
station 98 MXQ, Suzie all the guys and sunshine in the world, Yvonne – all
the funny jokes she told us in B.B. practice, Chuck and Valerie – best wishes
to come Mother—all the nights out she wants, Father – all the C.C and R.C
there is and the nicest T.T there is Ricky – a couple of forks, spoons and
knives from the H.I. Hotel and that he starts on the football team next year,
My sister – my whole wardrobe because she never has any nice clothes to
wear.

Ingrid Griffin (Jones), Florida
Laura – aqua, Frisbee, uncountable talks, a lifetime supply of candles,
thousands of B’s, a cup of hot tea, and a friend for life, Karen – a six-sitting in
a car, good advice, years together, Mrs. Carnell can A in English, B’s forever
and Kenny. Binker – an Oz for life, an even flowing keg, willpower and
happiness, will power and happiness. Barbara – Fleetwood Mac tickets, Billy
P. – partying times and Steve. Janis – 1 pair of NL’s, Bob, Bridget – a friend
whenever you need one, Lisa F. – coordination, Karen K. – Captain of Poms
and happiness. Trina and Paula – two friendships that will always be
remembered, Dion – a wizard and an American accent, Celeste – success and happiness
(give me a call) Brad – your admirer for life and a soccer ball. Dirk – Karen, Amy – new flipflops, John – new B. Laure – someone to talk to, Bev – chicken and Ribs, Eric B. – a kiss

Tracy Griffin
Adalla Grove (Lerner), Maryland
I Adella Grove leave the following to the people closest to me: David Ray –
all of my love forever, continuing happiness, trust, honesty, number of times
plus many more, a grab summer, a winning horse, beef jerky, a reserved
aisle, 18 presents, a roll of Copenhagen, a supply of 14 K bracelets, a drunk
girlfriend for on evening, your private free mechanic, a song we can call ours,
many, many thanks, a compatible future together, Bridget Hoyle – a bestest
friend, a mutual sister, singer spot on WGAY, double dates, a life size glossy
of the Whale, a metro flash pass but not a flasher, Kiss Ride-On wardrobe, a
date with Mary, a lifetime supply of Giant products, a memorable future, a maid of Honor.
Jenny S. – good times ducts, I’ll never forget, a good friend I’ll never forget. Kathy Murphy –
18 Glasses, our song, someone to follow, your own car, a picture, an acceptance letter to
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Michigan U, a buddy, a pal, Chuck Corcoran – a real girlfriend… you deserve one, an annual
letter from Candy, a tape recording of you and David saying, “I’m going to quit chewing
tomorrow!” Anita Goldstein – an emergency brake, Candy’s friendship. David Chapman – a
case of Royal Dutch.

Lisa Grove
Lisa D. Greening, Kansas
Susan Grubb (Gould), Illinois

Jay Gruber, Maryland
Alan – two runs a day, Susan G. – I leave two beers at the brickskelar,
George K. – I leave an on time Ride-on bus. Yvonne – 12 years of school, 2nd
period speech with Mr. Krikstan , a dozen Donuts and a box forum programs,
Chuck – a spare term paper. Tina – 10th grade and Mrs. Wilcox’s class. Cheryl
– I leave a date, Jay – I leave a Vf 1804 dollar, Jay S. I leave George and
Joe’s diner, Loraine – a trip to G.D. Graffiti’s, Glenn D. and Nancy – I leave
one more year of Spanish. Suzie S., Debbie K. and Nancy – I leave thanks for
your good friendship. Roger S – you have left us all too soon.

Cliff D. Haene III, Virginia
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William Hanagan, Maryland
Gayle Hanau, Maryland
Patrick Hanlon, Maryland

Amos R. Hardy Jr., West Virginia
M.D. – lunch out R.M. – a clean drawer L.S. – Kinky hair, black skin, and Dr.
J’s movies. C.H. – Beer box keys, Friday nights and Bubby’s life force, a box
of two and a care or two, D.F. – an ego and 8mm, V.K. – park carol
watermelon and shot glasses K.S. and G.R. – a few dirty jokes and good
times, H.D. – a cold coke, M.B. – a shovel and a pile, V.K. – chit woods phone
number, J.W., S.O.L., J.S. etc good jokes, bad food and plenty of beer, Mrs.
Ruddle’s legs and red pen.

Rita Harne (Schrider), Delaware
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Deanna Harris
Karen Albard, all my road maps to the cosmic eternity – the path of time, the
golden road of vibes and karma pathway. Plus my complete kit of dig ability.
Alice Harron my complete collection of country dirt. Mrs. Biss my ability for
unique term titles. Sandy Frain my guaranteed indestructible, dog-proof donut
and lunch bag. Linda Colloy all the “radical” sounds and events that she can
imagine.

Alice Harron, California
I Alice Harron leave: Karen Albard, eternal deep Karma, strong veitors, and
greater velocity. Susan Adelman infinite amounts of pennies, a flying turtle
and a cactus seed that will grow on a ½ years. Chris Kaugerson, 1000 trips to
see rocky Horror, Larry Barrett, Queen in his living room. Nancy Boumen, “I
love Miss Ruddle” T-shirt for her mom. Laura Beard, many trips to and the
bank and library. Susan Bindman, 1001 Minni jokes and the guy at Phillip’s.
Eric Goldberg, a mountain changer who reaches the peak early. Deanna
Harris, an apartment in downtown Manhattan. Lisa Hill, a bar a soap to wash out her mouth.
Anne Klaric, 1001 duplicates of her signature. Ina Kouperwas, an “I hate men” bumper
sticker Anna Kuwabara, cafeteria tables with perfect tone, Miss Ruddle, Elaine Keller, a six
pack of Pepsi. Mr. Lilga – a better typist Jeff Naimon, many pencils to lend me. Kiju Nam,
membership to Procreators Anonymous, “May 6th” everyday, 1000,001 pin-stripe suits
Russell N. Ten free disco lessons, an undeniable car. Ivan Reisberg, a solve-all to girl
problems. Judy Starobin, a physics class. Mr. Negro, a baby chick to keep for his own.
Valerie Stone, enough purple violets to have a seven course meal. Jeremy T. Thanks for the
help in every subject I took in H.S. Alice Toh, a “Leave me alone, Alice” sign in the library.
Dorothy Trinh, a trip to Hong Kong Robert Tucker – many more POTC classes. Gail Willicam,
1001 male chauvinist jokes. Mr. Wilson, a life time subscription to Ms. Magazine, Mike Yette,
season tickets to the Eagles game. Danny Zabronsky, a “nice girl”, co-authorship in future
book.

Scott Hartman, North Carolina
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Stefanie Hauer (Litt), Maryland

John Hawking
Roderick Haxton

Charles E. Hennessey, Maryland
I Ted Hennessey being of unsound mind and half asleep do leave the
following: To Norman Dudley: basketball season 77’ (it’s a shame!), The
Who, the Boss, Jim K., mobbing, cook outs, J.D. and coke and J.R. To Lisa
Hill: all those labs in Chem. To the entire cast and crew of Dracula; Mark
Krikstan . To Beany; all those special moments to David Rey the great times
and new book “How to drink, drive, and make out at 80 mph. in a 25 mph
zone!” To Sherry: Supertramp, “Any-way” To Teacher; Rango’s class. To
Rango’s class. To Mr. Lilga: quality lab work. To Kenny Oxford; English
classes and Donkey Basketball. To Laura; ABUSE! To Bob; Quality tests scores. To Rina
Good time-you’re all right kid. Also to Norman; Chevy Vans, and Ford products. To Glen
Shoup; Eric Blenderman, Joel Freedman; Brill’s Class

Mary Hennigan, Maryland
James M. Hibble, Florida
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Tracy M. Hickman, Maryland
Being of almost sound mind and body, I leave the following things, to Wayne
W.: a pair of brass knuckles, good times. To Stew R; a live-time membership
to the Who fan club. To Randy W.; an indoor Basketball court. To Mike R.; a
drivers license. To Phyllis G.; a degree in Bartending. To Debbie G.:
anything she wants. To Mr. Kaplan; a life time inflatable doll for those lonely
nights. To Brian C.; his own brewery. To Rob Z.; all the good times we had
going up to Poolesville. To Mr. Rangos; Hard Days in class, Bruce, all those
wild soccer games. To Mr. Mullin; a sense of humor.

Laura L. Hill, Maryland
Lisa Hill
I Lisa Hill leave Ted Hennessey; a rubber padded lab area. To Mike Yette, I
leave my Trig book-equipped with all the answers. To Mr. Lilga, I leave a
mole (6.2 x 10 -23) to all sophomores and juniors; I leave Northwood! To
Katrina Walker, I leave a month’s paid vacation to Miami Beach, Fla. To
Alice Harron, I leave a muzzle, and to Robyn Simpson I leave a perfect
attendance record.

Marie Hinkle
Davie K. – anatomy camping, who’s house, Parents, thanksgiving, nails,
mini-golf, pictures, chocolate chip cookies, Xmas trees, Shopping, maps,
great talks, Mama Katzsa, Gimp’s, 18 M.M, G.H. – Revel Yell, Florida, (we
tried), New Years (80), term paper, Learning halls, C.C. - best friend, best
little sister, great times to come. Cindy C. – 9 years, best friends, camping,
graduation trip, Florida River County, sun in, tans, smoking, jewelry, makeup,
parents, makeup, S. Carolina rides, boys, Prom 79, long talks, popcorn, tuna
my house, feelings, school years, modeling, super times. Mary M. – 8th grade, Jackson my
fat, Terps, O.C, blonde hair, blue eyes, drivers Ed, popcorn sandwiches, lunch, long talks,
knows everything, locker room, white tan, model great friend, Tina T: haircuts, combs, car
washer, mirror, O.C., fighting, great talks, mild, loans May dizziest, phone calls, Moms, water,
second seat, threat personality, great friend. Susan S. - 1st pd., our friends, studying, help,
thanks, library, group, Donkey b-ball, talks, understanding, good friend. Patty V: high chose,
homework, S.A.T, talks, hair brush, lunch running shoes, good shoes, Stephanie C: rides
thanks, typing, pink slips, ABC’s, Carol’s Band, Mc Donald’s, Angela D: 7th Pd. Good laughs,
tans, long talks, diet(that you didn’t need), cars, good friend, Avery J: ever. Good luck next
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year. Wendy L: Bakery Banquet, phone calls, laughs, great cases, the Mowers (Brian), peach
drink, friend. Trina P: Art, lettering, modern Bride, yes/no, talks, weekends, critics, hair
styles, Good friend.

Charles (Chuck) M. Hodges, Maryland
Wayne M. Hoffman, Maryland
Amy Hoffnar (Brady), Maryland
This is all the stuff I’m leaving my friends now that I’ve croaked. Mindy: a
pervert on Univ. Blvd, higher S.A.T. scores, a big breakfast of mashed
potatoes, gravy and cup-a-soup. Nick: a free lesson from Doc Johnson, a
quart and a bucket and mop, all my dizziness, a wardrobe of gray clothes.
Mel – a couple signed green slips, a hot fudge sundae and diet soda, my
house and mother. Hillary: a book of Helen Keller jokes and elephant jokes.
Anita: a bible, Naome: a book on 1001 way to entertain guests at home. Eric
H.: a free ½ hour in my bathroom, a taco, Eric B., a fake I.D., Terri K: “The white breasted
lovely swan” Suzie: a chance to punk my back, Lisa H: mace to use on guys at parties. Pat
W: sunglasses and a cigarette, Jean Marie: out! Out! petty idiot! Luis R: another pair of tight
black pants, wa, wa, wa, Patty R.: Luis’ old black pants. Kathy M.: some H.D’s B.H.’s and a
mirror to see if you’re cool, .23₵ to buy coke, a guitar to serenade with, a vegetarian meal
cause it ain’t the meat it’s the motion. Tome Tome: a couple blank K.L.’s, J.B. the memories
of all our years together as best friends. Amy M.: an eating race with Carol G: Bianca for guys
with onion breath and escape route.

Heather Hoffsommer
I Heather Hoffsommer would like to leave the following items to the following people which I
go to the big school house in the sky! A life time supply of coke to Wendy (with Vitamin Q)
and a mile a day her and Laurine ripped with a thousand Wed. and Fri. afternoon ventures.
To Robert I give a lenses and umbers and Elaine (that crazy girl) a mirror and 2000 lives and
her own soap opera on T.V. to Beth D. My supply of A-Bombs so she can take over my
position next year. Tracy and Matt: happiness Jenni: a box of green and an hour in the next
game. To Mark D. my artistic ability and a bow tie, To Judy I leave her feet that have roller
skates grown into them. To the class of ’81 good & rowdy times next year.

Julia Holman, North Carolina
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Marla Holstein (Pierpont), Pennsylvania

Nader Homayouni, Maryland
Ronald H. Homer, Maryland
Norm Hoston, Maryland
To Gill new springs for his bed and a stokes doll. To Eric Y. never fail rap
and Spellman college, to Yvette Foster a blow up boyfriend and some weight
on. To D. Bagley anti Derrick shot. To Lisa Finley the books “How to win
friends”, and my personality what happened! “To Trudy – Bloomingdales, I
Marnum and Saxfith” to Penny a lake and a pond to swim in the rest of the
ducks. To Kea a duck hunting license, Ruck call and shot gun. To C. Bishop
a friend. To Steve and Shelly, a marriage license, to David Rey: free tickets
to the move Mad Max.

Keith E. Hovermale, Maryland
Bruce Howe, Maryland
Nancy Hudon (Frieband), Arizona
I Nancy Hudon leave the following: Tina: Wrestling Camp – now, baking
lessons, Paul, Einmont; steamed up w.w., park trees, lee, maturity, math
class, mike, Mikey of Michael, Sat. night brownies, rides home, traveling guys,
car troubles, Bizz-Buzz; in the morning, office visits, O.C., lasting friendship;
Fay: touchable radio, first date, breakfast, sick-less parties, mitten holders,
“Merry Christmas, secret pal”, Great New Year’s Eve; Birthday Cakes, O.C.,
Einstein Men, workable 3-way trip to Myrtle Beach, success, friendship
forever. Carla: Sept 8, skiing, Einstein, talks summer fun, beach sisters, more
old times. Paige – directions, Toni: bell you can’t lose! Debbie: open bar, one match box
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concert, munchies, skiing old times. Foxmores – 10th grade, Donkey B-ball, long talks. Pat:
moans, rainy nights, goobers, keys, shopping for luggage, bathroom corners, steamed up
windows, Georgetown, parking tickets. Dave: basement gossip, good poker hand, your keys,
sleep. Brian K; Convent visit, going where? F.K & J.F.; good baths! Frank B: torn clothes “B”,
blanket. Kenny: good place for case, gossip. Michael: trust, normal 4 leaf clovers, shorter
talks – longer nights plans, lay in the sun and sand, cries, locked box, six in the parking lot,
Love?, date alone!

Angelena Ibarra, Colorado
Maria T. Jacks, Maryland

Laure Jackson (Luce), Texas

Martha Jackson (Jahnke), Virginia
Wanda M. Jackson, Maryland
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Bonnie Jacobs (Payne), Virginia
To Spec – I give her all the punk albums and punk clothes, the fun time at
Stone. To Squid - a decent gut, the memories we had the past two years, the
fun time with Frenchie, O.C Mike and Matt, walking 7 blocks. To the kids: I
give you luck with your Sr. year. To Beth – I give you all the Hugs over here,
VA beach, Fri night, George, you Hug, outside Inn Country Comfort, Street
talk, getting flooded, digging ditches, getting wasted most of all I give you the
memories of the times we had and all those Hughies!!!

Denise Jarvis
I Denise Jarvis do hereby leave the following: To Cheryl, I leave you and
English accent – Oh Flora! Much luck in the great chase for Russell, One full
case of fruit freshin’ up, the 45 “My Sharona”, Josh’s excellent chest! Bottled
scents, storm drains at 4-C’s, old man Ted, two hamburgers but hold the
pickles, a map of downtown Fredrick and Washington! My Nestle Crunch
Bar, money for D&D, a bigger nose to hold your glasses on with, a full gas
tank, a trip around 495, pink pigs, Jordash Jeans, hidden report cards from
Mom, tickets to see Barry Manilow, a trip to Jacksonville, My key, a blue
sunbird, molly’s earrings – records – pictures jackets, etc., Good luck in Arkansas, I’ll miss ya
lots, But That’s Not Testable!!! To Anna T. 4 more phone extentions, happiness with Jay
always, trips to the island, no fuss hair do, and lounging on the beat, getting burnt to a crisp,
10th and 11th grade Homecoming, and Can You Dig It? To Jeff: What’s Happening! Notes
and great nights and our kid ha, aha. To Phillis S. Muck excitement with Rommy N. To Chris
L. Clean rubber gloves for cleaning machines next year! To Hibble & John I leave you Mrs.
Curtis, Enjoy! To Angela N. My hair left on the floor after the Chop, and more trips to K.D. To
all my other friends, good luck in the future. To all Guidance Aids, a trip to Ruddle’s room.
To all the Rednecks: a case of good ole’ “Bud!” To Lorene T.: more parties! and to all the
teachers who get my brother Neal, in the next two years, I shall express my deepest sorrow
and regret!

Melanie Jewell (Miller), Maryland
I Melanie Jewell will to the following people: Kathy Mannion – tan shoes with
pink shoelaces, a polka dot vest, a big panama with a purple head band. Les
– champagne punch, shaving cream, balloons, to match the plates and a free
look from a rec. truck. Nichos – College applications and a few other excuses
(Eric Hartman) my pink boa for the place of the K.K.K.C. and “pack age” for
the new our son Russell, a gun to shoot out the light in the church parking lot,
der schlussel meine herz. Amy – one more birthday celebration, pickles and
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ice cream and a bigger bathroom. Gerry – my hair Anita – P.U. a growing friendship C.I.L.,
and TILC; Trena: Another kick art class and love for everyone!!!

Glenn T. Johnson, Maryland
T. David Johnson
Terri Kale (Penzenstadler), Maryland

Nickolas S Kaleyias, California
To my lucky fellow graduates and the unlucky class of 1981 I leave the
following: Ro Brock – red ears, Haggard, underarms. Gerry Santum – a night
at La Scala with Luciano. S. Cambetes – good luck always. Danny Gray –
It’s Ac, broken buzzers, lists and lists of titles and authors, less arrogance.
Eric Hartmann – munchies, another year of choir, bigger and better birthday
presents, M.J., a million babies, Punk, and an end to Mary Hartman jokes.
Paul Johnson – spoons and knives. Eric Nicholson – no more laughing gas
and It’s Ac. Laura Beard – Boblick, G.E.C., Heart to heart talks. Laura Bryan – argyle socks,
hair relaxer, choir, juicy gossip. Maria Cheng – body waves, a belated valentine, good luck
always. Carol England – an “e” for you first name, Mr. Smith, Mrs. Domanski, an eventual
body wave, tent-pole covers, Mrs. Moss, pizza at Del Mercando, a life’s supply of candy, Deo. Lisa Finley – more names to match you gorgeous body, disco nights, Z.C., nothing but
Deneman brushes for your beautiful hair. Phyllis Glickman – Forum, rides to cast parties,
juicy gossip, and a rain check for Abby Road. Melanie Jewell – college applications
excesses, PUNK, frizz, notes (rated G-X), choir, chamber, memories of an excellent year, all
my love. Lorraine Kassis – De-o, Unified Math, Health, Mrs. Skyles. Leslie Kerkhof – dozens
of notes in history. Ina Korperwas – P.D.P., Perko, Mr. Bennet, disco, tooty fruity, lots of
memories. Malcolm McGowan – more memories than I could possibly write, (Beatles, graphic
arts, health, Hudcok, It’s Ac, Ruddle, Forum, Wojo, W. Bell, Yamaha stereo racks, Art with a
capital F., shampoo for Shasta, Portland turned Wisconsin, ear wax remover, wire for your
jaws, etc., and good luck at JHU) Marie Sayer – memories that go back a long way: Mr.
Smith, empathy, Mrs. Skyles, Mrs Domanski, (aka, Madam Curie), lots of happy whales, tara,
17 faces of wee (you’ll always be my wee). Good luck at RPI. Mrs. Eiss – Lots of thanks for
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MWK and A.P. Europe Anecdotes, terrific recommendations, and for being the best It’s Ac
coach in the whole area. Naomi Yadin – So many things I can’t writer them all; It’s Ac, my
hair (disco or frizzed), health, Prell concentrate, 50 mile an hour club, Zsa Zsa Gabor
memories, Chinese food, a straight jacket for your mom so she won’t hurt herself, J.K., A.W.,
etc. All my love, good luck at Brandeis and always keep in touch. Jenny Thomas – It’s Ac,
Grosenickle. Mr. Lilga – Lots of thanks and lots of good little chemistry students with clean
mouths who always wear their goggles. Toni Silvera – weed killer and daisy food. Hilary
Einhorn – lightly taken erudition, deep love. Eric Blenderman – porn publisher. C.B – Forum,
sixth period weirdness, naturally curly hair. Anita Goldstein – C.I.L. Anna Kuwabra – punk
turtles. Amy Hoffnar – memories of a strange year: red ears, cast parties, Punk, perms, Doc
Johnson, Olive Oyl, toots, big buds, Marlboro lights, etc., Love always. Leila McGowan –
forewarned is for armed, I leave you Northwood. Class of 1980 – good luck.

Ramin Kamfar, New York
Brian J. Kannee, Maryland
I, Brian Kannee, will leave the following, To Mitch F. – a HR, 500 avg., the
last inch of foamy spit at the bottom, a gallon of Seagrams, a job in D.C. and
an ID for G-town. To Dave Feldman – a date with Trish, a beautiful
girlfriend, and a bat-mobile that works. Bill C. and Ron O. – the ten bucks
they lost. David M. – a ticket to get into any bar at any time. Bridget M. – a
vodas presences, if can’t be done myself. Jim Z. – a supply of his own
crutch pads and no girl problems. Angela Drake – no more cold chill hiccups, the rest of Mitchel’s beer, and a new car. Barry B. – finals at
Wimbolton against Conners. Lisa G. – an action boyfriends and another pinball machine.
Michelle G. – driving lessons in and out of the car, a new neck so you don’t have any
excuses, and our friendship. Tracy H. and Wayne W. – Lake Needwood and all the girls in it
Bardini – a car that’s impossible to wreck. Dave R. – enough money to buy a razor and some
smega if you want it. Nancy H. – a pass to get out of the convent, once you’re in, and do
what I said. Debbie K and Debbie G. – whatever you want. Mike P. – a bouncer radar so
you won’t get caught anymore and a diamond cutter, whenever needed. Frank B. – any
substance and a spot over me on the tennis team. To anyone I missed – Good Times.
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Eileen Kao, Maryland
I, Eileen Kao, here by leave to Debbie – a car repair manual, a Gino’s salad
bar of you own, frozen yogurt, little “airline bottle”, great times ahead
(especially Myrtle Beach), and friendships forever. Lorraine – your own Pina
Colada, a collection of disco albums, and 10 stray dogs all over your yard.
Stephanie – you own visa, Seagram’s and sprite, your own M.R.S. degree
with a rich lawyer, and an I.D. so you can get into places in Georgetown
without them thinking your 15. Most of all, lots more fun and friendship
forever. Sharon – a membership in the Mr. Gallagher fan club. Margaret – a
lie detector machine, a Mercedes, a house on the bay, and a ski resort.

Frank Karakostas, Maryland

Lorranie Kassis
Debra Katz, Maryland
I leave to: Marie – strange experiences, your 18th B.D., salty popcorn,
directions everywhere, a fake fights, camping trips, K.D., hard cake, nails with
glued fingers, my pinky, talks, mini golf, not getting carded, pancakes, New
Year’s Eve, the future and all our plans, and never forget I’ll be your little
sister always. Frank – Seven Spring’s memories, “normal” friends,
underclothes, dreams, good fitting bathing suite, Angela – manicotti
demonstration, parallel parking. Norman – your pants and boots. Carla –
“yes” reply to your wedding invitation, forgotten ski pictures. Nancy – our old
lunch table, open bar, skiing days matches. Suzy – Gramling’s class with guess who? Brian –
friendship, rain check for Memorial Day weekend. Stephanie – 8th grade memories, rich
husband. Anna and Barbara – prom night sophomore year. Linda – clumsy mogul jumping, a
book on how to tell a person to get lost. Tina and Mary – banquet night, O.C. days. Jeanette
– ballet talk, Clark’s class. Jay – all my problems. Phil – even though you don’t go to
Northwood I know you don’t want me to leave you out, so I leave to you; our first date at the
Third Edition, Bojangles, shoes, good parking space, decision marker, O’Donnell’s, 15 minute
breaks, disconnected phone, chocolate chip cookies, ice skating, bench warmer, long
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distance calls, longer phone conversations, tickling fights, movies, stolen glasses, Florida,
five months and the future.

Nicholeta Kavoures (Straub), Maryland
I, Niki Kavoures, being of sound mind and body, do hereby leave to the
following people – To Cindy Leonard, a map of Washington. To Duggy (the
short red-headed kid) a trip to H.H. for some H.F.C. To Donna Carchedi, a
strawberry daiquiri and a 6 min mile. To Margaret Gore, a few B’s and C’s in
Psychology. To Norman Dudley, another girlfriend and lots of happiness. To
third period anthro, a more interesting class and teacher. To Jeff Sullivan,
nothing because he’s not old enough, To Blue Eyes, a good senior year. To
David Ford, many thanks for his support, To the track team, easy 20 mile cool-downs. To
Suzy Stien, my sincerest apologies for not being able to go to Towson and a cure for shin
splints. To Ted Hennessy, a kiss for luck, To Wiggy, a good year in choir, To Tracy Mullins,
a muzzle, To Choir, a trip to N.Y. To Luis Ruck, a dance at Paragon too! To Eric
Blenderman, a date with a nice girl and a driver’s license, To Ivy Duncan, a book on “How to
get people to listen to you”, To Chuck Corcoran, a book of “Reducto ad Absurdum.” To all
the people invited to the 40 kegger on Sept. 1, 1980 my apologies for cancelling it. To B.J. a
senior class that won’t humiliate him at the banquet. To Miss Ruddle, a book on how to be
fair. To Suzy Miller, “soup opera digest.” To Chris Ramussend, another good joke. To Mike
Primm, books on “How to go out drinking and not get caught” and “A garbage collectors life in
Tampa Bay”, To Pat McGee, a 1:55 half-mile. To Bob Fischer, the “Cutie award”, To Uncle
Dan, thanks for helping, To Alison Rael, books on “Sleeping with a pillow and not suffocating”
and “I love the Beatles”, and to all the underclassman, Good Luck and lots of tolerance.

Leigh Ann Kearns (Lesser), Kentucky
I, Leigh Ann, leave the following to the deserving classmates of 1980. To
Dawn, O.C. memories, a Captain Fantastic pinball machine, backpack pizza,
walks down University Blvd., hikes to the Botanical Gardens, Trans Am,
millions of shooting stars, concerts at Merriweather, miniature golf, rain and
fog, Death Race (kill), guitar practices, Young Life, and a good nickname (I’ll
find one someday!). The best of luck, you’ll always be one of my better
memories of Northwood. Judy – memories of the many trips and crazy things
we have done: Philadelphia (Jill’s house, Casper, shopping), Bethany (Bob
and John, swimming in the Ocean, a Churchill football player, shark bubbles, etc.), Charlotte,
S.C (my first plane trip, the terminal, chewing gum), St. Louis (the surplus state of North
Dakota, bulling around at 3:00 in the morning, eating rattle snakes and opossum, Saturday
night) , Atlanta (Holiday Inn, Omelets Shoppe, cab ride), the Woodmore Pastry sot (orange
icing, Leo, etc.), NRL (a silver-blue pickup truck w/ wooden bumper, volleyball), SSI,
camping, skiing, ice skating, square dancing, concerts, pinball, and much more to write.
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Good luck, there’ll be more in your yearbook. Susan, pumpkin juice and coconuts, volleyball
practices, gumball machine slime, skiing, ice skating, falling, (all three are related closely in
our case), Mr. Goodloe, and pinball are just a few of the memories of our friendship. Good
luck in Israel. To Angie, trip-proof dress shoes, front seats at the Folger, winter seminars,
and one blocked fire door, Good luck at CU. To Hilary, sledding, doughnuts in a court,
pinball, Fritos at Dart Drug, Hi in the hall, and miniature golf, and enjoy yourself in Israel. To
Lora, a first place for our float and volleyball practices, To Patty (pup), a frown, because you
probably have forgotten how. Valerie, the right to our draft the rich speech, To Cindy, Leo,
To Alice, a what-chama-call-it (not to be confused w/ physic terminology) and to next year’s
senior class officers and their friends, be glad your term of office lasts only a year and enjoy
yourself.

Marilyn Keel (Sissy)
I Marilyn Keel (Sissy), leave Northwood High School happy to be getting out. I leave
Northwood remembering my good friends; Traci, Sheryl, Vicki and Sue, and the good times
we’ve shared. I leave my love for David, and hope’s he has better luck than I did. I leave to
my younger sister Janet, all of my E’s. I leave my memories of 10th and 11th grade year’s for
all that crazy guy I went out with, but the love we had will always keep its place in my heart. I
didn’t forget you Sue, I leave you my pink slips. I leave Donna, all the good times we’ve had
with K.H. and D.D. I also leave Donna my friendship, and all of my good advice.

Roland Kehoe, Maryland
I, Roland Kehoe, being of sound mind and body, do leave the following items;
To Steve Oleary I leave a collection of Bee Gee albums, all the beer he can
drink, some new disco jeans and shirts, a new car plus Greg Lee. To Jay
Gruber, I leave Anita King. To Mike Walsh, I leave a complete collection of
Delkinger’s works and new set of hair. To Paul Davis, I leave Dan Grey for a
manservant, and all the women he wants. To Frank Banda I leave a collection
of mirrors.

Steven Kekeris, Virginia
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Elaine Keller

Victor A. Kennedy, Maryland
I, Victor Kennedy, being of unsound mind and sound body, leave to Mike B. –
Scarsdale diet, 1/8 of a ton of Bitch. To Mike G., Edgar R., Bob M., Dan M.,
Phil B., a graduation ceremony, a diploma, a banquet, animalism. Jimmy H.
– a new school to play football at, a girl who weighs less than 185 pounds.
Fritz D. – wrestling ability, a light bulb, Peter OH & Doug Cameron Fan Club.
Gary and Barry T. – playing time in football, Dave G. – Just one date to the
prom, a junior high girl. Lynne – a gas station. Billy S. – ability to drink, to
Jerry Williamson – Mrs. Snyder, to Bill Callan – Mechanics, Carol C. and
Jeanne A. – smaller tail section, Lisa F. – Gillette track II, Dan Miller – the Seltzer Sisters,
Janice Oden, to Kevin Krissoff – starting quarterback job, to Mr. Garlick – a bowl haircut, to B.
Straub – Jack Daniels, to Robert Nelson Weaver – a flute, a dome and a cap, to Lisa
Schuman – the McCartin clan, Jeff Wilson – Linda Lovelace, Renee Shift – driving lessons EZ method instructions, Charlotte Taylor – Dexatrim, Trucker – comb, pick, E-Z comb, afro
sheen, a girl, Norman H. – humility, ragged clothes, Traci N. – Donald B., Redding H. –
proper speech, a football Career.

Leslie Kerkhof, Wisconsin
I Leaslie Kerkhof will to the following: Melanie – the plates that match the
balloons except the green which blends nicely, may all your cake have
holes, as many bullfrogs as you can step on, my paychecks, my overalls
and sleepers! I won’t will my blue eye shadow or my black outfits! Don’t
forget my black box which only you can open, I wish you love, happiness,
joy, forever! (no batita jokes) Susie – all our notes from history and English,
my Who album, my refrigerator full of snickers bars, and most of all an all
year round snow machine, not to mention my mom’s spaghetti recipe.
Leanne – Eric Estrada, self – confidence and keep faith, Robo – a summer long vacation for
your parents, Diet Pepsi, Veggies (get your kicks off celery sticks), non-calorie beer and wine,
to fun the Boston Marathon, now here goes… Ziggy, Fosters, Dinky Light, crab-feast,
Giacobazzi, Kilban, was that a cut? Backgammon, Leslie – did you find the stone? Donuts
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and beer, Bark, nun-power, red light ten four good buddy, diet Pepsi, Brrrr…. The ice age is
coming, Flannel Hall, What’s funny bugs bunny? Faith, Love, and Joy

Karen Kidwell (Beck), Maryland
Anne – P.J., Poms, movies, food, shopping, banquets, “Sweetest”, fun, guys,
friendship, Driver’s Ed., peanut clusters, Phil! Phil! Phil! Out to lunch, Kings
Dominion, look out U. of M. here we come! pedal boating, dance lesions, hit
those miniature golf balls, tennis Farrell’s, bowling, Halloween party, rolling,
Dracula, Jeanette – Poms, movies, food, shopping, banquets, rolling fun,
friendship, basketball – donkey, Senior – Faculty, St. Luke, friendship,
Captain, peanut clusters out to lunch, “Craziest”, Kings Dominion, Farrell’s,
guys, bowling, Halloween party, Dracula, Paul N. – personality Paul D. – girls,
dirty talk, hallway dips, Frank B. – girls, dirty talk, Susan B. – Poms, O.C., boyfriend fun,
Driver’s Ed. Linda – “Mindy”, book of speeches, Suzie A. – Senior banquet, out to lunch, One
Wild and Crazy Girl!, I have to take my retainer out, Dracula, rolling, Cindy L. – hallway hi’s
Lucille – hallway hi’s JR Russell – I can account… A1, A2, guide sheets, a crutch! Mary K –
high heels shoes growing pills, Mark S. – someone else to bug! Angela N. – confidence,
boyfriend

Evelyn M. King, Maryland
Mary Kinnecome
I Mary Kinnecome leave the following: Karen – hippo & tuna, Mr. M’s class,
beeps to F.K, F. Mac concert sorry!, “DREAMS”, 9th grade (7th & 8th too!), “Bull”,
the rest, “Dean’s Place”, Super Dooper Looper, Sundays, O.C., ‘79, banquet,
M.B. memories – beach walks, pickup, Sak’s, fights, cries, long talks, great
memories, best friends forever. Susy – boyfriends, depression, x-country buddy—
– 340, N.Y., phone calls, 1 beer, farm-broken beds, O.C.’79, “Book baby”, diaries,
L.R. concert, parties, homecoming ’79 wires, cries, long talks, great memories,
more to come. Karen A. – Dancing with Batya, English, Spanish, surviving, good
cries, long talk thanks for understanding, college visits, banquet, O.C., ’80, great memories.
Debbie – S.P. Dance! M.B. memories, Anat. Field trip, banquet, ’80, more long talks. Michele
– “Cheese doodles for Mary”, banquet, nerves for ‘asking” O.C. ’80. Linda – 2:39 880, no
more Sat. night w/girls, 1400 S.A.T.s, M.B. memories – beach walks, track practice, Good
luck!, Anna K. – M.B. memories, normal faucets, “Kick” senior year. Phyllis – Eng. (11th), unrun pantyhose, M.B. – pick up! Banquet, O.C. lemonade, O.C. ’80. Murphy – 10th grade gym,
Accounting –ugh!, jokes, good laughs. Pat – “A.M.B”, B.R.’s, Homecoming ’79, good
“buddies’, socks for bed, Carla – “Strawberries”, x-country ’78, playing at Onni’s, Jeff – “It’s
Incredible”, Anatomy, My lectures, 2 mile, license, good luck! Susan – State Champs (xcountry & track), sub 2:20 880, sub 5:15 mile, clean room. Emily –x- country ’77, 78,’79
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memories, many rides – thanks, college running, good luck. Mr. Reeks – Patience, State
champs, Thanks, Jeff W. – lunch w/Wally, Shop & Beau. Brian – protection, N.Y, “best
friend’s girl” wooden jokes. Mike P. – x-country ’79, N.Y., old talks, un-ripped shorts. Duggan
– L.R. concert, go off to the max, EZ method lessons, wood stain, superlatives – cranky,
good luck always. Billy – back rubs, woman, “Lean” my sisters, good luck. 1980 Girls XCountry-state Championship, Angela D. – Farm ’79, O.C. ’79 – talks, good memories. Penny
D. – Senior banquet good luck, Myrtle Beach gang – “Burn out”, rock lobster, beach babies,
quarters, midnight snacks, punk out, “Freak out”, another trip. David – history class mini golf,
scary movies, a secretary & maid, good luck w/ b.ball, teeth, straight parts, football games,
ginger ale, long talks, Prom ’80, more to come.

Stephanie K Kiss, Florida
To Stefanie, alias loose chicken, I leave the rock, PHE Ginny shinnies
backyard parties, O.C., MOOSE head, drops (Hee, Hee, Hee), Lenny, Karl,
Mork suspenders, vans w/telephone numbers on them, Pa accents
(downstairs) fox-hunting, cruising, Mickey Dee’s parking lot, Kemp Mill,
Armonds, Earl, soccer a neat room, Good Counsel football games, all the
cosmetics in the world, lessons, and friendship. Amy – I leave J.P. (you
toad!) FORD Trucks (Blue ones!) P BP, a bathing suit, socks w/no holes, the
Pits, shooting, Oh Yea!, Night Train, camper parties, BEAT, lake Needwood, crusin’, stop
signs, PHE, a list of a million and one things to d besides hanging around at Kemp Mill a
lifetime supply of moisturizer, and friendship (we’ve been through a lot) Gina, I leave you a
map and your own private vineyard. And to all my other friends at N.H.S. Good luck!

Anne Klaric, (Clarke) North Carolina
I leave Jeanette a T.G. dartboard, memories of St. Louis, jogs through Sligo
Creek parkway, a male jogger, Taniago Plum Wine, my car seats for hot
date, picnics at Great Falls, a big burp, English toffee, food, beef and
mushroom dinners, a chest. I leave Karen a M.T. dartboard, a TALL
boyfriend, Taniago Plum Wine, peanut clusters, rides on King Cobra, sweet
and sour park, Pop’s pizza, 2 inches shorter, straight hair, self confidence. I
leave Susan a year’s supply of Velamints, a pat o the head, a boyfriend. I
leave Karen T. memories of our antics in Wilson’s class, Danny, smokeenders. I leave Jenny one pound of chocolate Meltways. I leave Suzy Taniago Plum Wine. I
leave Mary K nasty sweetness. To Karen and Jeanette I leave all my love and appreciation
for being such dear, trusting and loving friends.

Danial Klein, Maryland
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Judy Klein (Angelheart), Maryland
I Judy Klein do here by wish all my friends Good Luck !!! To my brother I
wish an extra dose of luck and some sympathy for you will be at this school
for two more years. I also leave you about 15 pounds of weight. To Roe I
bestow the good name of Munchkin and an extra additive a box of dunckin
munchkins. To Bojanees I leave a new center piece, we’re truly sorry for
eating the old one. To Mr. Rowan I give a bus load of girls with white T-shirts
on. Mr. Kucnic I leave good classes and more field trips. To Dave I leave
more flannel shirts for me to play tic tac toe on. Dean I leave many more
tickles attacks. To Becca Barker I leave N.H.S. because you always wanted to come back
and more snow battles at the box and you’re sweetie back; Eddie. To little Cindy I leave
Paul, Good-bye + Hello parties at the Old Mill, play grounds, and Boo boo. Alex remember,
you always have a mom. To Rose I leave Roller Skates and empty halls for going off in. To
Laurine I leave sunny days, trips to O.C., Lake Needwood foxes, parting, boys, boys, and
more boys, tripping over East West Highway, and the Sprit of Sunrise. To Mr. Woodloe I
leave beautiful poetry and more rowdy classes. To Toni I leave sisterhood, secrets, Pairo,
roller skating, soccer teams, munchies, Church wedding, goals, dreams, and a life-time
friendship. To Mr. Ransom, Handsome I leave the good intentions to quit smoking and crazy
drivers Ed. Classes. To Karen Eppard I leave Jack Daniels, stealing flowers, W.W.E.
banquets and never to be deprived of fantastic places like Lake Needwood again. Good-bye
Northwood.

Daniel Kobayashi, Florida
Marsha Koehn (Taylor), Maryland

Kostas Kokolas, Pennsylvania
Sook C. Kong, Maryland
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Ina S. Koperwas (Weiser), Maryland
I, Ina Koperwas, hereby leave the following charitable memories valuable
items to my fellow comrades: Avird – (Appleyard), Rusty shirts, prunes,
goose, new hip joints, liberty (bra) critters, 24 year old O.C. ’78 & ’80, TDK,
luck at UMBC, glitter matching socks, love Kyle – Case, house to drink beer,
hiding places, thanks for driving, Bobby – OREO’s, memory (picture) Jehle’s
class, friendship. S.B. – Davy Crockett, BUCK Hooded jackets, Balston trips,
Phil B. Phone calls Donna – 5 blind dates, earmuffs (concert), shoulder pads,
map directory, tennisitis, J.D.’s backseat, date with K.M. AA membership, sex
manual, nerve med., Banquet, Love Honk Honk – Love, pickles, beer, hulls lessons, Demit &
Mary Blond guy at college fair, Jeremy targets, white underwear, donkeys, Greece and
Donkey Basketball Awhee, thanks for listening to my problems & gas for running dons of
errands, 15 seconds of silence, Lynn – Brains, Hebrew dictionary (Closeupalso) Bye Bye
Birdie, good luck in IOWA Nick GUM. L.C. Corny reeks jokes, date with Lastove, patience
w/Patrick. Ruff Ruff – Everlasting friendship, Tooty Frooty: Roberto, Kinocky, innocence,
“mini-beer” my permission, Gina’s tall tales, hotline, Kings Dominion, O.C. ’79 and O.C ’80
(Fights, crabs, motor boats, gratitude for everything you have done in 18th gift, racquetball,
best friends forever. Janet – Alcohol relief, street signs, steps (Coordination)”Lazy days”, fun
walking home alone, Penthouse subscription, virginity, Very weird tapes, Denny’s Chiquita
banana, love Billy – blackbirds, cherry popsicles, non-alcoholic Party’s, luck Norman – T.P.
Gina’s head, basketball tips, thank you for the ride to work, Rina – Sam’s underwear, clock
system (guys) nontransparent windows. “One beer”, funded free counseling clinic, Joshua,
Steve, fist fight (remember), key to your house, love, D.F. – Benzvi’s accent, party without
parents Jeffrey – My body, Sixers championship, girl marathoners, Suzy – BB Power, boxing
movies, injun, Paul, Dino – Virgil, stone age, muzzle, G.S. trips (unforgettable) Nick – Stevie
Nicks, Pirkko’s oil, Disco Bennett, home perm set, penguins, tapes (listening & other uses)
Love, Tasso – 4 pairs of basketball shoes, S.T. Immaturity, Cindy – O.C. ’80 Matt, Yong Life,
Matt, ducks (Sounds so cute) Kiju – Sleeping pills, excused absences, donuts, Eric – Date
w/Karen, belts, wisecrackers, pamphlets w/ diagrams, eight something Dawn – night arcades,
Lillian’s weirdness, Donna’s insanity, STONE!, London, test answers, thanks for listening
Jenny – “Hark”, toothbrush, mono cure, carrot, Pops Jereml – excitement, 15 min. phone limit
friendship Ilene – non-alcohol beverage, Deidre – brother, “Kapooperwaser” Chinese guy
Alice – 5’10” blond, blue eyed guy in 3 piece suit, optimistic, bike rides, optimism again, boys
camp, drunken (box) nights, Naomie – Alice conversations, parties, Mr. Goodloe –
outstanding memories Mrs. Carnell – A comp Mrs Skyles – working aide, siding, Girls Tennis
team winning season if lucky Band - 50 people, Class of ’80 – good times, good luck, and
successful future.
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Nikki Kourpias (Shafer), North Carolina
I Nikki Kourpieas graduating senior of the Northwood class of ’80 do hereby
leave the following possessions to the following individuals. To Billy, Andrea,
Suzie, Joann, Fran, Theresa I leave the good times of “Jumping Jack Daniels.”
For my brother John I leave all the tricks and techniques I acquired in
Northwood for skipping classes and detention hall. For Fran Parry I leave a
new set of yard sticks to break over the sophomores’ heads. I thank my
parents for putting up with me through these years in school, helping and
understanding me.

Tracy Krassner (King), Maryland

Ranga Krishna, Maryland
Kevin Krissoff, Maryland
Kenny P. envelops, Dolly, D-G.’s Box Ricky C – Beanny D.C’s Box Mike –
Mrs. G. – Big Doug, Amy H. – my car To all the Animals – Banquet night,
Myrtle beach, Ocean City and other great times, and also Sheppard Park.
Karen C. – architect great talks, good luck, friendship. D.G. – a lot of really
great times. Tina G. – Granny Basketball team, kegs after games, All Juniors
Give them hell next year. 1980 Football team State Championships

Beth Kurtzman, Virginia
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Anna Kuwabara, Massachusetts
To my turtles: Words of wisdom go and spread the faith unto the world.
Remember: The slow shall inherit the earth. Good Luck, you’ve been great
disciples, a little slow, but great, D.E. – My top hat, white tie and tails, to Bob
(Buck) Starr – One good looking camel, J.K. – one super wedgie or a Melvin,
take your pick, L.S. – My Volkswagen; S.T. – lifetime supply of chocolate chip
cookies, to Studley, D. G. – Anything and everything; R.H. – A general
electric apple shaker, perfect apples every time!, D.G and R.N. – my back;
S.A. – I’ll given an extra six months, but only if you want it; A.H. – a womanizer who shaved
his legs, F.N. – a crazed baby

Marcy Kwash (Jacobs), Maryland
I, Marcy Kwash, hereby leave the following… to Kevin friendship past and
future, my obsession with Springsteen, lots of love and luck, Paula – friends,
one class together, the long walk to school, my early morning moods, more
time together in the future. Mitchell – good times at home and the beach,
more to come. Nancy – biology labs, zoo trips, tennis partners, crazy
launches with big feet, donkey basketball, theater, “my boss” Jeanette –
Lunches with Kris and Nancy, New Years ’78, craziness, Eric – English, “why
do you always bug me”, a long lasting friendship, Lisa – afternoons with
Keith, a Gallagher dart board, first period joke hour, Margaret – Chem. Labs, Bond’s class,
Lorraine – Bruce, Skyles’ class (when we went) Gina – banquet, traffic circles and one way
streets, English classes. Debbie and Trina – walks (and rides) to school, Anna – New Years
’77, the old times Craig – all my cliff notes. Marie – a helping hand, My fellow SSMGSers – a
long downhill slide from Bernie to Tubby. To all my friends I leave lots of love and best
wishes. Love ya all! Later

Donna Laskin, Maryland
Lori L. Laughlin, Maryland
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Robin Lazaroff
Yvonne LeDroux (Cunha), Florida

Bruce Lee

Gregory Lee, Maryland
I, Greg Lee, being on intelligent mind and study body, leave the following
times to the people; Todd G.: 1 bottle of male hormone pills, 1 new opal car,
& 1 address room to keep record of his ugly girlfriends. Jay Raymond: 6
large shirts that cover his behind, 1 cow-3 sheep-4 kegs of beer for breakfast
& 1 beanie w/propeller. Steve B.O.: 1 bohemia monkey torture kit, 1-64 oz
drinking mug, 1 checkbook of I.O.U’s, 1 leather Judas Priest outfits & 10
gallons of Visine. Pat W.: 1 calculator for his very own, Crag S.: 1 sense of
humor. Bruce L: 1 set of 1958 fleer baseball cards. Dan Z.: 6 free piano
lessons L.R.P.: 1 but massager, Mark K.: 1 pair of brake shoes. Northwood: I leave for the
lunch room listening enjoyment some: U.F.O, AC-DC, Scorpions and Judas Priest.

Samuel Lee
Stacey Lee
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Lori Leitzel (Rice)
Geoffrey L. Lemme, Maryland

Cindy Leonard (Crump), Maryland
Niki Kavoures – I will her a shirt that says “Nobody’s”; Karen Ablard – I leave
her an incubator with an egg. Karen Neal – I leave her my voice. Linda
Doggett – I leave my cousin my Koala bears. Donna Carchedi – I leave
Donna a bucket of water. Susie Grubb – I leave her George H. Leslie
Kerkhof – I leave her all my kids and cats. Angela Nicholas – I leave her a
broken pencil and fond memories of strawberries class. Jeff Fieldmerman – I
leave him fond memories of Dorothy Hamill and Robbie Benson. Annette
Anthony – I leave her good Ol’ Brown eyes. Kenny Cudd – I leave him the Macbeth book I
had hidden all the time. Also I leave him fond memories throughout the years. Susan Oheim
– I leave her tossed salad. Sandy Karen – I leave her all of our favorite friends in Infant
Development; Also I leave her a four leaf clover from Lep.

Nicholas Levidiotis, Georgia
Kathy C. – ’77 and ’79 H.C., Prom, O.C., S.L., W.V., V., Penn, Friday 13 th ,
Love always. J. Stock – Zombies, Ice Age, camp, Dinners, F-ball between
summer practice. M.B. – grain alcohol, Z’s, Gerlick’s Talk, Tent, Partying
times, D.C. C.P, Wild ones, Kegs, Vodka, Super bowl, Molly, Biscuits, Love
Bucket; Mack – Head from T.O., Nuts, Animal Gang – Budweiser, Green
Pastures, Jack Daniels, the Park, B.C., A.C., J.B., and all the juniors Party up;
Lil – Scope, Big Doug, Clark’s Box, B-ball team – Keg Party. Rick C. – Pam
G. Garlick – hair and personality. Ron H. – house with pool. Senior Girls –
Most Conceited, crust on my U.W., Ron O. – Pinch, Steve K. – O.C. and K.D. and Mike C. –
B&B’s good times, 2 quick years. Anyone whom I forgot Good luck
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Susan Liller (Kaiser), Maryland

Cary Loewy, Florida

Jenny Long
Bob MacKenzie, Maryland
Kevin D. Malpass, Maryland
Anna K. – A free course on how to drive a stick ship, a normal date, a four
wheel drive so you won’t get stuck in the mud. Ann S. – an exhaust fan in her
car and a bus to drive everyone to school in. the Animals – Myrtal Beach,
1000 kegs, Senior Banquet. K.C. – Pine Crest, the tire swing’s Spin the
bottle. John F. – Rolebare, Crash Hemlet, G.S. – 6th period. Mrs. Carnell – an
apple. M.B. – I leave you A.S. and a Corvette. A.S. – I leave you M.B.
Gilmore – a wad of chew and a camping trip. Andy C. – Kennedy chicks and
Kennedy parties. Rowan – boxing lessons. Chick – a real stereo system.
Woodmore Gang – memories, friendship, a lot more to come. Jeff W., Fritz D., Paul B.,
Chrissy C., etc. – Sheppard Park.
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Kathy Mannion (Ruck), Maryland
I Kathy Mannion being of sound mind and body hereby leave the following
possessions and memories: Kathy Murphy – detention with Mr Wray, alarm
clock, evening with Jim and Joe, patience, lesion in driving in the rain and
wet leaves, free ride on bus pass, whip and chair for dates with Chadwick’s,
trips to O.C., Rehobeth, and Kentucky, book on how to avoid police at
parties, many precious memories, and all my love. Kim Conley – long
distance relationships, certain shoe salesman, parties, the three K’s, and
memories. David, Dirk, Murph, and Kim – a free trip across the country in a Granada.
Louisville Kentucky Rowdies – many of them, chocolate cake, a night out on the town, and
everlasting friendship. Kevin Malpass – private wrestling tournament. Amy Shapiro –
precious memories, and communication with the outside world. Joan Van Dyke – protective
gear for ride-on bus rides, book of Helen Keller jokes, and flippy stories. Trina Pettanati – pig
roast, O.C., game of quarters, exchange of memories and times, Molsen ale, and all my love.
Michele Steinberg – someone to carry your books and share a locker with, a couple of dolls,
a job cheerleading, private talks, and a padded doorknob. Phyllis Glickman – a book on
mental telepathy and a pack of B&H green. Michele and Phyllis – shoes especially made for
field parties. Celeste Penny – a free tank of gas, shopping sprees, pina colada weekend,
explicit directions to the Library of Congress, trip to Kentucky, winter outfit to go sledding in, a
rich husband. Amy Hoffnar – selection of Count Gor de Vol re-runs, lesson on how to smoke
cool, reserved table a Gino’s, collection of sunglasses, case of diet drinks, with a bottle of
rum, eating binge with Debra and Wendy, many memories, my utmost respect, everlasting
friendship, and all my love. Luis Ruck – lifetime supply of pizza and beer, open curfew, new
set of cue cards, a black velour shirt, a lock of my hair, a helium balloon, prom, a place for us
to be alone, never ending thanks, a twister game, and fun times ahead; Bridget Moyle – a
friend on the path, red squad memories, precious secrets, a certain kind of chemistry, lite
beer, and all my love. Paula Bernstein – a ride home, and good times ahead. Debbie Brown
– a copy of Dr. Moss’ cookbook, cheerleading memories. For all the above mentioned and
the rest of my friends and classmates, I leave good luck for the prosperous future.

Tom Mason

Daniel Mathieu, Maryland
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Shalini Mathur
Sharon L. Matthews, Maryland
I, Sharon Matthews, being of sound mind and body, hereby leave the good
times to Tracey Mullins, my sport socks to Meg Caines, the ten year-old kids
from cam Meadowbrook to Gail Williams, the five year-old kids from Camp
Seasons to Letitia Deas, my gold watch to Kathy Kyle, a dress to Dawn
Roberts, my cleats to Doreen Ponish, my brother to Jeanne Aiken, a driver’s
license to Yvette Foster, a cure of poison ivy to Cia Hamphill, a Hollywood
star role to Norman Hoston, a movie theater to Dee Bagley, Happiness to Mr.
Sisson, gratitude to Mr. Jewler, with and charm to Mr. Galagher, a memory to
Mrs. Donnelly, and best wishes to the children in Child Development.

Stanley J. Mattis, Maryland
Mike McCartin
Kenny P. – D.C., plate glass window, best friend J.S.; Ricky C. – third member
of the D.C. club, ground level, seconds; Kevin M. – Roll bar for car; Mike G. –
W.I.C., a toast O.C. in tenth, all your girl friends, Eggy – whip cream and
pineapples. Boner – getting airborn and boners. Danny M. – Seltzer,
Boozameane, 1st place in states, Burnon, running on the beach. Stephanie –
me, Celeste – our wedding. Paul B. – toilet seat; Karen C. – friendship, good
times; Lori W. – H.C. ’78, memories, Karen A. – good times, good memories.
Karen K. – first night in M.B.; John A. – water slide; 11th graders – Sheppard Park.

Robin Renee McGill
I leave my love and heart and my everything to Ron A. Anthony – I leave my all n all to him. I
leave my clothes to Rhonda, Missy Julie, Susan and Sevgi, Roe, and Andela. I leave my
thanks to Mr. Kaiser, Mrs. Johnson, and Ms. Kuhn. I leave my friendship to Beverly, Vida,
Sharon, and Penni. I leave my good manners to FHZ. I leave my secrets to Sharon, Cia,
and Maronette. I leave my style, pizzazz and class to Mr. Krickstand and Mrs. Gruger. I
leave my hairstyles to Deidra Aiken. I leave my wits to Tammy, Lisa, Kay, and Pam. I leave
my success to Andre, Billy, Trenor, and Salone. I leave my height to Lance. I leave my
brains to Jimmy. I leave my smart mouth to Paula. I leave my eyesight to Claude. I leave
my size 6 ½ shoe to Alafica. I leave my innocence to Peggy and Susan Fiora. I leave my
goodness to Stephon. I leave my preciousness to Gail, Judy, Cherone, and Jeannette and
Paula. I leave my class notes to Melanie. I leave my report card to Leon. I leave each and
everyone that I mentioned my love.
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Malcolm McGowan, Virginia

David L. Meister, New York
I, David Meister, being of sound mind and body, both which are quite nice,
most generously leave; B. Moyle – boxing gloves, wrestling lessons, dates we
never had, good times and my body and love; M. Steinberg – a Jewish guy,
me dating, long calls, yank, eek, thunder thighs, times we should have gone
out, love forever; B. Bylsma – good times, my V.W., Florida, Driving around
blimey, goys, my hair, dancing, skiing, AC/DC, a full day, schuatzahs; F.
Banda – my chest, my hair, go away, spasmodic fits, don’t mess, A&H; K.
Altenberg – math help, stubbornness, extreme hate, the time we didn’t talk, Love and
friendship forever. T. Treado – a summer job, Ms. Peper, fun in calculus, arguments w/
Ruddle, spaz award. P. Glickman – a Jewish guy, the Pier, your gay friend, math help, my
hair. D. Brown – talks in physics, spasmodic fits, smurf, weenus, unic, good times. C.
Bombara – good times, Homecoming, my mathe bratin, U.Va, friendship; T. Cole – calculus,
Ms. Peter, skiing 25 or 6 to 4, amusement, boxing manual, P. David – a Northwood smell,
schvatzahs, good times, a purple VW, my laundry and windows. G. Bardini – my strength. T.
Hickman – my hair, good soccer times, leather shoes. K. Oxford – soccer, my height, my
brains, good times. J. Lilga – Roy Rogers; M. Fink – Pres. of fart, me, you and Fanny. S.
Stein – regrets, ability to stay the same. D. Ford – my running style; C. Penny – good times
at the prom, map of G-town, sunglasses, lie detector, Pierre Cardin, me and my love, N.H.S.
– a long remembered arrivederci.

Angela Melcher (Kostelecky), Maryland
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Kristen Meyer (Brown), Maryland

Marlena Middelton (Perrin), Washington, D.C
Daniel Miller, (Deceased)
To Bob Mackenzi – skoal, Sheppard Park, Drinking, wrestling; to the Sow,
Piggy – conference, Myrtle Beach. To Ken Plumly – Boss, animal house; to
Edgar Rivera – a large bowl of diarrhea. To Rick Connors – dedication,
emotional expressions; to Brock – deodorant because you smell bad. To
Boner – girl from Clemson; To Tim Rowan – a fight with me. To Steve
McCartin – arm pit battles. To Carol Cudmore – (censored); to Adams – a
new jaw. To Emily Vanderter – a book on how not to be gross. To Cindy
Clark – psychotherapy on how to be nice; to J.V. football hit somebody; to my meathead
brother a case of aqua filters, one step at a time. To Tony Kucnic – every single one of my
bad social habits; To Penny Dounis – all the years of crying on my shoulder. To Debbie
Brown – Homecoming, dinners. To Karen Altenberg – a 24 hour guard service for her house.
To all the teachers – my behavior at the end of the year. To Coleen Connors – thanks. To all
the people I left out – sorry.

Charles N. Mills Jr., Maryland

Ross Mills
Ray Mitchell, United Kingdom
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Debra Mitchem
Karen Mondo, Maryland
Amy Morgan, Maryland

Judy Morgan
Argamemnon Moshowitis
Armineh Moumjian Sardarbegins, Maryland
I do not have enough money to leave all my friends, but I have enough gum
wrappers to leave to Amy and Susan Garson. Also, I would like to leave a
secretary for Mr. Callan, to organize his desk. Also, letter papers to David
Hunter to write his letters during Spanish class.

Mary Mourtoupalas
Bridget Moyle (Amabili), Maryland
I, Bridget Moyle, whenever for whatever, being of sound (?) mind and body,
will all my friendship, love and best wishes to my friends, plus the following:
David Meister – Colt 45 Silver; and iron stomach; smooth hands but slow
reflexes; a night out to dinner; Maryland college campus; 10 free lessons on
“How to improve your stoke.”(you’ve had more practice). Frank – Flash pass
to Pier 9; my dancing ability; Life-time supply of white wine and nights in
Georgetown; one stand- up comic; Mr. Nautilus Award. Brian – everything and
anything. Paul – “Snatch”; a woman of your choice; a night out on the town (but not past
11:00); a home away from home; house in Potomac; a car of your own. Kathy – Northwood’s
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pathway; a quick stride; mug shots; Varsity Cheerleading – Red Squad (fantastic); beer,
boys, and long friendly talks. Dave Rey – life time supply of Kleenex; Copenhagen; a tape
recording exclaiming “I quit chewing yesterday.” a burping contest with Steve; a lovely
girlfriend (Adella) and a great personality. Steve – all my love forever.

Tracey L. Mullins, California
I, Tracy Mullins, being of sound mind and good body leave my classmates,
memories. Dee Bagley – Love, support, friendship, and all the good looking
males on the streets of Washington and Maryland. Katrina Walker – all our
talks about O.S., R.S. and sear belt to my car. Jackie Cooper – love advice
and friendship that has lasted though six years of school. Yvette Foster –
shopping at White Flint, a crash helmet to my car, and all the raunchy boys at
Paragon Too. Lisa Finley – all the times we would stop traffic and run to each
other’s cars and a driving manual about running red lights, also the International House of
Pancakes. Kendra Robertson – Our tour of Washington, your father, the blizzard night at Big
Boy’s, Try Carter, and the manager of I.H.O.P.; Sharon Matthers – all the times we stayed in
troubles, 10 years of friendship, and our long talks. Norman Hoston – the wardrobe from
American Gigilo, contact, and the night we spent driving around Chevy Chase Circle eighteen
times. David Gilmore – lots of laughs and everything you left everyone else. Ha! Ha! Marlena
Middleton – The time you didn’t show up to take us to the Black Crystal and your friendship.
Shelby Steel – Stevie! Victor Kennedy – Three years of fun, our talks, friendship, and
O.N.I.T.N.F. Genie Acken – Surgery to have your mouth wired shut for life due to gossip.
Merle Clarke – English language lessons and a life time supply of I think I’m Beautiful
magazine. To the rest of the Senior Class – love, luck, and friendship.

Patricia Mundy, Maryland

Catherine Murphy, Texas
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Kathy Murphy (Corsillo), Maryland
I Kathy Murphy, leave to my friends the following: Coll – hotdogs, my party
spirit night, O.C. 79, a ride on my boat, reserved Sundays, “Get him,” Culleen,
Big O and laughter in his class, Farm Store, sticks to pick up, gas for your car,
a long phone call, many wonderful times – especially with your family, and
excellent friendship forever. Celeste – Homecoming 79, Project I, trip to O.C.,
two trips though the snow, Sandy point, never ending memories. Debbie –
O.C., for a day, sign language, milk, Doc Moses, long talks, a job, H.C. –
remember?, a mutual understanding always. Michele a night out. Lori – family
life, “Nabbed”, all your parties, thanks, excellent times, a special friend always. Cindy –
“Nabbed”, speech partner, debate we can win, Spirit Night, a slip on the ice, good times.
Steph – “Nabbed”, our shoe, Spirit night, twin laughs, accounting, Harvest house, parties, a
brick, and an explanation. Adella – Ride in our “own car” Abby Roads, set of glasses, lunch at
Lums, unforgettable memories to a friend, pal, and buddy! DDKK – Granada, good
memories. D.R. – Friendship forever, thanks! D.K. –Hobbit, Bo Peep, miniature golf on your
birthday sledding in the snow, Econo trip. Steve & Bridget – Best wishes, thanks for the
laughter and friendship. Paul B. – a secret, a shed, Garlick’s class and his jokes, a special
friend forever. Neal – Mr. Gramling, yellow, blue, green, “Fish” business Law, English “The
only normal two,” fun times, a lot of laughter and happiness; and someone to always turn to.
Todd – Pop’s, laundry talks, thanks, a friend. P.N. – a special thanks for listening, “You’ve
always got a friend” Melinda – Spirit Night, thanks for the rides, good times. Mark –
Homecoming 78, “Freebird” Angela – Spirit Night, good and bad times, my cousins, friends,
M.F. – Hitler, jokes, laughs, memories. J.A. – Prom, good times. Phil – Pop’s 10th Grade,
good & bad times. Trina – a ride in my brother’s car, O.C. 80, speech unending memories
and laughter. Paula – secrets, a call before I come over, business Law, Family Life, and
speech memories O.C. 80 excellent times, a very special friendship. Mike Mc – a hippo that
reproduces, a friend to turn to whenever, and a couple other good memories. Kenny – a visit
at work, a dance. M.G. – better luck on the football pool, a shed. Greg R. – someone to stare
at. Mr. Garlicky – an eraser, jokes, stories, talks, embarrassment, yellow shirt, a visit, a
special friend. Ricky – pair of boots you can walk in, my dad, your birthday, my party, luck
and friendship always. Kim – Billy Joel concert, trip to Delaware, 3 K’s best of luck, parties,
and good memories. Kathy – Fleetwood Mac Concert, Weddings, J.C.’s parties, Kim’s party,
Rocky Horror, Hooligans, Jim and Joe, Rehoboth, work partner, bus ride to Silver Spring,
popcorn incidents, cheerleading, all the games Kentucky Rowdies, trip to Florida, Twain,
someone to turn to anytime, lifetime of memories, and all my love best friendship forever.
Everyone – Best of Luck Always.

John H Naddell, Maryland
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Kiju Nam
To the class of 80 – A fond farewell and best wishes for the future

Russell W. Newell, Maryland
I Russell Newell, being of unsound mind due to 13 years in Montgomery
County Schools, do leave the following: To Susan A. – a case of “No Doz” for
history class, all the Tab that you can choke on a “puppy” explanation, “Foxy”
a shaken apple, and this. David B. – a Nazi VooDoo doll, and you own
nuclear bomb. Fay B. – A “Best Legs” award, Laura B. – my book of stupid
jokes. Maria C. – a date, Mr. Ralson. Cheryl C. – The entire state of
Arkansas, and Mrs. Curtis. Mrs. Curtis – a trip to the Bermuda Triangle. Mike
C. – a haircut, shave, a flint gun, and Daytona 500 victory. Linda – a leaky ceiling. Alice H. –
thank God that there is only one of you, a quiet, Walter Cronkite, and my three piece suite.
Anna K. – a green M.G., lonely sandwiches, crispy critters, your back and a Japanese
Tourist’s camera. Karen K – Disco lessons from Nelly, 1000 guide sheets. Ayatullah
Khomeini – a slow, tortured death, Kiju N. – Worms, Mrs. Gruber, a failed test, and no
February, Charles P. – My 12 year old sister, all my shirts. Dawn R. – All my love for putting
up with me, Uncle Nelly, his necklace, a spaghetti farm, and my “Milk Drinking Champ” shirt.
Annette R. – Letters from Harry, and a lady-like vocabulary. Suzanne S. – Emily darling, our
wedding. Adina S. – 100 mile run, and Wayne and Gary. Anyone that I omitted my sincere
apologies. And most of all, to all my friends – Thanks for making my years here bearable and
fun.

Ngoc Nguyen
Angeline Nicholas (Costalas), Maryland
Marie Dial – all the great, super and unforgettable times we spent together, a
cleaning lady, macho man, a sexy body. Susan Bindman – disco shoes, 1
blond and blue eyed male (WS) enough guts to ask, disco handbook. Kristin
Beltz – a matching pair of disco shoes, enough patience to cope. Lynn Kojak
– all my silver jewelry, a record of “Who love you baby”, Christine Dauphin –
an American accent, a badminton racket, a smaller mouth, and platform
shoes. Yvette Foster – Lots and lots of good looking men, steno pads, typing
paper. Cindy Stefun – memories of our women to women talks, a slinky negligee, waterbed,
one way trip to Saint E’s, Bons – a year supply of monogrammed (Jimmy) jewelry, hot pants,
Irene Pafitis – all my silver jewelry, a year’s supply of Greek-Italian men!

David Nicholson, Virginia
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Thomas L. Nicholson, Indiana
Traci Nickens, Florida

Paul Noble, Maryland
Melinda – first date kiss, homecoming ’79, tequila sunrise, retreat, an action
shot, 5-day birthday holidays, Sunday walks, zits, seat-slides in the bomb,
PROM, dates to O.C., “instantaneous” decisions, tennis, “So, what’s new?”,
decisions, “Dracula”, posters, the best year of my life, all my love forever.
Todd – basketball, Wopatulli, Gamba, The barn, Tull, Hatchet, undercover
cops, Chinook Road Trips, Daytona, Kansas, cigars, “ESAD”, Pizza Hut, Lori –
microdots, wet t-shirt contests, Donkey basketball, best friends. Neal – J.D.,
Skynyrd, Hatchet, Crane, Snowshoes, “Close at the Park”, Shingle Shake,
Daytona, Mrs. Brake!, Animal. Dave – new dashboard, “Ford Circle”, an early morning
hubcap search, Lasagna, Water skiing, girl problems. Glenn – front row seats for a Skynyrd
concert, “foot-cruising”, “Idiots”, “Colorado Kool-Aid”, Kitchen debut, race cars, Sligo Dances,
jamming, buddies. Tim – “Sea Brownies”, Daytona, “camper floods”, Chinook Road Trips,
Barnaby’s, “Date Counselors”. Ann – an interesting and educational Chemistry class. Angela
– a new name. Kathy – eternal giggles, depression reliever, someone to talk to, good friends
forever. Greg – “Five Dollars…!” Mike – “SchnaaaaK!!” Lori – rolling houses.

Gladys Noemy Guzman
Darlene Norris (Burgess), Maryland
To Lisa Adams I leave the painful memories of Infant development. To
Alafia B. I leave my books and locker. To Christine Grant I leave all my
friends. To Miss Bodmer I leave nine unfinished laps. To all my teachers I
leave my unfinished work. To Rosemary Millian I leave all the good looking
guys. To Wanda Hopp I leave all the kids at Glen Haven Elementary
School. To Marisa B. I leave all the Spanish that she can get! To
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Marionette Allen I would like to wish her the best senior year ever. To Beverly G. I leave all
my teachers and wish her a very happy senior next year.

Richardo Nunez
Kevin L. O'Donovan, Virginia
I Kevin O’Donovan being of small mind and body, leave the following
possessions to my friends, George – I leave you the water and rice we
wasted on Saturday nights. Foreign fox – I leave you a coke and a free kiss.
Nancy – I leave you a romantic date. Mary, Suzy and Karen – I leave you
the record “Thank you for being a friend.” Dave – I find it fitting to leave you
a miracle. Carla – I leave you my hangovers, and Barbara – I give you my
last moral. Suzy V. I leave you a half eaten sub, and Mel I give you my
parsley. To my friends that I have missed I leave happiness and success.

Susan O’Heim (Sella), Maryland
I Susan Oheim, being of sound mind (Benoit eat your heart out) and body,
leave to S.G. Jack and Eric, good luck with your tennis partner!, 87,000 history
books, all of Europe, broccoli casseroles, and a 75lb. Hersey bar. To L.K. I
leave Dennis! Also, the Brickskelter, Mickey and Dinky and “Bark”! To G.R., 2
straws for a beer on a date (preferably a can of Fosters!) Ted’s car, Don’s car!
(Ha! Ha! Just kidding) and my dad if you want him. To M.B. I leave all of Sligo
Creek Pkwy, and the Vita Course and good luck in the USN! To J.N. thanks a lot for listening;
To Mr. Charles Francis (who got me my job), “See you good person!”

Stephen O'Leary, Alabama
Patricia Oliverio (Gallorini), Maryland

Brian S. Orloff, Maryland
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Margaret (Peggy) Ovington, Maryland
Being of sound mind and total exhausted spirit, I do hereby publish and
declare this as my last will and testament. Marie: memories of donuts on
Tues. and Thurs., surviving junior English, term papers, senior slump, Kimble,
etc., (“oh Lost”) a Kenneth Clark portrait, civilization, weekly decisions to drop
out of school, To Kristen I bequeath a lifetime of memories of play reviews at 5
a.m., Dunkin Donuts at 7 a.m., Sunday with Sterling, always being six weeks
behind in Advanced Comp., Reflections, Red and Black, Trying to interview
B.J. Jeff: Dwight, Rod Stewart, the Bullets, “Sterling 0-0” Maggi’s.

Ronald Owens, Maryland
Kenneth B. Oxford, Maryland
I Kenneth Blair Oxford, of (sound?) mind and (well, we’ll leave my body out of
it) do hereby bequeath everything and anything, but particularly: To Chris R.:
J.D., paranoia, Stacy’s key, week at O.C., new bumper, a tennis game, a roid,
lawn jobs, Monika, The Strangler’s, eggrolls. To Debbie G.: band aids, Fwing, guessing games, Warwick stair wells, reality. To Tracy H.: Debbie’s
dress – did it work? To D. Brown: good times, Wilson’s test. To Norman D.: a
game you can win, J.D., microphone, Dylan. To Yette: Orioles. To Larry S.:
Springsteen, To Nancy H.: a moon, me, kinky stuff, ability instead of talk. To
C. Clark: a disposition. To Helen G. a conversation. To Suzy S.: Nothing cause you’ve got it
all. To Dave F.: “Opie”. To P. Hanlon: Christmas present filled with ___. To K. Conley: where
you have been all my life. To J. Ferensic: midnight phone call and panic. To D. Meister: a
wig, chest, ankles, my starting position, an ego. To Frank B.: “Over the net, please”, “Hair on
my what?” To Wendy L.: paranoia, a ride, me, something to calm you down. To Phyllis G.:
Thanks for the drinks, “I tried” trade: V.H. for Heart. To Bridgett: S.S.C., filled with K.B. times,
Chicago concert? To Wayne: 2 years of women, booze, partying and cockroaches. To the
sophomore and junior girls: dreams

Chuck Painter
This being my last will, I hereby bequeath: To Susan Adelman: a box of
Sucrets, to Clive Bowen: My English accent. To David Feldman: my “Disco
Dicky and Dave” T-shirt. Jeff Filderman: a dog leash and flea collar. Bruce
Lee: my Joe Theisman (No.7) jersey. Brian Robinson: my “Zebra-man”
privileges and my football growl. To Frank Scopelliti: my guide to correct use
of the English Language and my research paper on Dostoyevsky. To Craig
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Smith: My driver’s license and a book of jokes. To Carlton Smith: my dance moves and
book of jokes.

Lora Painter (Hartman), North Carolina
I Lora Painter, senior of Northwood High School of 1980, hereby will the
following: Part of my chest collection to Carla so that she may start her own,
my brute strength to Carolan so that she can protect herself at B.C. next year.
My coordination and neat eating habits to Paula (who’s in desperate need),
also a ½ lb burger with everything on it. A larger bladder to Trina so that she
has a larger capacity for “ice tea”. A “no” to Norman and also a bottle of J.D.
A carrot to Todd and Dave so that they can survive math class next year.
Dan, Todd, and Ruben – can have that lousy lunch table and also a supply of
“For Sale” signs. To Susie V. – a big red drum and windshield wipers that work. To Judy and
Leigh Ann – I will an over-heated car. To Vicky – my ability to get along with teachers and
coaches. My ankle to David Walsh to Jeff and Laura I will a nap or two, a blue baby to Dave
Feldman, To my Florida buddies I will see you in Ft. Lauderdale next break.

Charles W. Pappas, West Virginia
I Chuck Pappas being of sound mind hereby leave the following. To Steve
Kederis (Hercules) I leave an Arnold Schwarzenegger book on body building.
Barbara C. I leave many cool memories. Mike Booth I leave a brown 1977 Z
28. Nick L. I leave the love bucket. Glenn Murrell I leave a tractor without the
trees. Ronnie Owens I leave the steam roller. Doug C. I leave Celeste Penny.
Kevin Malpass I just leave. Cathy Cronkike I leave a dozen prom dresses. To
Ms. Kuhn and Mr. Killaret I leave my will. Mr. Rangos I leave my career –
thanks for everything. To my sister Debbie all my love. Jimmy Broda I leave balance in a
fire. Andy I leave a nice home. To Michele I leave Patton 2”. Ann S. I leave many thanks.
To anyone I left out I leave many good memories.

Debbie Pappas (Steffes), Maryland
I Debbie Papas leave the following: Celeste – photography, Armonds,
McDonalds for breakfast, Dunkin’, sales, meatball subs, senior banquet, slide
show, Reflections (Ice tea & Pina colada), master bedroom, real lotion, long
memorable conversations, Abby Roads, Bojangles, more clothes, 280 z, rentfree apartment, O.C. 1980, “Most conceited”, Thanks for being a great friend
and for making my senior year and years to come the best. Anna – hair spray,
McDonalds, Calverton, J.F., S.R., Brian, Cardian Puff, much happiness with
Jay, Ginos, M.R., M.F., General Hospital, a telephone, many more years of
friendship. Mike McCartin – Abby Roads, Bojangles, 1 mum, a tour with the Beach Boys, and
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map of D.C. Steve McCartin – one body guard and protection forever, Eggy – one sober
night. Chris C. – the “poo” off of “Chrissy”. Mike Booth – diploma for the 1980, my car
troubles and hanger. Cathy C. – senior banquet, O.C., 1980, much happiness with Nick, my
ear and shoulder whenever you need it, and thanks for being my friend. Good luck always.
Renee – McDonalds, Calver – ton, fights with Anna, and great memories. Kenny P. – a place
to sleep. Jimmy Z. – a new knee. Mr. Garlick – free ticket to Florida, and the thanks for
listening, being a great teacher, and also a great friend. Mr. Tom – a better two-some next
year and thanks for being a great teacher, good luck always. Northwood – thanks for the
memories. Senior class – much luck and happiness always. Chuck – “keep smiling”, thanks
for being great brother, I love you. Tommy – all my love.

John L Paradiso, Maryland

Leanne L Patrick (Ward), Texas

Daniel Pauley
Jay Pecarsky, New Jersey
To David Feldman – a halo and chance at a second coming. To Ivan Reisberg
– Another Brick in the Wall. To Craig Smith – Nibit repellant. To Frank
Scopelletti – my citizenship. To Mr. Reeks – 5 free art lessons. To Victor
Kennedy – 1 Miller light a radial tire to teeth on. Maria Cheng – a chance to
straighten everything out. Dawn Roberts – Shirts for every occasion. Merle
Clark – a free pass to Paragon two. Steve O’Leary – three dollars. Sharon
Matthews – a life time supply of compositions.
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Joann Pecoraro
Regis Pei, California
I Regis Pei, will leave the following to: Mike H. – my ten year old English Beguile and the
bottle of vodka hidden under my socks in the closet. Ted H. – all my architect drawing since I
stole all his ideas. Hower H. – the Playboys in the plastic bag I’ve hidden in the woods. Jay
R. – my silver coins. Ramkin K. – my computer disk. Larry S. – my U.S.C sticker because
I’m not going to U.S.C. and to the rest of my friends, I leave you all my organs to do with
them as you please.

Celeste Penny (Fortier), South Carolina
I Celeste Penny leave the following: Debbie – Mr. Tom, Dunkin’, Armand’s,
double dates, long talks, blue light, memorial and best friends. Murph – dizz
award, memorial, long talks, late night house rolling, and friendship. Kathy M.
- screw drivers, rich hubbie, pina coladas, memorial, long talks and friendship.
Phyllis – G. town ’79, a hat party, Danny K. – one free phone call, friendship,
and a new car for next year. Mike H. – marriage, finally friends, and double
dates in ’78. J.Z. – bitter Lemon, a rose and a cake. Dave M. – prom ’80, one
way streets, and Seven Springs. Cathy C. – memorial ’79-’80, quarts and a
mirror. Nick R. – long talks, a summer trip, and friendship. Chris C. – Kings Dominion and
long walks. Stephanie C. – a library. David A. – a blue light. Mike B. – an air cleaner that fits,
Mike G. – a C.C. Lorie W. – 6 glasses, driving lessons, and sun screen. Dirk – a line that
works on older girls, and crank phone calls. Kevin K. – tilt-the meaning? Mr. Tom – two girls
like Debbie and I. To all the seniors – Good luck. To all the Juniors – have a great Senior
year.

Trina Pettenati (Gionis), Maryland
I, Trina Pettenati, hereby leave the following: Carla – a vice presidency, “It’s a
riot”, Reg, Phil forever MPS, Beefsteak Charlies, Ft. L., a sign for NHS, a
potted plant, a pine tree, a hassle free party, Bizz-buzz, grocery shopping, an
apartment, a wrapped locker, an I.D., lots of love and a long friendship. Lora –
a perfect meal, a banquet dress, a friend for prom, a wrapped locker, Mr.
Right, ten full days of M.P.S., Fla., Beefsteak Charlies book of dirty jokes, the
guys at the candy store, dinner with Linda and Denise, Farrells, re-runs of the
Body Human, flat hair, and long friendship. Carolan – skiing, football, baseball, C.C.D., F.K.
pool fathers, Ft. L., Bs, C. talks, Sr. class, hike to church, a car weekends in Boston, trading
cousins, a new S&H., parties, banquet with a slide show, Hersey Park, no curfew, a vice
president with a brain bigger than a pea, frozen strawberry daiquiri’s, lots of love and lasting
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friendship. Debbie B. – walks to school, summer nights, umbrella parties, “It’s raining.” Mike
Y. – a new stooge, Greg, a career in comedy, lots of luck and happiness, Marie H. – a
dictionary, art a good critique, Spike, Eric, Mrs. Carnell, memories, friendship, and the future.
Murph – speech, parties, summer of ’79, long talks, “I don’t know why I’m telling you this
but…” parents, curfews, lots of memories, O.C., lots of luck and a long friendship. B.B.D. –
parking lots, foggy windows, long talks, relatives, parties, “bad boy”, “bib it”, “big time”, O.C,.
out of town guys, strong stories, lunch breezeway, pig roast, first impressions, my knife &
billy-club, best friends, hanging plants, Amy’s, memories, special friendship, lots of love and
the future. Luis – HI. Tracy – one steady girlfriend, prom ’80, good times, long talks, a rap
sessions, English, a year’s supply of term papers, determination, and a special friendship.
Paula – Frostburg, grain alcohol, movies, bowling, double dates, F.K. parking lot, Betty
Crocker’s song. Slow gin fizz, 18 and dumb, spare ribs, Bs. C. talk, Jr.?, speech, treasurer,
English a summer at home, fire hydrant, dancing roommates, excellent times, long talks,
advise, all my love and friendship forever.

Gretchen Pierson (Onstot), Pennsylvania

Kenneth A. Plumley, Maryland
Mike, Deanna Club, “Park”, Aud’s nature hikes, stealing kegs and taps, O.C.
res of our life. R.C tequila, the “V” contest, Calvin’s pep talks. M.G. deodorant,
rag 18 months, Prim for a wife. Eggy, H.C 78, not telling Brady. Mac, Merle
concert, 1000 cases of skoal, Miller, The Boss, Garlicky, Coll, 2nd grade,
swimming at night, the Dr., Friends. Krisoff, Birds, your affair. Cindy, Mom,
Brandel, big guy, Sundays. Adams, a forest to live in. Steve, new watch, bad
breath, Steph, H.C we never went to, Tanya Tucker’s song. Lori, prom,
Christmas night, O.C. 78, a year of unsteady going out, family dates, arguments, memories to
have. “To the Shepard Park Wretching Crew”, Kaplan, keeping me straight and all my
electrical knowledge.
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Kelvin Prather, Georgia
Michael K Primm, Maryland
Upon my graduation this will is in effect. I leave Dan Reeks a 4:20 mile, Paul,
the alphabet, camping with skeak-umms, Darnstown, Germantown, B.L.A., a
good B.V. and a pair of shorts. Jeff, fake I.D., a date, 10 road trip, hot fudge
cake, Woody, any tree in the forest, time warp. Pat H. – common sense, words
to all songs, honorary B.L.A membership, a bill for groceries. Emily ½ of my
lust (for Bobby’s sake) a full 24 hrs of me being polite. Nancy and I told you so,
a date on 6/12/80. Tina all the fish in the ocean. Susan K. my immaturity,
bucket of ice. Girls distance, a nude picture of me, pair of my underwire. McGee, ½ my
ludeness and crudeness. Boys distance, Sprinters DC 101, WAVA 105, Karen P, you get
N.H.S., soap opera, a good Jr., Sr. year Laura Schief, a truce, (so you can be social) my
obnoxiousness. Mrs. Skyles, trust, Hort II animals, Brian C. “Get out of jail free” card. B.
Kannee, (your choice) sub, and any fantasy you desire with Cheryl Ladd. Helen G., can of
whipped cream. D. Goldstein, I leave you Virginia.

Damon E. Pruitt, Maryland
Herbert R. Pumphrey Jr, Maryland
Karen Quesenberry (Smith), Maryland

Barbara Ratchford, California
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Charles N. Reau, Michigan
Ivan J. Reisberg, Maryland
I Ivan Reisberg being of never mind hereby leave Naomi – a weekend in O.C.
Dave F. – July 4th, Santa Clause, cucumbers, “She’s yours”. Eric G. – an eight
ball, double or nothing on four lunches. Adina – miserable parties and late
night in my car. Laura B. – bike riding on “pretty days”, a one night stand, a
hug. Jim W. – “Saturday Night Fever”, Canada, across country trip. Jay P –
Bingo, a check to Eric. Larry S. – comfortable numbness. John P. – a new
attendance card. Alice H. – Dear Abby, Susan A – an intimate ride home.
Gabby – a balanced checkbook. Nadine – Jackie’s harem. Sonny – a yiddasha model. Bob
F. – Cloud 9, “Burt” Morning Maury. Ina – enough, Steve O. – sophomore jailbait. Jay R. –
beer and stag films. Frank B. – ripe fruit. Roland – a sweaty summer outside, Cindi E. – a
great date, lunch. Dawn R. – a letter Lillian, a ride in the rain. Rich P – a transfer, a big trip.
Sheryl – all that (whom) we’ve shared, a church, health room, and a wet t-shirt. Dieter’s precalculus students a quiet class, Chaimeson – stale jokes in Gramling’s class.

David Rey, Maryland
I David Rey leave to my friends the following items: To Adella I leave all my
money, love, and homework. To Kathy Murphy I leave my granda because
she always talks about it. To Dirk I leave my thanks for a lot of drinking and
good times. To Danny K. I leave my car and a date with Bo Peep. To Bridget
M. I leave twelve inches for the absence of Steve. To Chuck I leave a roll of
Skoal.

Mary Richards, Maryland
Stuart G. Richardson, Virginia

Peter Rimback, Ohio
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Sheila Ritchie (Lippold), Maryland
I Sheila Rickie, leave to my dear friends the following: Ron – an easier time
with the class of “81”. Mr. Goodloe – my appreciation and thanks for the help.
Sharon – a hair dresser for every morning, cigarettes, and one hell of a
partying time. Melanie – Chuck or Paul, longer hair, more good times like the
past. Joy – to grow up a little, a man to treat you right. Melissa – a wrestling
suit, Tammy. Wayne – a case of J.D., a longer temper, and all my sisterly
love and appreciation for being there. Class of 1980 – Congratulations, We
Made It!

Edgar Rivera, Maryland

Elias E. Rizkallah, Maryland
Yousef E Rizkallah, Maryland

Paul Robarge
Brian Robenson
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Dawn M. Roberts (Gonchar), Maryland
To Patti I leave memories of the Past and present, especially bike riding,
Y.C., silver cars, and Mr. Ransom. Also a lifetime supply of Puppy chow
and Cycle 4. Judy – good times in Kistler’s instructions on how to play
Risk, Wednesday adventures, late nights playing pen ball and the
Vegetarian. Kenny – Friday 13th, 1978, our guys in O.C., barrels of
pickles, Captain Fantastic, Mata Hari, and Flash, door to door newspaper
collectors and motivation to play the guitar. Most of all a mustang of your
choice. Sharon M. – memories of Shaw’s and Rand’s and Y.L. John
Ferensic – your look alike, Dan K – toothless shards. Linda C. – Fun rides on subway, guy at
Spacearium and memories from Kucnic’s. Kathy S. – great times in Mr. O’s like watching
great films and doing worksheets. Ginger – fun time in Wolcox’s, Keith, and memories of
loud times. Russell – memories of Mr. O’s and Rangos’ a get out of jail free card for St. E’s,
Gina C. – endless supply of gum, and Mr. Garlic to have and to hold for you won. Glen S. –
memories of the summer of ’77. Linda D. – Mr. Knox. Karen A. – Bears from Shenandoah,
memories of crazy times we’ll never forget. Tommy B – a new personality. Sharon T. and
Adian – memories of a good senior year. Jay P. – your favorite teacher. Dave A. – a date
with your favorite teacher and endless supply of oranges. Dave F – (you flirt) a better and
more exciting job. John P. – your driver’s license and your car of your choice. Debbie R –
Jays car, David P and best of luck at N.H.S. Mike S. – some salt and a replacement in the
back seat. To all sophomores and juniors – best of luck you’ll need it!!!

Kendra Robertson (Queen), Maryland
To Lisa – Gold, V.H. profession, Tallahassee, Florida, Gee! Darrell, everlasting
love Cool, guys, pom scholarship immunity to David, better weekends, ups
and down of our friendship, men who treat you better, my support and advice.
Most of all, the good times, sad times and the bonding love between us.
Tracey – talk show, Detroit at Easter, my parents. Patty – platform saddle
shoes, immunity to Pat, punch at the prom to spill on “Miss Rosebloom USA’s”
dress. Lynn – a chance to be black, a male in her closet. Toni – identity,
bananas, latent temper. Shelby – complaints, excuses, continuing relations with Stevie, “Pink
Lady”, spider web in the toaster, homemade apparatus and psychology with Rona Barrett Jr.
Norman – GQ magazine, Webster’s, car with a stick shift. David 0 respect for females, my
advice, personal mechanic Valentiono award, and babysitting for you. Paul – black girls
Robyn – excuses for being absent, our long friendship. Yvette – gossip column, her own
portion of your food. Tina – better choice of guys, Kleenex, Dip tryouts, wonder diet, extra set
of my notes and home work. Victor – Hulk Doll. Nancy – brewery, Christine – American
accent. Gertrude – dictatorship, Gail – 13 kids and an old show to put them in. Billy S. – my
love and a scholarship. Vida – bubble behind boys. Fay B. – gum for after lunch, permanent
residence for your drink, Linda – Fill in for Mindy, Geometry. Quacks – duck feed. Stevie –
Sisters!! Much success, football scholarship. Renee – my legs to go with the rest of you, the
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word NO! Ivy – reality, drama, Anita – good times, jerks from New York, corn rows, black
parents’ deep tan, and the times you made me laugh. Dee – “Dee Dee”, Jack and Jill snobs,
our problems with boys, compliments. Alan – lifetime supply of towels, pro-basketball tour,
Katrina – celebrating birthdays at lunch (Jackie & Lisa’s) hair combs that match each other,
compliments that lifted my spirits. Margaret – nutrition, advertising, bragger award, time to
study for psych test. To all my friends, I wish love, happiness, luck and prosperity.

Marvin Robinson
Annie (Annette) Rodbell (Smith), West Virginia
I Annette Rodbell, being of sound mind and body do here by leave to the
following: Terri Kale – a snake bite kit, Russell McIntyre – a practice hole,
Mike Hibble – a 1980 4x4 truck with extras, Cindy Ryan – a week alone with
the cutest guy in Ocean city, City Stefun – a lifetime supply of concerts tickets
to the Capital Center, Eric Hartman – a new car, Northwood, Mrs. Stowe – the
best music teacher in the state. Anita Goldstein a chastity belt. Susan White
– a free driving lesion, Eddie Jarboe – a million dollar bank loan with no
paying beck, Mary Parsley – a curling iron so you don’t have to use your
fingers anymore. Lance Lacey – someone to pick on when I’m gone. Chris Smith – a pound
of chew. Eric Blenderman – a friendship to remember for a long time. Melanie Jewel – a
step stool. Stephanie Kiss – good memories to look back on. Gina Russell – a baby grand
piano with a nice teacher, Virginia Summers – a Donny and Marie cordless microphone.
Donna Shankle – eternal giggles, but a new laugh. Lisa Hartman – the nicest brother a girl
could ask for. Kirk McIntosh – a book of I.O.U.’s to keep track of the money you borrow,
Donna Carchedi – another chance to get suspended. The greatest memories of the best
choir she ever had. Paul Barfer – a painter.

JeanMarie Rodgers
Patricia Rojas (Valdez)
Wayne Rose, Virginia
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Rob Ross, Maryland

Debera Rothschild, Virginia
I Debera Lee Rothschild being of sound mind and body do here by bequeath
to my best friend, John Scofield, a car that doesn’t fall apart when you hit a
curb and to my dear friend Miles Batty, I leave a candy store so he would
always be a kid. To Mrs. Snyder, I leave a 100 piece work took set with a 50
member work crew. To Mr. Krikstan , I leave a cast that works every day for 3
weeks before the show and fall apart on Opening night.

Victoria Royster (Halloway), New Jersey
Luis Ruck, Maryland
K.M. – 2 year supply of index cards – Greatest hits album with feature song
“What I did for Love.” The Terror story about a lady wrestler that terrorizes her
poor boyfriend. A firecracker, the phrase “Yes Dear”. Murph – International
license that permits uncontrollable laughter after 11:00 pm. R.M. – Brush up
courses on Historical Happing and dates. J.E. – New Birth Certificate. T.H. –
Year supply of type O blood “you blood sucker you”, “Dallas” fan club
membership card. N.D – GT, Book called 50 ways to leave your Lovers. R.K.
– a doll, L. Pryan, D. Ruck – Atlantis Soccer Club, A.D – a Helicopter.

Jay Rudo, Florida
I Jay Rudo died from showing Mitch how to fall down steps drunk. I was 20
years old and not what you think. W.R. – A ride on “The city of New Orleans”
the liquor bill from the Queen Elizabeth, a box of matches to flick at the cabin,
your own steam engine and new case for your retainer. M.F. – the ten dollars
from the ping pong game, some mags, 18 pernt, 5 Dukata, 5 cases of Mic to
drink in 4 days. (this time save the bottles). I’ll hang a right give you a buzz,
see you there buddy. G.L – a free Chinese Dinner a new shirt, since you like
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washing, a dishwasher and a 5 year membership to holiday spa. D.F. – A new headlight for
you smooth car a spare money belt and 150 words of uncirculated. F.G. – a free date with
“The Fancy Dancer” that liked you and your own Cinos. Joel – 50 pds of what you always
want.

Robert V. Rupert, Maryland
Gina Russell (Elmore), Maryland
I Gina Russell being of sound mind and body bequeath to Susan Oheim an
AM/FM radio for her car, to Kathy Schroeder my bunny rabbit and gum shoot,
my bird with to Marie Sayer stationary to write me lots of letters next year, to
Dawn Robberts everlasting curls, to Redding Hardy a baseball cap for every
day of the week. To Susan, Marie, Stefanie, and Annette, one birthday
present each and to all my friends my Sr. picture.

Jonathan Salness, Florida
John Salness – To Kevin Brashers I leave the moon to go to with his moon beats. Glen
Shoup and David Ford – a 25% discount on a slightly used motorcycle. To Hibble – an X.S. II
tricycle. Laughlin – a blue ’69 Impala and 572 cases of bud. Dave Feldman - a hot date with
Roth. Mr. Villarent – a leaky row boat. Mr. Williams – a used wad of chew. Dill Thorpe – a 3
volume record set on “How to Disco”. Miss Davis – all of my Jimmy Hendrix and Led
Zeppelin tapes t be listened to by force.

Mark Sapienza, Maryland
Marie Sayre (Cole), New York

Rita L Schrider, Delaware
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Phyllis Schmier (Borreda), Maryland

Katherine (Kathy) Schroeder (Baccary), Virginia
I Kathy Schroeder being of sound mind and body leave to: Dawn Roberts –
my blue shirt if and only if I get her velour sweater and a fun double date with
Keith. Gina Russsell – T.D.? and some fun double dates with D and me,
such as Bush Garden, Redding Hardy the rough draft to my English paper (if
I finish it!) and a French book. Leslie Kerkhof – a donut shop and a giant bag
of M&M’s.

Susan Schwalb (Gerson), Maryland
I, Susan Janet Schwalb, due here by leave: Mr. Garlicky – 100% on your
teaching test. Mr. Tom – another aid as helpful as V.C. Bob. – a dedicated
V.B. manager and cooperative, easily pleased dance class. Suzie – a cross
country tour, B.R. – a cowboy hat and a pair of cool shades and a permanent
position in Veshuvitchem and Sapari. M.H. – a study partner for college, a
good job, and a permanent independence from “the click”. Beth – a broken
bicycle, 20 pounds, a lunch, and a case of G.S. cookies. Lora – a car that
never breaks down, 72 hrs. of sleep, and an intellectually stimulating English class. Leigh
Ann – one whole day, a complete 24 hr period together and a letter from Israel. Judy – a
pinball machine, a position on the V.B. team at W.U., a managerial position at Wards, and
another 17 years of driving each other crazy. Jenny – an at home tutor, a life supply of
chocolate, good study habits, a life far from home, and Bubba to take care of you while I am
away. Angie – an un-cracked coil pot and lots of luck next year. Vickie – a completed
college application, an athletic scholarship to Harvard, a permanent, 24 hr a day manager,
lawyer, and fan club, center field, Wimpa of ’79, a case of Mountain Dew, an Ice cream cone,
a 2nd chance to beat Gaithersburg, a short cut to my house, a chance to meet L.L., and a
fantastic future with my “good friend” F.D. And Hilary Jean I leave a Hebrew/English
dictionary, hoya Hoya, a chance to go to M.B., Dunkin Munchkins, “P-shaw”, roller skates, a
case of Trident, Stroh’s lite, Nemrod’s, a Driver’s License, a new birthday, Toba’s spot at
Wesly and, lots of milk and Honey and all my love! Don’t Blow It!!! P.S. I’m Sorry if I forget
anything.
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John Schwegmann, Virginia
I, Jay Schwegmann, being of distorted mind and body do hereby leave the
following items: To the class of ’80 females, I leave my body to do with that
what they will. Steve, all my watercolors, pens, pencils, a keg or two and a
new car. Roland, a case of devitrim, a three day enema and any car. Carla,
my Mr. Rodgers whips, chains, and leather straps, (I knew you would) Marie, 3
dozen rides on the King cobra. Mrs. Murry, another class like 6 th period and
my younger brother. Jeane, Jan & Debbie, 3 pounds of cherry blossoms, my
car, my I.D., a trip to Ocean City and all my love. Dawn, anything her heart desires.

John H. Scofield, California

Frank P. Scopelliti Jr., Maryland
Louise Sessions, South Carolina
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Renee V. Shiflet, Maryland
I Renee Shiflet sound mind and body. Leave all my classmates best of luck
and years to come. I leave Gertrude Ekuban lots of luck and her career as a
Fashion designer and good times in Ga., I’ll be there, also my black jacket. I
leave Ivy Duncan a joke book store. I leave David Gilmore all the ladies he
wants and his own Liquor store. I leave Kathrian Walker and Johnnie all the
happiness, and some wild and crazy times. I leave Robin Simpson Great
times at the Paragon Two and a wild time at Howard U, and a new telephone
book, and a little room all to herself.

Miok Shin, Maryland

Ruth Shopland, Maryland
Margaret Shortey (Green), Maryland
Adina Shotkin, Maryland
Upon my incineration, I hereby bequeath the following positions to my dear and beloved
friends; Firstly, Nick, your hair must look good for the occasion so I leave thy gorgeousness a
comb and a patent on “Tortina”… My name must live on!!! In fact, everyone should look
gorgeous so I leave the following apparel to choice individuals, Valerie, an egg necklace,
Kevin, bright blue sneakers and a sniffle, river, tissues, and manners, M&M’s – Wear my
wholesomeness! As a peace offering I feel obligated to leave Ivan for Laura, “Harvey the
Hunk” for Sharon, and ten million dollars for Mike (in his bank) Lastly, for the following
individuals, I leave these gifts; Anne – a religion in the corner of the library, Norman – a
lesson on flirting, Ted – a kiss, Naomi – a name, Ivan – the key, a compliment, Sherwin – a
smile, Josh – two punches, the whole dam ice skating rink, Elliot – a ride home, two black
stallions, Sivia – a diet, Tish – a good weekend, Jamie – a Picasso, Nadine – nothing,
Blenderman – a J.D., Nina – the showcase and a car, Terri – NCSY physics, and last but not
least C.B – my Bracha and lots of Nachas, Debbie – you’re coming with me.
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Glenn Shoup, Maryland

Roger Shrader, (Deceased)

Regina Siegrist (Kitsoulis), Maryland
Being of insane state of mind I leave to my best friend, Marlyn, the memories
of places including: Columbia, Vienna, D.C., an all-expense paid vacation at
Gina’s, Rocky Horror, also endless candle, meatless lasagna, fried cinnamon,
8 m.m. “randy & Marilyn Flow Show” and the memories of time we’ve had and
the good times to come. Lora & Sue – Farrell’s fun. Ricky C. – voice,
modeling job, football career. Frank D. – white papers, a party with mom, Amy
– soccer team, Hal, sense of responsibility, Pepsi, Danee & Todd – maturity,
luck. Kevin M. – 6th pd, Sophomores – luck, Juniors – Fun of Senior-hood and
Seniors – Success.

Toni Silvera (Shelton), Maryland
I, Antoinette Silvera being of sound mind and body leave to Jairo all my love…
Patty, a new set of boyfriends, books on how to, “How to Say No to Bimbos”,
“Babysitting in ten Easy steps” five courses of easy method, growing pills and
great Jamican that you just can’t do without. To Kendra, years that will be
better than those at N.H.S., also my laugh. Marie – Woodies and a Fashion
school so you can teach N.H.S. girls how to dress right. Judy – a new
boyfriend, room cleaner. Better friends, Book “How to stay away from Puerto
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Ricans” (Halima) a supply of grow an inch pills. P.C. some sense, Kurt – a case of beer and
a girl your age!! To the rest of my friends good luck in the future! To the future poms!!!!!

Melanie Simons (Wininger), Pennsylvania
Melissa Simons (Kingsley), Florida
I Melissa Simons being of sound mind (I think) hereby leave my best friend
Joy T. all my papers from English that I never did, and to my twin sister
Melanie, I leave all the notes she needs for the rest of her life. To Patty
(every day) I giver he back all the weight she lost because I found it. And to
Mr. Straub I leave my tennis shoes that never got broken in. And to Sharon
W. I leave her a soup bone. And to everyone of my classmates I leave them
a piece of paper and a pen. I leave my math teacher the book I never used.
To Joy T. all the seaweed that she needs.

Christopher (Rusty) Simpson
Regetta Simpson
Wendy B. Singer, Virginia

Reshmi Singh
Thomas E Skelly Jr., Maryland
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Edward Sloan, Maryland
Ginger (Virginia) Small (Mongeon), Maryland
I hereby leave: Dave – hugs, kisses, parties, and “the idiots”; Martha & Glenn
– many years of happiness and memories; Terri – dictation depression, dog,
K.B. – dirty jokes, night out with booze; Sue – Reeks, Kane, my cooking;
Maria – guy problems, Kucnic, rock lobster, best of luck; Mr. Reeks –
secretary, bear hug, lots of love; Norman – your car, house, etc., four
marriages, five divorces; Lisa – my thanks for listening, Hort. Memories,
Randy or John, chauffer, my love: Dawn – license, 20 guys, D. babies Kenny,
Keith, letters, friendship and love; Judy – supply of munchkins, B-day party,
Jimmy (daddy) , memories; Frank – new job, new car, date Italy and ticket, translated
yearbook some of my love; Susan and Puppy – new lunch mates, doggy bowl; Traci – nonbusy phone, chocolate bananas, decent guy; J.P. – new car; D.A. – Oranges; B.V. – big
bathroom; T.S. – science fiction books, Rand; Chuck – Skoal; T.J. – horror, attendance
cards; C.S. – Hort. Mezzanine; Sharon – stamp; Nick – carnations, real guitar, Girls, thanks
for caring, back rub, my love; Gina – old friends, yearbooks, memories, James Taylor; and to
Bruce – stuffed animals, letters, pictures, munchkins, anniversaries, Prom’s, Oct. 1, 1978,
beautiful memories, car shows; Stevie – best wishes for your future, and all my love forever!

John C. Smeltzer, Minnesota
I John Smeltzer, being of legal drinking age, do hereby submit my senior will
and testament, To I.R., leave one non-returnable ice scrapper. To S.D. I will
three jump starts, one push and a ride home. To R.H. I bequeath the key to
the beer locker at Fred and Harry’s. I leave one framed and autographed
photo of “the car” to M.S. To J.F. I will one 70 M.P.H. pass to Tenbrook.
Finally to J.W., a person truly in need I leave one false picture ID.

John Smiraglla, Maryland
Carlton H. Smith, Maryland
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Craig Smith, Maryland
I Craig Smith, being of sound mind and body, leave to my friends the following:
To Charles Painter – I leave a car repair manual to keep the “Lime” in shape
and a book of Christmas carols. To Frank Scopelitti – I leave the complete,
unabridged works of Dante Alighier. To Larry Stepnick – I leave a bottle of
visine and a voice paralyze. To Jay Pecarsky – I leave 3 cases of Heinekin’s to
enjoy over graduation weekend. To George Watkins – I leave another potential
to waste, To Brian and Carlton – I leave a book of my best (and worst) fat
jokes.

Daniel Smith
Suzanne Smith (Neidermair) Maryland

John S. Smollett, (Deceased)
I John Smollett being of sound mind and body hereby leave the following to
dear friends; to the members of Cornerstone DeMolay I leave my fraternal
love, and gratitude. To my best friend Rick Valdivia, I leave self-confidence,
and my best wishes. To Robert Tucker I leave a sheet of Red dragons. To
Joanne Dayton, I leave Friendship. To NHS I leave a lot of good memories.
To Lisa Adams, who I hope learns to drive, I leave my Camaro. To John
Conway, I leave my Stratocaster. To the Graduating Class of ’80 I leave high
hopes and best wishes. To Dean Edwards, I leave my 10,000 cases of
Heineken Dark.

Vivian Snider, North Carolina
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Diana Soloman (Huth), Florida

Renee Speck (Luba), California
I, Renee Speck, being of sound mind and body, hereby leave the following:
Lisa – the key to Fort Knox in gold on a gold chain! Caddy – road map of
Wheaton, one carafe of roses, or two, or three, a new thermostat, G.H., fake
I.D., Pub: hair, P.N.- a skinless grape fruit, an aide, D.W. – a drivers license,
E.G. – a tan, Mic – Pina colada, son a Florida beach, memories, a bottle of
Boonie, more 18th B-days, a six pack of malt duck at 9:00 every morning,
moto, tavy, Charlie Ma, E-M, Crystal City, a paddle and a boat.

Ruth Spiro
I Ruth Spiro hereby bequest the following things; Laura Wohl – a bike ride to
People’s, a governmental position. Jeff – a “faker”. Meg – assignments without
due dates; promptness. Robyn – a singing career. Eric Nicholson – a reason
for laughing, precise measuring. Tracy – a wardrobe all her own. Regina –
shorthand II, a year’s supply of gum. Dan Suissa – an easy credit, a career
decision. Gertrude – a quiet sneeze, Cindy a nutritious. Michael – a personal
seat at lunch. Gary – Randallstown, tennis, a good science partner. Gabi – a
new youth group to add to the rest. Melanie – Shenandoah, a high note. Scott – a math
career. Anna – details. Dan Grey – and excuse. Ms. Kuhn – Greece. Mrs. Skyles – a led free
door, a hammer for break-ins. Mrs. Turner – error free typing.
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Judy Starobin (Okenfuss), Indiana
I Judy Starobin, do hereby leave the following; Leigh Ann – 5 years of a
fantastic friendship and many more to come, a cross country trip someday,
English pride, a broken collar bone, National Campers, Harpers Ferry, Astrosymedallions, “I’m driving you decide”, horse races, mildly amazing, “goo”,
Waldorf, rafting, Ney Yorkers, Missouri and Georgia, flying, Tennis shoe
sandcastles, swirl – a – paint, pretzels in pet shops, shark bubbles!!!,
volleyball (sorry), Philadelphia a date in 5 years, an imaginary brake pedal,
and much more than can be written, but hopefully one of the best long
distance friendships ever! Dawn – you have been great to talk to all these years, Baskin
Robbins, conceited guys – Lee, “What do you think about the situation?” jogging, pipe down,
Risk, Eiss, Sgt. Peppers, picking up pay checks, salt, Farrells, Driving!, and mechanical
drawing. S. Janet – 17 years now Wukina’s class, Sunday School, cutting hair, Wards, T.K. –
your tweety twin, track, classes together, our Bat Mitzva, and a good time next year. Hilary –
our sisters, bowling, pinball and golf, your license. Hilary and Leigh, Ann – Fritos Dart drug,
and miniature golf. Dawn and Leighann – Midnight Madness, G.S. at windows, and concerts!!
Jenny – Dave Jenkings, skiing a free day to go someplace. Dave – Gramling’s class, a ride
somewhere. Angie – Blowing up the front office, Marc, and pedaling. Carolan – A Senior
class council, the banquet, carnations, and too much hard work. Lora – my excellent spike
and water for your car. Alice H. – kosher people, skydiving. Michelle S. – the starting position
you deserve. A. Garson – barrettes. S. Garson – braces. Cindy Connelly – Mrs. Stitchcomb,
the bakery, and pepsi seeds. Mike Y. – Russia. To everyone in GEC I leave Mr. Mann, and
impossible map tests. To those who survived SSMCIS in Sligo I leave Bernie and notebooks.
To the Class of ’80 I leave a fantastic summer and many great years to come. Good luck to
everyone (especially the juniors – they need it)!!!

Martin Stecher, Colorado
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Constance L. Steckler (Lilly), Florida

Shelby Steele, Maryland

Russell E. Steele, Maryland
Cynthia Stefun
Susan L. Stein (Manny), Maryland
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Michele Steinberg (Miller) Maryland

Ann A. Stenger (Patterson), Maryland
Larry Stepnick, Virginia

John (J.B.) Sterling, (Deceased)

Mindy Stewart (Hare), Maryland
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Victoria Stewart

John D. Stockstill III, Maryland

Jayne Stokely
Lori Stokes, New York
Walter Stokes, Maryland
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Jennifer Stout, California

Dan Suissa, Maryland

William Sun, Arkansas
I Willie Sun, leave forever to thee, A.P. whatever you want of me. My name,
my honor, my love. (Musky isn’t it?) Take my hand and hold me A.F. for if I
ever lost you, I would be lost indeed. For all the world’s a stage and we are
merely players… Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow creeps into our petty
pace from day to day to the last syllable of recorded time. And all our
yesterdays… precious floating yesterdays…a stone, a leaf, an unfound
door… gone. What does the future hold for us? Alision?

Mark Svrcek, Maryland

Craig Switzer, Tennessee
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John A. Switzer, California
Beth Taliaferro

Charlotte Taylor (Phillips), Maryland
Michael S. Taylor, Maryland

Andrea (Dawn) Tenley, Maryland
Joy Tenley, (Deceased)
I Joy, absent minded or not, have things to leave to classmates and friends.
Al of my classmates I leave the desk from English burning in the courtyard.
Some of my friends I leave “Another brick in the wall” by Pink Floyd. My best
friends Melissa, I leave all the dead frogs and toads from the science and
biology classes. Her twin sister I leave paper and pencil. And Patty M. I
leave her all the days of the week. Dawn T. I leave Mr. B.J. Mullins. Rita H.
I leave her all the bags of dirt from Horticulture she wants. Sharon W. I
leave her all the dog biscuits she can eat. To all the teachers I leave all the
books burning out in the baseball field.
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Anna Thomas (Eastwood), Maryland

Maria Thompson, Maryland

Steve M. Thompson, Virginia
Jeremy Throwe, Maryland

Steven D. Timbol, California
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Melinda Tippett (Becker), Maryland
Paul – first date, the Waltons, O.C., bad moods, “you have the prettiest
eyes,” long walks, separate vacations, Christmas, anniversaries, flying debut,
homecoming, Prom, my birthday, ice skating, special times, cheap dates,
writing notes, dreams intimate moments, first & only love, “I Love you.” Lori –
Texas, Blevins, “I’ll never do that again.” Changelings, Country Kickers,
Jimmy, Speaking Spanish, confession night, helping each other, majorettes,
no fights, Kenny, “second time around, cool, sleeping over, crying, “I need
you,” N.Y. eve, parties, camp understanding, someone to love you (besides Me), my best
friend. Colleen – “you play basketball better than you ice-skate.” Softball dread, 7th graders,
Mrs. Joseph, lockers, flights, “What’s a gal to do?”, all my friendship. Neal – J.D. Karen
Kidwell – Paul’s clone, my friendship, “friends forever”. Stephanie – carton of cigarettes,
misunderstandings, MC, K.D., talking on the beach, friends. Todd – oldest and dearest
friend, C.C.D., retreats, St. Andrews parties, brother-in-law. Pat – gum, N.Y., cop cars,
cruising, C.C.D., retreats, long talks, buddies. Randy – a secret affair. Ann – eight days a
week. Cindy – “Bim”, a lost year, happiness with Andy, good times, see ya next year. Angela
– Penn., a new friendship, Prom, Mitchell, good buddies. Tim – Prom date, “you’re so cute.”

Alice Toh, Florida
Laurine E Toone (Lambert), Maryland
Jimmy Trahan, Maryland
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Todd A. Treado, Massachusetts
Paul – Fla., Floyd’s attack, Barnaby’s, X’mas eve, cleaning dumpsters,
ripping out walls, onion man, TP, O.C. waterskiing, hiding behind woods, Tull,
Outlaws, Hatcher, Kansas, Seager, Eagles, Waltons, The Good and the Neil,
Two bigger hands. Neil – Fla., Lobster, Takoma Tap, Gu-Md game O.C.,
Puking, cars in a Pinto, D.J., cap cops, cap classic, losing my cloak,
homecoming, one Hatchet, pile it on, Lousy B-Ball, liquid lunch. Pat –
colleen, thanks good luck, 50 lbs. Eline – everything, all my love. Old Man –
Lod ground hog, baseball, Barnaby’s, snow covered peaks, B-day schnapps,
tan’s, sea browning, Meister – Laverne & Shirley, Job, calculus, TTP, CP, B’s. Lora – Molly
Hatchet, Heat, calculus, one night. Carolan – English, B-day, calculus, 4 a.m. phone calls.
Plumley – my grade, Penny – Luck and Love. Murphy – Prom date. Ford – brains to go with
your good looks. Schnack – pile it on. Melinda – a little less for Paul, thirteen years of love.
Colleen – love from a brother, Fla 5-microdots, drops, florence the armpit, Pedro’s rip palace.
Blue forum out of employment, you can have it. Jenny and Lora can have all the peach and
chocolate yogurt they can eat. Jenny can have egg roles too! Nick – I leave you, well you
know what I mean, besides I owe you one. Scopelliti – I leave you one pair of pants, any kind,
except plaid. Kenny, Dave, and Devin, you guys can have all the time dealing Yearbook and
Kenny, Kenny I leave you pen and paper. I leave Frank, well, I’m still thinking about your
papers. Good luck! To all my other friends, I leave you “thanks” for all the good times you
gave during my High School years.

Dorothy Trinh
Christine Tripiotis (Yarborough), Maryland
Karen Troth, Maine

Sharon Troy (Freudenstein), New York
Robert L. Tucker, Maryland
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William L. Tucker Jr., Maryland

Patricia Turner, Florida
Carla Uhl (Hamilton), Alabama
I Carla Uhl, being on not so sound mind and body, leave the following to my
friends. Carolan – Young life 1978, skiing in Boston, Mrs. Eiss lectures,
Richard’s at my Sweet 16, concert on HoJo’s balcony, strawberry daiquiris,
popcorn, “Chad, I can’t find Carla and Phil”, Beefsteak Charlie’s confessions,
Chad’s wet traveler’s checks, the down under, bagels, with cream cheese,
MPS, my “It’s wild”, career as a secretary; a friendship that will last forever
and special thanks for the great job you did as Senior class president. Paula
– a lesson in how to wash your hair, spare ribs, slow gin fizzes, Beefsteak
Charlie’s confessions, a letter from Alex, plastic bed sheets, wax ring, Duggan, Lafayette
boys of 813, “but you wet the bed!”, MPS, nails tails, pink crotch, take out, bobble pins, beep,
beep-2 points, NF, ooh la la season and a friendship that I hope says strong this time. Trina
– ice tea, a letter from Brian, Beefsteak Charlie’s confessions, MPS, balcony, “that’s true”,
“let’s get pisses”, weenies “pretended you’re asleep, it always works…. Snore”; a wrapped
locker; bras and deodorant from G.S. Camp and lots more fun in Ft. Lauderdale during spring
break 1981. Lora – sea breeze, Beefsteak Charlie’s confessions, pretzel fight; Hungry
Herman midnight raids; the big V; raspberry yogurt; acceptance of facial hair; hall parties, a
locked adjoining door, mediocre life and MPS during Spring Break 1981. Fay – a jolly skip
along the way, “whatnot”, the corner of Tuna and Dolphin, cough pebble, “Duck”, Joe Kelly,
home movies of Andy eating lunch, more wild parties at my house, directions to Raleigh’s
and a lasting friendship. Nancy – a cry to the moon, flowers, opting outs, Einstein guys, arm
chair covers and advice about guys. Tina – pistachio nuts and Barbie dolls. Toni – more
pistachio nuts, bar-b-que Fritos, turtle necks to hide those hickeys and happiness with Jairo,
Frank – climbing in and zipping up, finger games, dance steps to the “funky atom” and
crudeness. Michele – green danskins from G.S. Camp and good luck at U. of M. Mary –
Strawberries, Nick – pina coladas and more chest hairs. Mr. Goodloc – reunion with 5th
period from 1978. Karen – Great Falls, an experience we’ll never forget, Dan – a six of bush,
best body award and plane ticket to San Jose. And saving the best for last, I leave Phil my
45s of the “The Closer I get to you”, Haines Point, bicycle rides Auth Street, reclining car
seats, popcorn dates, Annesville, shooting stars, Bricksville’s Leesburg, Disco Extravaganza,
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spaghetti and cold duck, MPS at NHMI, Le Roux concert and others; Prom 1978,
Homecoming 1978 and 1979, Prom 1980; Virginia, Myrtle Beach 1980, trust, midnight walks,
talking on the phone, Mrs. K’s, steak dinner by candlelight on your porch and a good white
wine, skiing with Young Life and all my love forever and ever.

Richard M. Valdivia, Maryland
Emily VanDeventer (Anstead), Maryland
Susan Vavreck (Cole), Maryland

Katrina L. Walker, Maryland
I Katrina Walker would like to leave so many things for my devoted class.
Before departing I would like to leave my line of Calvin Klein jeans to Robin S.
To Tracy I’d like to leave my line of Beauty salons for her to build on. To
Kendre R. I am leaving Revlon Inc. For my friend Lisa I am leaving all my hair
for her to use. To Dee B. I am leaving a life time membership at Barbara
Ellen. For Shelby S. I’d like to leave my long nails. For Yvette F. I am leaving
my large ward robe. To Renee I am leaving my high I.Q. of knowledge. For
Lisa H. I am leaving. David Gilmore I leave a lot of love and I do hereby attempt to think
about giving these things to my friends.

Parrish Ross Walker, Montana
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Michael Walsh, Maryland

Stephanie Warren, Maryland
George R. Watkins, Maryland

Troy D. Watson, Maryland
I hereby leave the following: to Ivy – eternal friendship, a good argument
exhale oops, in hale, “go for it”, New songs for our diet. Tuck – the usual
corniness, a house so you can live wherever Yuck, Salt & Pepper shakers,
100 McD meals paid for by me, inspected by #11, Muriel – you know who!
Salt & pepper shakers, “you Marisa”. Karen D. – the hurdles, a long
conversation before a race. Giance – fur burgers in a box. Chrissy L. – a full
role of film for pictures of ____! “Hip Hop”. Marisa – a good summer
(rollerskating) West Catholic, More trip times, Salt & Pepper shakers, “What
can you do to help?” “You Marisa”. Carla & Annihi – to Fly. Corwin A. – 1 day of not
pestering you about your body. Carlos Acker – one “um, um, um, look at that body”, straight
to your face. Dion G. – driving lessons. Emily V. – 1 roll of Charmin. Thanks to: Mrs. Bell,
Ms. Scott, Mr. Parry, Mr. Reeks, Mr. Negro, and Mr. Tom, N.H.S Track – continues success.
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Denise Watts, Maryland

Sharon A. Weaver (Dibella), Maryland
I, Sharon Weaver, hereby leave: Sheila R. – A new radio, plenty of money,
steady job, and more parting times. Mellisa (Toad) – plenty of dog biscuits,
better jokes, and luck with Tommy. Joy T. – a new car, more parting times.
Wayne W. – a better temper, lots of memories and love, lots of luck in the
army, plenty or parting material. Melanie S. – An I.D., driver’s license,
memories of Ocean City and other parting times, a diploma, great friendship,
luck with Chuck and lots of love. Dawn T. – An alarm clock, all the wild and
crazy guys. Sue C. – luck with Greg and plenty of parting. Patty M. – luck for the future! For
the class of ’80 – Good luck and congratulations! We finally made it!!!

Ilene Weiss (Tockman), Maryland
I, Ilene Weiss being of sound mind leave to: Cindy – a complete disco outfit,
a new laugh. Laura – T.F., a body guard, King’s Dominion, an analysis, and
Ocean city. Jeff – a new mind, an alligator and an apple. Larry – Harvard,
Yale, Duke, and new contact lenses. Beth – a Webster dictionary. Dan –
guide sheets boys and girls! Ivan – Giant Food & Co., Eileen – Paragon Two,
a psychiatrist, an apartment, and a car. Angie – A. G. K. gy. Walter – a
boxing glove, a secretary. Cheryl – Bush Gardens, Williamsburg. Barb –
Wheaton Library, Gail – more Spirit. Anna B. – Richard G.R.W. Susan –
Kmes. Laurie – Lernor’s, Suzanne – a horse stable. Anna – a worry rock.
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Marilyn Werber (Serafini), Maryland
I, Marilyn Werber leave: Frank – my knees, Danee – a race car that isn’t
beat!! Amy – the soccer team, lifetime supply of Pepsi, directions to Oakland
Mills, Ricky – singing lessons and the words to “Let Me Entertain You”. Mr.
Kucnic – fond memories, boxing lessons, thanks, hockey team-mud flicking
and majorette lessons, good luck next year!! Chris C. – walking on your
hands, Long Branch. Gina – meatless Lasagna, brown van to Florida,
double dating in Columbia, Styx Concert, (without Bacardi 151) who did your
car and my house? Camp talk, Shakey’s, Beth E. – A romance without
problems, walking the halls. Ronnie O. – a class so you won’t always be wandering the halls,
freedom from the Attendance office. Pat H. – a hangout other than the showcase, a pass to
class. Ruben – a trouble free radio, an engine jump start for the middle of big intersections,
“Hello Dolly” (the beginning), the unknown June 7th, the ten bites that you owe me, raining
nights driving the park, many memories. Brad B. – I do not waddle!!! “No Doze” for English,
and last but not least, Kevin Malpass – from Gina & Marilyn – free admission to the
demolition derby, and ten free Easy Method driving lessons. Kevin Krissoff – 1,000 kisses!

Lori West (Sullivan), Maryland
I Lori West, leave my friends the following: Paul B. – O.C., long talks on the
beach when I’ve needed you, thanks, friends forever. Melba – Majorettes,
teapot, and tip, skiing lessons, E-wing, “Navos Sintatos Sancarlos”, Texas –
“I’ll never do that again”, Changelings, western swing, double parking, “8
days a week,” crying, W/M. B.F., all my love and friendship always. Coll –
(future Salisbury Yearbook Staff), enemies at first, but never again! “To the
moon”, the Dr., being proud at your BB and SB games, Kleenex “ranch
hand of the month”, J. in the B. in P.J’s P.T. – lasting friendship throughout
our college years together and always. Burton – track and special friends. Bim –
“Confession night”, nabbed, P.S.A., “the big guy”, French class, first date advice, very special
friendship for the past ten years and more to come. Stephanie – S.A.T. class, bathing suit,
Baskin Robins, my lunch, rides in the trash cans, Artie Dunworth, nabbed, helpful talks,
thanks, for being there for the past nine years, a promise that your friendship will always last.
Angela – P.S.A., sunburn medicine, great time at Penn. Spirit night. M.F., true friendship.
Mike Greaney – U.W., flirting, doubling, “Dolly”, friendship, John Adams & Eggy Rivera –
dropping bye, long talks, my food, “Two special guys.” Steve McCartin – Yes, I’m “virgin
white”, Emily – make up party, O.C., track practices, “5 minutes w/Bobby”, and friendship.
Ann Stenger – O.C., crawling in, good luck “mom”, Chris Cornelius – “magic hands”,
guidance office secretary – my love. Beth – “the Depo”, dread nights, W.E. – P.S.A., phone
calls, luck to get through the next two years, Friendship. Paul N. – “secret dates”, double
parking, good friends. Celeste – a 10th grade apology, and start of a new friendship. Mike
McCartin – Homecoming ’78, “Do it for the glory of Lori”, “first Hi”, shyness, wonderful
memories, friendship. Kathy Murphy – nabbed, Family Life, laughing, “Beep-beep”, “we’re
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bad”, spirit night, Lois – crying calls anytime, excellent friendship. Phil B. – to the best guy
friend I ever had my love. Mr. Parry – a warm, great teacher, coach & friend. Mr. Douglas –
thanks for everything! Kenny P. – good times, friendship, hard times, break-ups, finally
together again, “I know”, rides to work, movies, Baby secret, a special family, prom, special
moments, someone to turn to, never ending memories, all my love forever.

Stephanie Wheeler
James E. Whetzel, Pennsylvania
I, Jim Whetzel, leave the following: to Joel – basketball, pickles, a safe
vacuum, bike racks, snow banks, jiffy pop, and safe Fridays. Ivan – the Eatery
days, Wheaton Plaza, and wild weekends. Todd – his little green opal,
reincarnated. Marie – exemption from garage sales, and a better taste. John
S. – a lot of water skiing, a loud P.A., a class on rowdiness. Steve P. – roof
sun bathing, weekend camp out and memories of Hawaii. Steve O. – toilet
paper, and better taste in music. Redding – Fred & Harry’s, and lunchroom talks. Dave F. –
People’s, and non-leaking ketchup bottles.

James A. White, Maryland
Sue White (Holliday), Georgia
I, Susan White, being of not so sound mind and body (after Northwood) leave
the following: To Cyndi Stefun – a lifetime supply of heart tickets, Naomi &
Nick – I leave all the band concerts. To Annette Rodbell – I leave some of
me. To Yvonne LeDroux – I leave all of the friendship in the world, To Anita
Goldstein I leave “The Beginner’s Book of Sight Reading”, and a “trashcan”.
To Eric Hartmann – I leave Edwin’s white suit and the correct words to “Ask
yourself why” To Russell McIntyre – I leave a clean mind, and hair. To Mrs.
Stowe – I leave two truckloads of citrus fruit, a definition of dirty words in other
languages (so she won’t have to ask anymore) and all the luck and happiness in the world
with all her choral groups, and finally, I leave to Northwood a class as great as the class of
’80.
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Gail V. Williams, Maryland
To the best 4 friends in the world: I leave to Meg, Sharon, Jeanne, and Merle
nothing but the best in everything in life, and a better selection than what we
had at Northwood, no more term papers or memories of animal mania at the
Senior banquet. To Mr. Dusteroff – I extend deep gratitude for all the help,
guidance and understanding you have given me the last 4 years. I only hope
that you never had to be a senior sponsor again. To Mr. Wilson – thanks for
all the interesting lectures. (Ha! Ha!) and I also leave to you one Gail and one
Charlotte every year that you continue to teach. To the Juniors and Sophomores – only good
memories and inclosing, to all my classmates in the great class of ’80, only happiness and
success in the future!

Wayne Wininger, Pennsylvania
G. Stanley Winters, Virginia
Laura Wohl (Torchinsky), Maryland
I, Laura Wohl, of sound mind and body leave: Jane P. – “yours”, the guy in
the Dr. Pepper commercial, notes only I can understand, a cesna 150, Gene
Kelly, “its”, mopeds, slutty parts in plays. Annette A. – K.D., Mr. Wade
Trigger, any Good Counsel guy you want. Deedre M. – the light & sound
crew. Jenny T. – Guide sheet 100C, Kennedy H.S., the party, a foto-mate, all
of my jobs. Jeff F. – Novocain, Helen the Hippo, Jo the Jew, craziness, 6.5
gallons to the mile, Manhattan, 1984, K.D, Mosses, 1 doxen size Medium T
shirts. Ruthie S. – Ms. Kuhn, Peoples Drug store. Suzanne S. – the car,
turtle, tiger, etc., Eric N. – SOB conventions, Ed Linoleum, Sh’ma Yisreal. Tracy B. – Michael
Polansky, and interesting sports article, and IZOD wardrobe, green yeast (it rises) and an “A”
from Marylee. Ilene – a ride in Mr. Kaiser’s van, “just the way you are”, big hands, all the
locker space you need, B.S. Marc S. – an electric guitar, the career center. David E. – Pop’s,
pub pizza, cheap Atari, parties. Larry S. – my fantastic grade point average, King’s
Dominion, a long ride in a van. Charyl C. – Beaver teachers, Mrs. Curtis, crew shoes, a
pony, Senior banquets, at Dart Drug, David Landon, cornfields, G-nets, belts and cold as Ice.
Lora P. – a nip or two.
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Traci Ann Wolk
I would like to leave my car along with Aspen Hill to Sissy Keel, I am going to
leave one hundred packs of M&M’s to Vicki Mills, and one hundred hall
passes to Sue Oliverson. All my prize possessions, all my advice and
friendship forever will go to Sheryl Cytryn. I am leaving to Jack Hurst a whole
room full of Merit Cigarettes; plus many more good things to come. Mark
Gray – a music box that will talk back to him & a radio in the car that plays
only one situation. To Kathy Fisk – all the memories of the summer of ’79 &
her cousin Bryan Williams, plus many more good times to come!

Deidre L. Wong, California

Patrick M. Wright, Maryland
Randolph W. Wyman, North Carolina
Chris P. Xenophontos, Maryland
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Naomi Yadin (Mendick), Maryland
I, Naomi Yadin, being of sound body and not so sound mind, do hereby
leave the following; to Eric Hartman – memories of H.B. and S.L.S.; to Josh
Kohn – modesty; to Jeff Maimon – the divorce papers; to Eric Nicholson –
tranquilizers; to Avery – a smile and lots of rainbows; to Jeanne Aiken –
ruined lives; to Laura Beard – a healthy pill and una vida feliz; to Laura Bryan
– all my diet secrets and guys; to Alice Harron – happiness; to Amy – Nick; to
Ina – a Nick duplicate; to Melanie – willpower and handcuffs; to Marie –
music to file and band to direct; to Gail Williams – a portable Mrs. Long; to
Danny Z – my piano; to Deidre – patience; to Malcolm – hatred of food; to Nick – luck at
J.H.U., my friendship, ear and advice, and a sex drive!; to Mr. Negro – insects; to Mr. Lilga –
wandering aids; to Mrs. Stowe – much thanks for helping make these years special.

Michael L. Yette, Maryland
To J.F. a new hometown, a copy of “The Two Greatest Forwards”, the
biographies of Elvin Hayes and Bob Dardridge and an apple for every
teacher. To F.A. a can of hornet spray killer, smoke stack, a listing of famous
Daytonians, and a course of ballerina basketball. To G.E. a book of answers
to true or false questions and a scholarship to the Phil Ford school of dumb
expressions. To R.K. a lifetime subscription to the “Wall Street Journal” and “I
Couldn’t Outran a Turtle” the autobiography of John Riggins. To C.S. some
new jokes, to S.B., and absence bulletin, to B.R. an ice-cycle, to C.P. a
lifetime supply of pink, to L.S., four brand new stadiums, and to F.S. a pizza.

Eric D. Young, Georgia

Joseph M. Young, Maryland
Mark E. Young, Maryland
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Daniel Zabronsky, Maryland
I, Dan Zabronsky do hereby leave: To Ms. Ruddle, the moral equivalent of
war, to Ms. Stowe a concert choir immune to all known illnesses, to Susan
Adlerman, every grey and blue article of clothing I own (except the suit) to
Anna Kuabara, all my bad elephant jokes, to Kiju Nam, baby tuchoo, to
Deanna Harris I leave a copy of “Everything you always wanted to know about
nice Jewish boys but were afraid to ask.” To Gail Williams I leave seven
gallons of matzoh ball soup and eleven jars of Gefilte fish, to Alice Harron I
leave all the voices she taught me. To Bob Fischer, I leave the lungs of Luciano Pavorrotti,
To Laura Bryan, my copy of: “The joy of Analytic Geometry” to Russell Newell I leave my
ninety thousand dollar watch compete with world tide and temperature scanning. Finally, I
leave Mr. P.M. Wilson my entire collection of combs and hairbrushes.

Neal Zagone, Maryland
I, Neal H. Zagone, leave the following: Todd, Paul – great homecoming,
Great memories, Hatchet, J.D., Florida, good luck and friends always, Elaine
– Great Homecoming, memories, good luck and friends always, Greg –
wasted nights, basketball, luck and friend, Schnack – Skoal, Levi, pre-game
warm ups, luck and friend, Phil, Edgar – my latex plantation in South America,
Miller, McKensie – my tobacco plantation in North Carolina, Mary, Suzy – lots
of luck in track meets and friends always, Mary – H-O-R-S-E and lame
excuses, “Twin” – “Rac” S. – great memories and always a good time. Friends always, luck,
love in everything, Gramling 1st sem. 2nd per. – What! Yellow, blue, mud on boots, what
always a great time; to all my friends in and out of Northwood, Good luck and happiness
always.

Robert Zavatchan II, Pennsylvania
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Carmen Zea, Mexico

Ron Zimmerman, Maryland
I, Ron Zimmerman in sound mind and body leave Suzy many more years with
me. Chick, I leave a few more ladies like Maureen, Karen c: I leave her David
for life. Karen A.: A great time at school. Steve K.: Ms. Kuhn, Mr. Rangos,
your dream with the ladies. Mary K.: I leave boldness, Cindy M.: memories
and some class. Barbara C.: I leave her another set of eyes so I can have
yours. Michelle S.: a new boyfriend, Billy C.: one straight weekend. Mr.
Francis a wealthy retirement. Mike B.: 500 gallons of gas. Kathy C.: ten more
pounds. Nicky L.: a new vehicle and to all the people left out I leave
memories.

James Zoller, Virginia
I, James S. Zoller being of sound mind and body leave the following: Dirk: a
scratch on the head, dance lessons, 100 yellow shirts, how to lie about your
age, a fat girl. Mike: a fat girl, Larry: Pelisi as a but buddy, Ricky C.: boxing
lessons, Pam Greely, maturity lessons for Gail E., Celeste: a boot long hot
dog with the works, Mikes, a sweet lemon, Karen C.: straight knees, arch
lessons, Karen A.: a P. Brush D.C., a high pickup, Beth: flirting and drinking
lessons, my car all my love, Murphburger: lots of brains, a nose wave, D.
Pappas: an Irishman, both hands on the wheel. King’s Dominion gang, nerv
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